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ABSTRACT
Epidemiological studies have found that recurrent aHominal pain (RAP) occurs in
approximateþ 10 to 15% of all school age children. Researche¡s have hypothesized about the relationship
between a variety of psychosocial variables and the e:iperience of RAP. However, empirical research has
revealed that these variables have shown to be of minimal importance in describing the RAP population.

The problem is that child¡en with RAP are a heterogeneous group with different va¡iables being important

in zubgroups of children. The focus of this study was to develop

a preliminary taxonomy, which would

identi$ salient pychosocial variables among clusters of child¡en with RAP. This snrdy hypothesized that
empirically derived RAP clusters can be derived r¡cing psychosocial variables that would have clinical
relevance and usefl¡lness for treatment planning. Sixty child¡en, between the ages of 6 and 16, with RAP
and their parcnts participated in this study from a primary care Pediatrics

clinic. Each child and parent

completed a questionnaire package c,onsisting of items relating to: pain, depression, anxiety, somatization,
self-concept, pain reinforcement, family history of pain" and famiþ fu¡çfisning questions. In addition, a

chart review determined the presence or absence of constipation in addition to identi$ing the

pediatrician's RAP diagnosis (i.e., organic, dysfirnctional, psychogenic) for each child- Cluster analysis
identiñed four clusters of children with RAP derived ftom 17 child and parental measured variables.
They were labeled (a) a Parental Distress cluster,

þ) anAdaptive

Coping cluste¡, (c) a Family

þsfunction cluster, and (d) a Child Distress vith Reinþrcement cluíer. Discriminant function analysis
demonst¡ated the distinctiveness of these emFirically derived clusters. Clusters were examined, against an

external mea$re, specifically the Child Behavior Checklist (Achenbactr,

l99l), and revealed well-

discriminated goups. Then" the de¡ived clusters were compared with Ba¡r's (1983) tripartite model of
categorization. The empirically derived taxonomy proved to be more clinically relevant and usefut for
üeatment planning when compared to the

Bar's tripartite categorization model. With the identification

of this preliminary laxonomy, it is now possible to undertake a more focused investigation in treatment
resea¡ch and the etiologies of RAP.
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INTRODUCTION AI[I} REVIE\ry OF THE LITERATURE

¡o io¿iviór¡l's
known

þ

elrcounter with pain is ultimately a subjective experience that can not be

firlly

another individual. Although completely *¿s¡s1¿¡rling the pain experience of another

will

continue to be a futile endeavoq pople for millennia have tried to understand and lessen the pain

of

others. In the last th¡ee decades, researchers have made great strides in understanding, measuring and

infl¡s¡çing the experience of pain. This pain research has had its primary focus on the adult popilation.
PREVIOUS PAIN RESEARCH
Over the last 30 years, great advancements have been made in the understånding of pain because
of a paradigm shift that was initiated by the gate control theory developed

þ

Ronald Melzaclg a

psychologist, andPatrick Wall, a physician and anatomist (Melzack and Wall, 1965). Before this shifr,
the model that dominated our theorizing about pain was the unidimensional sensory model of pain, which
was first proposedþ Descartes in the 17ü century.

Theoretical Models of Pain

Unidimensional Sensorv Mo&l of Pain
Historically, pain has been understood as solety an unidimensional sensory experience (Turþ
1997). The unidimensional sensory model of pain suggests that pain is a singular sensation that is
determined

þ

the degFeê of noxious sensory stimulation

involved This sensation was betieved to be

unaffectedþ affective, evaluative, and other experiences. This view

comes from Descartes' Cartesian

mindåody dttalisrn, which dominated thought about the mind and body relationship. An analory of a
telephone line, with two ends and sound

little sound, but \ilith

transfere{ describes this view. With only

a whisper, we hear

a loud yell, we hear much sound-

The unir+imensional sensory model of pain had ohious limil¿1¡sr. that were difficult to explain.

For example, it remained a mystery why some patients with ójeøivety determined equivalent degrees and
types of tissue damage varied widely in their reported pain severity. In addition, it was unclear why

certain people would continue to report pain long after the expected time of normal healing had taken

plact. Melzack and Wall (1965) proposed the gate control theory to attemÉ to explain

these phenomena.

Gate Control Theory

The gate control theory was the first integrative

múl

psychological factors in the un&rstanding of an indivirl¡,¡l's
proposes

that included

pin

experience

tlut three systen$ work together to process pain stimulation,

bth

physiological and

Cfurb 1997). This model

also called nociceptive stimulation

(i.e., pain r€€-eÉors are also called nociceptor). The three systems are sensorydiscriminative,
motivational-affective, and cognitive-evaluative, which indivió,alþ and collectively de,ñne the subjeaive
experience ofpain for an individual.

The gate control theory proposes that the spinal cord's dorsal horn contains a

gting

mechanis¡n

that either opens or closes (in gradations) transmission of peripheral nerve impulses to the brain (Melzack

& Wall, 1965). Whether the gate is open or close depends on the active penpheral fibers and the
influencç of certain brain prccÉss€s. These certain brain functions, such as selective cognitive processes,
influence pain percepion at the sprnal gating mechanism (Tu¡h 199Ð. Thus" this theory emphasizes the

d¡namic role of the brain in pain processing. Subsequently, this model propelled psychological variables,
such as attention, mood, perce$ion of pain history, and other cognitive activities into the forefront of parn

theory and research.

Oærant Conditionins Model
Along another line of theorizing Wilbert Fordyce, a psychologist, first described an operant
conditioning model of pain that took into consideration the effects of one's environment in shaping the
experienct of pain (Fordyce, 1976). In the operant cnnditioning model, principles of operant conditioning
are applied to the behavio¡al manifestations of pain

(Turh 199Ð. Based on this model, pain behaviors,

such as avoidance of an activity to attempt to prcvent one from experiencing painftt sensatìons, are

controlledþ external contingencies of reinforcement. For example, withdrawing from an activity
becomes negatively reinforcedþ the reduction of pain. In addition, pain behaviors are positively

reinforced if they attract positive attention from others (Craig 1986). Futhennore, this model proposes
that ch¡onic pain behaviors that were initially caused

þ

disease or

inþry could (after a sufficient time of

healinÐ now be ocçurring in response to the reinforcing environment. AlthoueÈr opÊrant facto¡s clearly

play a role in the prolonged reporting of pain" one limitation of this model is that it fails to consi&r the
emotional and cognitive asp€cts of pain (Turh 199Ð.

Comitive-Behavioral Model
The cognitlveåehavioral mo&l is a broader model tban the operant model of pain because
includes behavioral aqpects as well as emotional and cognitive aspects of parn

(tu¡h

it

199Ð. In cûntrast to

the operant conditioning model of pairL this model proposes that cognitive factors are of primary
importance and conditioning factors are of lessor importance. Differing from the operant conditioning
rllodel, this modol suggests tlÞt it is the cognitive appraisals and expectations of pain events rather than
evoked conditioned responses that a¡e really at work in an indivi<Ìrlal's perception

ofpaln. Personal

cogrutive interpretations based on past experiences of what is helSul to decrease pain (such as avoiding
an activity) or what

will

exaggerate pain (such as feelings of loneliness or &pression) contn-bute to an

individual's response to pain. Furthennore, this model highlights the idea that there are continual
reciprocal relationships between one's cognitive, emotional, behavioral, physical, and environmental
histories that continually influence and shape the percepion of pain. An example of this is when a
chronic pain patient's behavior o¡ attitude elicits a suportive or critical response from his or her spouse
that will either reinforce adaÉive or maladaptive ways of thinking andbehaving (Mogilevslry, 1995).
McGrath's Model of a Child's Exoerience of Pain

It

has been only in the last 15 years that research into pain

in children has gained a prominent

place in the current pain literature. Books loy McGrath and Unruh (198Ð, Ross and Ross (19S8) and

McGrath (1990a) provided the impetus to the exponential growth rate of research in child pain. No longer
do we assume that pain is a

"one-to{e"

direct relationship between nociceÉive stimuli and pain

experience. Rather, pain is a plastic and complex phenomenor¡ in which numerous psychological and
social façtors can influence one's experience of pain (McGrath,

1990a). McGrath (1990b) proposes a

model that helps to provide insight into the factors that come into play when a child experiences pain.

McGrath conceptualizes a model that identiñes the factors that contribute to a child's experienæ of pain
(see Figure

l).

She

i&ntifies situational, behavioral, and emotional factors along with more stable factors

that in combination influence a child's experience of pain. Stable facton include gen&r, age, cognitive

Figure 1. A model of the situational, behavioral, and emotional factors that affect a child's pain (From p.
A McGrath, 1989).
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level, previous pain experience, and how pain is dealt within the family and the zunounding culture.
Situational factors highlight the interaction between envi¡onment¿l and psychologic¿l factors that co+xist
during the time the cbild is experiencing pain (Mccrath & Brighan, 1992). McGrath (1990b) notes rhat

"situational factors include a child's expectation about the pain source, the meaningfulness of the paia a
chjld's abiltty to control or predict what will happen, and a child's attention" (p. 9). Furthermore, the
behavioral cåtegory includes a child's usage ofcoping strategies, a child's overt beh¿vioral distress, and a
parent's rcsponse to these behaviors. The emotional category includes the child's fear, anger, and

frust¡ation among others in response to the pain. McGrath notes that *all of these factors may modiS the
¡sursnal activiU initiated

þ

tissue damage thereþ augmenting or reúrcing the pain" (p. 9). Thus,

it is

concluded from this model that comprehensive pain assessment of psychosocial variables is vitally

important to the understanding of pain in child¡en and our ability to treat it.
RECURRENT ABDOMINAL PAIN IN CHILDREN
The Intemational Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) have defined recurrent abdominal

pain ßAP) in children to be a syndrome consisting of abòminal pain that interferes with normal
activities occurring at least th¡ee times over at least three monltrs (Merskey, 1986, 1994). Millions of
dollars each year are spent on medical tests for children experiencing RAP. Surprisingly, an
overwhehning majority of these tests results in negative ñndings. For example, one study reported
negative results on all 750 medical tests, which

incluM l8 proctoscopies

esophagoscopies, and 22 electroencephalograms, among

and rectal biopsies, 19

lf 9 Children with

RAP (Liebman, 1978). In

addition, one hund¡ed consecuúve child¡en who sutrered from non-specific abdominal pain underwent
medical tests that yielded all negative findings in a hospital setting (Ban & Feuerstein" 1983).

A Chronic Condition
When negative medical results are found, some physicians report feeling uncertain as to what the
next step shouldbe (e.g.,

see

Lwine & Rappaport, 1984). Most often, these physicians provide

reassruance to the family by statbg that no identifiable medical problem is present in hopes that the RAP

would spontaneously remit. A few studies have reported that RAP does ¡emit without treatment in some

children (Apley & Hale 1973; Stickler & Murphy, 1979). However, for many othe¡ childrcn, their RAP

does not go away.

Gher studies have shown that from 25 ø

5A%o

of children with RAP continue to report

similar symptoms in adulthood (Walker, Garter, Van Sþke, & Greene, 1995; Apley & HaIe, 1973;
Stickler & Murphy, 1979). For example, Ch¡iste¡uen and Mofensen (1975) conducted a 28-year followup investigation of 35 children diapased with RAP. They found that over 507o had gastrointestinal pain

in adulthood

Iæss than 30% of their control group of adults reported gastrointestinal pain.

Prevalence

Recurrent abdominal pain in children appears to be a common problem. Prevalence studies have
indicated that as nurny as l0 to 15% of children and adolescents may sufer with RAP (Mortimer, Kay,
Jaron, 1993; Pa¡cel, Nader, & Meyer,

ßm.

Of these, less than

10%o

&

have a clear organic etiologr (Apley

& NaisÌ\ 1958; Apley, 1975; Oster, 1972). Given this, many medical professionals call RAP

a

"psychogenic" disorder (e.g., see Barr, 1983). Thus, res€archers have investigated numerous
psychotogical variables in attempts to provide some answers as to why this pain problem develops and
what are the best psychological interventions available.
Give the prevalence and chronic nature of RAP, it is surprising that there is an abcence in the
research literatu¡e of a systematic investigation into this pain problem. In fact, little is known about the

specific etiologies ofRAP in children and which psychosocial variables are contributors to the onset and
maintenance of RAP. It apears that children with RAP have presented a complex quandary to clinicians
and investigators alike in pediatric psycholory.

Part of this confi¡sion stems ftom the absence of a dominant theoretical model to provide
struch¡re and guidance to the information gathering prcc€ss. Moreover, McGrath (1983) noted that the

lack of a dominant model is primarily due to the controversy that exists among researchers who
investigate probable causes of RAP. He stated that some investigators take an "either-orn stance, which
suggest that the absence of an obvious organic cause zubsequently means the existence of a psychosocial

etiolory. Other investigators believe that unless there is an obvious psychosocial cause, it would

be better

to a'ssume that the problem is an organic one, albeit unknonn (e.g., see Barr, 1983). However, most of the
current theoretical models have challenged this "psychogenic vs. organicn dichotomy, These models have

attempted to explain the complexity of the RAP

poplation

þ

taking into consi&ration a variety of

psychosocial variables.

TTIEORETICAL MODELS

A number of theoretical models are èscn-bed belorv that attemp to explain the relationships
between physiological mechnnisrns, andpsychological and environmental facfo$ in children with RAP.
These models are the bipartite model, the tripartite model, the primary forces model and the newly
described childhood functional gastrointestinal disorders (FGIDs) prblished this year (Rasquin-Webea

Hyman, Cucchiara, Fleisher, Hyams, Milla,

& Staiano, 1999).
Bioartite Model

Even with the advancements in pain research and the understanding of the biopsychosocial
nature of RAP, many pediatric textbooks still discuss RAP as being categorized as bipartite in nature
(Sondheimer

& Silverma4 1995). This traditional view of RAP

categorized these child¡en into an

organic or a psychogenic group depending on whether an organic cause

2a). An organic

w¿¡s

foundfor the parn (see Figure

cause referred to the presencs of an organic diæaæ or an abnormal physiologic process,

which is believed to be producing the pain. The &,finition of the psychogenic group was much more
ambiguous. Most researchers referred to this group as having 'stressñrl, emotional, or psychosocial
factors having some þrimaryl role in the production of the syndrome" @arr & Feuerstein, 19S3, p. 16).

Barr (1983) noted that this model has limited utility because it doos not take into consideration
'dysñrnctional pattU the s€nsation [that] is generated int¡a-abdominally hrt is the result of normal
physiologic frrnctioning"
used as a diagnosis

(). 524). In addition, Rappaport (1989) argued that this psychogenic group was

ofexclusion. That is, he noted that ifan organic

cause were not found, a psychogenic

label would be the 'default' diagnosis that usually discontinued any further medical investigation. Thus,
a noteworthy limitation of this model is its lack of acknowledgement of possible normal physiologic
processes that may be playrng a part in

RAP. Given this, McGrath (1983) noted that this model could

lead to ¿¡n erroneous diagnasis and overlooked medical treatment. The next model takes into

consideration this impofant issue.

Trioartite Mo&l
Barr andFeuersteir (1983) proposed a mo&l that grou@ chilùen who experiencedRAP into
three categories (see Figure 2b). The organic group, children with a known organic illness and the
psychogenic g¡oup, child¡en with a psychological disorder, were taken from the bipartite model

(Rappaport, 1989). They added a third group called the dysflrnctional group, which consisted of children
who had an imblance in their physiologic processes that were eusing their pain (Barr, 1983). This
included children "in which the mechanim or specific pattern of patn is recognizable . . . [and those] in

which no mechanism or pattern is apparent" (p. 525). For example, a child's pain may be considered
dysfimctional if it was determined that he or she was lactose intolerant or if there was some suspicion

of

"some t¡4)e of imbalance that is not yet clearly d€fitred' (Rappaport, 1989, p. 81).

Using these criteri4 Ban (1983) reported that only 6% of the chilùen with RAP from his

clinical sample would have a clear psychogenic disorder. His data revealed that 6% had a known organic
illness, 34Yohada normal physiologic process that was believed to be contnìbuting to the pain, s4%had
some susp€cted h¡t unl¡rown imbalance, and

6%o

had an "obvious" psychogenic disorder. Thus, 88%

of

the children with RAP were placed in the dysfinctional category. Although Barr believed that normal or
abnonnal physiologic processes explained 88% ofthe population, specific variables were not identified
Furthermore, this shrdy was unable to identify speciñcally the variables that may have been important in
the development of RAP. Thus, it is misleading to presume that normal or abnormal physiologic
proç€ss€s for some

chilùen with RAP was the primary

cause when empirical rese¿¡ch has shown this to

be inconclusive. For example, McGrath, Goodman, Firestone, Shipman, and Peters (1933) found that

children without RAP wereþst as likely to be lactose intolerant as children with RAP. In addition, they
found that only za%oof their RAP sample were found lactose intolerant. Therefore, at most lactose
intolerance is a significant factor for only a srnall subgroup of children with RAP. Hence, a serious

limitation exists regarding the definition of the dysñrnctional group because it do€s not account for the
influence of environmental or psychological variables that may be involved As Sammons (1988) noted,
"psychological factors almost certainly play a role in the etiolory of RAP' G. 38S). Thus, psychosocial
variables nust be considered in wery child with RAP.

Figure 2. Alternative Clinical Models for Recurrent Abdominal Pain Syndrome. (a) The presence of
cmss-hatching indicates an assumption of odisease' being present. (b) "Dysfunctional" RAP syndrome
refers to child¡en in whom appropriate evidence for organicity or psychogenicity is lacking and no
assumption of abnornality is made (From Barr, 1983).
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(a) BIPARTITH M0DEt

(b)

TRTPARTTTE MODEL

Redrawn and modified from Barr and Feuerstein (1983).
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Furthermore, Ramaport (1989) criticized the usage of the psychogenic group in the tripartite

model. He commented tbat although research has shown that some children with RAP seem to be
&scribed with certain psychosocial variables, 'the majority of the children with RAP do not fit in any of
these categories'

þ. 8l).

He questioned the usefulness of the psychogenic group due to the lack

of

definitive empirical svid€nce relating RAP to psychosocial variables.
Thus, he deùced that psychosocial variables 'do not yet explain the vast group with abdominal
pain of unlnown etiolory' O. 8l). However,

if

one takes the position that children with RAP are a

heterogeneous population, this criticisrn can be easily rebutted In most studies, only a snall number
psychosocial variables have been

of

exanined Due to the heterogeneous RAP poplation, these variables

are not important to all the children. Most likely, different variables are important to different srbgroups

of children. Thus, in rese¿rch that treats children with RAP as one goup, each psychosocial variable
would appear to be unimportant in describing these children as a whole.
One strength of the tripartite model is that the "absence of evidence of organic disease does not

imply that emotional or psychogenic factors are causal." @arr, 1983, p. 526). Barr stressed that clinicians
must be cautious not to assume that psychological factors are causal when in fact they may have developed
due to the pres€nce

ofRAP. In addition, Barr noted that the finding of "organic or psychologic

abnormalities may be incidental to the pain complaint" (p. 526). Ovemll, Barr's tripartite model fails to
acknowledge the numerous psychosocial variables that may be contritnrting to the onset and maintenance

of RAP in different children. Nonetheless, this model provides greater understanding into the complexity
of psychosocial variables in RAP.

In summary, Barr and Feuerstein (1983) attempted to explain the complexity of possible RAP
etiologies

þ

adding a tlurd, dysftnctional category, to the bipartite model. This model has stimulated

fi¡rther thinking and greater awareness of the multiple components, consisting of both physiologic and
psychosocial that may be invofued in the development and maintenance of RAP. In attempting to explain

this interaction, Levine and Rappaport (1984) proposed a complex model that fr¡fher takes into
consideration these multiple cmponents that may be involved in RAP.
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Primarv Forces Model
One of the most comprehensive models reported in the literatu¡e is the primary forces model

of

Levine andRappaport (1984). They zuggestedthat multiple prediqposingfactoß might make children
more vulnerable to the development of RAP (see Figure

3). These factors included nsomatic

predisposition" dysfunction or disorder, milieu and critical events, temperament and learning respons€
patterns as well as life style and habit' (Rappaport, 1989, p. 82).
Somatic predispositior¡ dysfi:nction or disorder refered to any possible physiologic factors that
may have contributed to the RAP. Physiologic factors rnay range from somatic predispositioa such a$

problems of gastrointestinal motility, to dysfirnction or disorder states, zuch as, the pres€nce of a peptic

ulcer. Milieu and critical events referred to any components of the child's nenvironmenlal cirçums[ance,"
(p. 983) such as, "nurturancÆ, the presence of identifiable emotional illness in the famiþ, interactions with
siblings, and the level of domestic stress and strain" (p. 983) that may impact on the child rvith RAP
(Levine & Rapaport, 1984). Furthermore, they zuggested that these variables might reach into the child's
broader social environment (e.g., peer relationshipg school performance, etc.). Regarding temperament
and learning response patterns, Levine and Rappaport (1984) listed variables, such ac the child's level

of

"excitability, consolability, satability, and irritability" (p. 984), coping skills, and leamed responses that
are developed throughout

childhood Finally, they noted that life style and habit referred to the 'uniçe

daily agendan of each child with RAP (p. 981). Levine and Rappaport (1984) suggested that these
transient variables are ofren neglected, such as, participation in enjoyable activities,

sati$ing social

interactiott, and other meaningful life events. I-evine and Rappøport (19S4) stated thât when each of these
variables is taken into consideration, a nheterogeneous goup of children with their widely divergent
pathogenic force patterns and styles ofresponsiveness' (¡1. 988) is foundSammons (1988) suggested that "this model is both compelling and wo¡kable; it has the

capability to incorporate individual targets ofearlier research into an equation that may have explanatory
power in analyzing the etiologr of RAP. With adequate assessment procedures, it may have real
predictive ability in deterrrining children at risk for developing RAP" (p. 402). However, in its present

fonn, this model has serious research limitations. lvlany of the important oonstructs described in this
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Figure 3. This conc€ptual model depicts the multifactorial genesis and modulation of recurrent abdominal
pain ôring childhood It zuggests that, t¡æically, a somatic propensity toward pain localized to the
abdomen occurs in a living milieu that itself is affected in part by critical life events. The milieu may or
may not trigger or intensiS the pain The cbild's own habits and style of life are also influential forces
either promoting or counte¡acting stmptoms development. Finally, there is a repertoire of temperamental
traits and patterns of reçonse that promote pain appreciation. The four forces influence each other and
become specific targets for evaluation and patient nanagement (From lævine and Rappaport, 1984).
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Iterations ofFourPrimary Forces Mediating Recurrent Abdominal Pain in Childhood.

Redrawn and reproduced from Levine and Rappaport (1984).
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model do not have staûdardized assessment instruments available. In aüition, it would be very difficult
to design a study that would take into consideration the

ryriad of hypothesized variables that th€y

zuggested may be involved in the development ¿nd mai¡1e¡¡¿¡çç of RAP.

Fu¡therrnore,

Irvine

and Rapaport (1984) zuggested that a multiple regression mo&I could be

used to mea$ue the "portion of pain variance' (p. 971) accounted for b¡y the

diferent variables. However,

if children with RAP are a heterogeneous population, different variables would account for the greatest
amount of variance in different zubgroup of children lvith RAP. Thus, possibly, all of the investigated
variables would account for a srnall amount of overall variance with the possibility of some important
variables of a particular subgroup of children with RAP being completely excluded Therefore, although

this model suggests multifactorial etiologies for children with RAP, it do€s not have the capability of
discriminating which variables would be s¡lient in a particular srrbgroup of children with RAP.
Overall, each of theæ presented models has seriow limitations in thei¡ abitity to describe
variables that a¡e important in the development s¡ mai¡fsnance of RAP. This study propos€d a different
methodolory of classi$ing these chil&en. An empiricalþ based taxonomy aims to identi$ clusters

of

children that bave oommon psychosocial variables that can be plotted as proñles. The generation of these
cluste¡s of children with similar profiles is the first important step in determining the specific etiotogies

of

RAP.
Childhood Functional Gastrointestinal Disorders
The newly described childhood ñrnctional gastrointestinal disorden (FGIDs) attempted to
provide a method for standardizing the manner in which clinical disor&rs are defined (Rasquin-Weber,
Hyman, Cucthiara, Fleisher, Hyams, Milla,

& Staiano, 1999).

The pediatric working team chose not to

include recurrent abdominal pain (RAP) of childhood as a formal disorder because it was deemed to have
too general criteria. In addition, they believed that many children with RAP also met the criteria fo¡

funaional dyspepsla, irritable bowel syndrome, or ñ¡nctional abdominal pain ßasquin-Weber, et al.,
1999). Fwtherrnore, they noted that their \ilas "a growingbody of evid€nc€ to suggest that functional
abdominal pain is ofren associated with visceral hyperalgesia" (p. 1163). Five disorders were described
under the cÍ¡tegory called G2.Abdominal Pain: fl¡nctional dyqpepsia, irritable bowel q¡ndrome, functional

l6

abdominal pai¡l ab&minal mignine, and aerophaga. Unforn¡nately, these disorders have failed to
describe psychosocial factoß as being important in the onset and rnaintenance of the pain in some

children.

ETIOLOGICAL TTIEORIES
Much investigation into the impofianc€ ofbiopsychosocial variables among cbildren \¡/ith RAP
has been conducted Due to the lack of clarity regarding which biopsychosocial variables are important

in

the development and maintenance of RAP, empirical investigatiors have examined a variety of variables.

Unfortunatety, little progress has been made in our un&rstanding of which biopsychosocial variables are
causative. Resea¡chers have suggested that chilùen \üith RAP may have many of the following
biopsychosocial variables influencing the dwelopment and maintenance of their pain: (a) autonomic

instability; (b) laøose intolerance; (c) constipation; (d) Helicobacter pylori; e) anxiety; (Ð depression; (i)
somatization disorder; (e) reinforcement of the pain behaviors; (Ð

øn

modeling; (h) family dysfunction;

and (i) negative life events (McGrath & Felùnan, 1986; Macarther, Saunders, & Feldman, 1995).

Unforturuteþ, the study of each these variables

has yielded mixed results

with no variable consistently

identified as important to all child¡en with RAP. Thus, it is unlikely that any one of these variables alone
is important in the development or the maintenance of RAP in all of the children.
Phvsioloeical Mechanisms on RAP
Autonomic Instabilitv
Autonomic instability, which includes autonomic inbalanc,es and hypersensitivity, has been
considered important in the development and maintenance of RAP (Hodges & Bu$ach,

l99l). In one

study, Kopel, Kim, and Barbero (196Ð found that children with RAP had increased rectosigmoid motility

in

response to FTostigmin

in comparison with healthy children. From this finding they

suggested that

children \{ith RAP apear to have autonomic hypersensitivity. In additioq in Rubin" Barbero, and
Sibinga's (1967)

stu*,

response when tested

they found that children with RAP had a longer recovery time in

with

ppillary

a cold pressor stress compared to norrnal controls. However, Apley, l{aslam,

and Tulloch (1971) failed to replicate this

finding. In a more recent study, using cold pressor

Feuerstein, Barr, Franco€ul, Houle, and Rafinan (1982) compared children with RAP \üith
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stress,

ørefulty

matched hospital and nonnal control groups. In both the stress and recovery phases, they found no

differences on the physiologic, bebavioral, and subjective measures. Nonetheless, McGrath and Unruh

(198Ð hlpothesized that autonomic instability may be the un&rlying feature that could account fo¡ how
anxiety, depressior\ and sornatization influence RAP. However, research to sumort this hypothesis is
presently lacking.
l"actose Intoleftmce
Lactos€ intolerance is developed in a child when there is a lack of an intestinal enzyme, called
lactas€, which is usÊd to metabolize lactose in the gastrointestinal

tract. In their prospective study, Barr,

Levine, and Watkins (1979) found that 32 (4OW of the children with RAP studied had a lactose
malabeorption problem that

ruy

have been causing their pain. In additioq in a similar study,

(1979)foundthatll(31%o)ofthechild¡enwithRAPstudiedhadalactos€intolerance.

þ,

Liôman

However,studies

Iæbenthal, Rossi, Nord, and B¡ansld (1981), Ch¡istensen (1980), and McGrath et al. (1983) showed

no differences in lactose intolerance between children with RAP and normal controls. Thus, it is

uncef¿in if lactose intolerance is an important variable for even a subgroup of children with RAP.
Constipation

It is well known that c,onstipation is a cornmon cause of abdominal pain (McGrath & Unruh,
1987). However, it would appear that few children \ilith RAP show signs of being constipated (Hodges
Burbacb,

l99l).

&

For example, Dimson (1971) reported that only 227o of his RAP sample were

constipated" In addition, Galler, Neustein, and Walker (1980) also reportedthat constipation u¡as not a
cornmon sympom in their clinical t¡eatrnent of children with RAP. Thus, it is likety that constipation is
an important variable in only a snall group of children with RAP.

Helieobacter pvlori
Helicobacter pylori are bacteria that can be found in the stomach and intestines of childrerç

which has been suggested to be an important cause of RAP (Oderda, Dell'olio, Morra, & Ansaldi, 1989).
However, empirical ¡esea¡ch has shown mixed results. In a review of the literatu¡e, flardikar, Feekery,

Oberklai{ and Grimwood (1996) found the ^f{ pylori ælonaation ranged from

8olo

to 63yo in children

\ilith RAP with a mean of 26% across studies. In addition, they found the H. pylori infection was equally
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common in children with RAP as in children without abdominal pain. Overall,

Fiúreh

Casteel, and

Pumphrey (1992) foundthat a H. pylori infection in children with RAP is an infrequent event.

Pwcholoeical Variables in RAP
Anxietv
Apley and Naish ( 1958) investigated the presence of a number of psychosocial variables among
child¡en with RAP. They examined 108 children with RAP and compared them to 312 control children.
They described 36 (337o) children \vith RAP as high-strung; fussy, and excitable or anxiou.g

timi{

and

apprehensive. This finding suggests that anxiety could be an important variable in a third of children

with RAP. Given that their data was collected by interview method without any diagnostic validity
checks, caution must be given in generalizing this finding.

Walker, Garber, and Greene (1993) evaluated a number of psychosocial correlates in a sample

of

88 children with RAP. They used a design that compared children with RAP, children with peptic disease

or a psychiatric disorder, and well children to attempt to identi$/ important factors that coutd be used to
differentiate children with RAP from these other groups of children. They found that children with RAP
reported a higher level of internalizing behavior as measured

þ

the Child Behavior Checrklist (CBCL)

than the well children and lower than the children with a psychiatric disorder. However, this variable did
not differcntiate child¡en with RAP ftom children with a pepûic disease. In addition, only a small number
of children with RAP were found to be within the clinical r:rnge on the internalizing measure.

In another study, Walker and Greene (1989) conducted an investigation among child¡en with
RAP and thefu parents. They examined reported levels of somatic complaints, anxiety, and depression for
the children \¡rith RAP, as well as, for the parents. They compared these ñndings with reports from

child¡en with a known organic cause for their abdominal pain and healthy children, and their parents.
They found that RAP and orsanic children had higher levels of depression and somatic complaints than
the healthy children did büt they did not differentiate from each other. However, children with RAP were
found to have significantly higher internalization behavior as compared to both the organic and healthy
gtoups of child¡en. In fact, a majority of these chilùen was found to be in the clinical range on this
measure.
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In a related study, Hodges, Kline, Baúero, and Flanery (1984) reported that higher levels of
stress \ilere reported

in children with RAP compared to

a healthy group of

reported similarfindings (e.g., Galber, /,sman, & Walker, 1990; Hodges,
1985; Walker

children. Other studies have

Kling Barbero, & Woodnff,

& Greene, 1989). However, it appears that these anxious children with RAP

&

not seem to

differ significantly ftom children with a known gastrointestinal illness (Garber, et al., 1990; Hodges,

K[i¡e, Barbero, & Woodnrff, 1985; Walker & Greene, 1991b). Thus, it is possible tbåt these children
we¡e anxious bcause they were seeking medical attention and not because anxiety was an important
variable in their experience of pain (e.g., see Hodges & Burbach, 1991).
Sanders, Shephend, Clegborn, and Woolford (1994) conducted a cognitive{ehavioral famity

intervention group with children with RAP and thei¡ parents. They found that about one half of the

children \¡¡ith RAP who completed the treatment reported no pain, whereas, only one quarter reported no
pain in the control group. Interestingly, the children's internalizing behavior as reported by their parents
after treatment was found to be significantly less than prior to treåtment, decreasing from a clinical level
to a non+linical level.
Wassennan, Whitington, and Riva¡a (1988) evaluated a numbe¡ of psychosocial variables ¿ìmong
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children u/ith RAP rrsing â clinical interview and st¿nda¡dized questionnaires. A significant difference

was found on the intemalizing dimension of the CBCL between the children ü¡ith RAP and control group

with the majority of child¡en with RAP in the clinical range.
Ove¡all, anxiety seemed to be an important variable in most of these studies. However, in every
study, only a subgroup of the children with RAP was found to be

i¡ ûs

çlinical range for anxiety or

internalization. With these studies conórcting ståtistical analysis that included both the clinical and nonclinical cases, the overall importance of anxiety decreased This may explain why studies did not &tect
difference in anxiety levels betwe€n child¡en with RAP and child¡en with a known gastrointestinal illness.

Most likely, anxiety is an important factor for only a subgroup of children with RAP.
Deoression
Hughes (1984) investigted the presenc€ of clinical depression in 23 child¡en with RAP. He used
a psychiatric inte¡view to assess the severity of fhese children's psychopathologr. He found all 23 child¡en

20

met the

DSM-[

criteria for a major depressive episode. However, with the absence of a contr,ol gmup

and the pres€nce of an obvior¡s ¡derral bias, this finding must be generalized with caution. In another
study, Walker and Greene (1989) reported that child¡en with RAP had higher levels of depression hrn

healthy children, however, no difference was found when compared to child¡en with an hrown organic
cause for their abdominal pain.

Hodges, Kline, Barbero, and Flanery (1985) conórcted an investigation of depressive

symptomatolos/ among 25 child¡en with RAP as compared to ó7 behaviorally disordered (BD) and a2
healthy children. They found that levels of depression among children with RAP were not signiñcantly
dtfference from those of healthy child¡en. In addition, they found that the level of depression in child¡en

\#ith RAP was significantly lower than the level of depression of BD children. McGrath et al. (1983)
reported no differences on thei¡ measu¡e of depression among children with RAP and thei¡ cont¡ols.
Overall, depression does not appear to be an important factor in our understanding of children

with RAP. Howeve¡ ôre to its limited examination in the literature, it is still premature to assume that

it

does not play a role in RAP.

Somatization Disorder
Ernst,
consisting of

Rout\
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and Harper (1984) conducted a study

with 143 children reporting abdominal pain

children with a lnown organic cause, 14 child¡en with an organic finding that was

unrelated to the pain" and 108 children believed to have an unknown organic cause. They investigated the
number of physical symptoms reported by the children

þ

chart review. They found that child¡en with

RAP reported significantly greater number of physical symptoms in correlation with the length of time
they had experienced pain. In addition, these children reported more pain symptoms as their age

increased Thus, they zuggested that children with RAP "ch¡onic polysymÉomatic complains' (p. 83)
reveal the presence of a somatization disorder. They noted that the increase in symptoms with age

supportd this because a sorntization disorder is beliwed to uke a decade or longer to acquire. A number
of limitations exist with this sudy. The sample sizes were uneven for comparison and physician's
documentation of symptoru on the medical records ma& up the archival dåta used in this srudy. Thus, a
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likely possibility uas that these physicians sea¡chedfor and &cumented more diligently slmptoms in
children who continued to have negative medical findings

as

they aged

In another study, Walker, Garùer, and G¡eene (1991) found that the duration of RAP in children
was not significantty associated with the number of sornatic symFoms reported in their sample

of

children. Howsver, they noted that children with RAP reported more somatic complaints when compared
to healthy children. Moreover, Walker et al. (1993) reported that children with RAP had higher levels of
somatic complaints than those

reportedþ well children. In

a related study, Walker and Greene (1989)

found that children with RAP reported higher levels of somatic complaints than healthy children bt¡t no
difference from children with a lnown cause for their abdominal pain.
Overall, it is uncertain whether the number of somatic complaints is an important factor for

children with RAP. However, in is clear that chil&en with RAP report a variety of other somatic
symptoms. Given this, it is important to identify the presence of these other somatic symÉoms (e.g., see

Apley, 1975). With fi¡rther research, these somatic symÉoms may be found to play an important role in
our understanding of a subgroup of children with RAP.
Social Variables in RAP
Reinforc€ment of Pain Behaviors
The theory behind the operant conditioning model of pain is that child¡en who are positiveþ

reinforced after a verbal expression ofpain or pain behavior are more likely to continue to report pain
(Fordyce, 1976). Reinforcement may come in terms of parental attentiorL special privileges, or the
avoidance ofundesirable events, such as, school.

Dunn-Geier, McG¡atll Roucke, Latter, and D'Astous (1986) conôrøed a sh¡dy with mothers and

children experiencing pain (50% had abdominal parn). The children took part in simulated activities in
the laboratory that evoked pain behaviors. One group of children labeled "non-copers' emitted more
expressions of pain than the ocoping" children

did- Also, mothers of non-copers tended to have

discouraged adaptive coping behaviors and reinforced their children's pain behaviors.

defined by the number of days they missed from school due to pain.

7J

Nonopers were

Zuckerman, Stevenson, andBailey (1987) investigated maternal depression among a community
sample of preschoolers who were exçeriencing recurrent stomachaches. Th€y found that depressed

mothers were more willing give attention to their child if their child reported having a stomachache,

which may have reinforced the parn. A number of sn¡dies have found that mothers of children with RAP
report more depressive sympomatolory as compared to mothers of healthy controls (Hodges, Kline,
Barbero, & Flanery, 1985; Hodges, Kline, Barb€ro, & Woodruff, 1985; Walker & Greene, 1989).
Possibly, depressed mothen are more likely than nondepressed mothers to pay more attention and thus
reinforce their child's pain behavior. Alternatively but less likely, â yorng mother with a child with RAP
may be greatly distressed because of it and subsequently develop a mood disorde¡.

Walker, Garber, and Greene (1993) found that children with RAP perceived €feater parental
reinforcement of their abdominal symptons compared to child¡en with a psychiatric disorder or healthy

children. In addition, they noted that parents who themselves were exhibiting illness behaviors were more
suscepible to providing positive reinforcement of their child's illness behaviors.

In

a related study, Walker and Zeman (1992) investigated the level of parental encouragement

of

pain behaviors among a group of pediatric patients. They found that parents of children with RAP were
more sympathetic than parents of children who reported other health concerns. In addition, they found
that mothers encouraged their child's illness behavior more than fathers and that girls perceived their
parents as more encouraging of their illness behaviors than boys didsanders et at. (1994) conducted a treatment study with 44 children with RAP comparing a

cogfutive-behavioral family intervention (CBFÐ treatment package with standârd pediatric care (SPC).
They attempted to identify the mechanisms responsible for the improvement in RAP. Children were
randomly assigned to one of two groups that receive.d four to six sessions of either CBFI or SPC. They
found that parental usage ofoperant conditioning techniques to encûurage healthy behavior and ignore
pain behavior significantty predicted lower pain diary scores at post-treatment.

In a related study, Sanders, Rebgetz, Morriso& Bor, Gordon, Dadds, and Shepherd (1989)
conducted a treatment outcome study

goup. Children were randomly

with

16

chilùen rvith RAP using

a pre-post desigr

assigned to one of the two groups. They used a
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with a control

multiomponent

treatment package that consisted of reinforcement of well behaviors, coprng skill training andvarious
generalization enhancement procedures. Mothen were requested to ignore nonvertal pain behaviors and
praise the child for redirecting to an activity afrer a verbal pain complaint. In addition, coping strategieg

cognitive self-control skills, ¿¡d relaxatiorl were taught to the

chilùen. They found tbat six

(75%o) out

of

the eight children in the tre¿trnent groupwere pain-free at post-trq¡tment whereas two (25Yù out of eight

children in the control group were pain-free. Due to the srnall sample size, this finding was not
statistically significant. The use of a multi-component treatment padøge made it unclear as to what
extent the usage of operant conditioning techniques contributed to the children's improvement. Howeve¡,
two other tr€atment studies bave shown that operant conditioning techniçes can reduce pain complaints

in children with RAP (Miller & Kratochwill, 1979; Sank & Biglan, 1974).
Overall, it appears that parental reinforcement of their chilùen's pain behaviors was

¿ul

important variable in a number of studies. However, due to this variable onþ receiving recent attention in
the literatu¡e, it is uncertain whether this variable is important to all child¡en with RAP or only a
subgroup of chil&en.

Pain Modeline

In general terms, Bandu¡a's (1977¡ social learning theory states that observational learning
facilitates the development of new behaviors. Some pain behavion appear to be developed

þ

observational learning (Craig, 1986). Studies have shown that parents of children with RAP tend to have

significant somatic symÉomatolory, which sçems to support a social learning model (Apley & Naisll
1958; Galler, et al., 1980;

fter,

1972; Routh & Ernst, 1984). For example, Berger, Honig and Liebman

(1977) reported that many children with RAP have parents who also r€port recurrent abdominal pain.

Interestingþ, parental reports of parn onset and the $ùsequent onset of RAP in the child seems to suggest
more of a social learning mo&l as compared to a genetic disposition hy'pothesis.

In another study, Chdstensen and Mortensen (1975) conducted a 28-year follow-up study with 34
child¡en with RAP who were in adulthood They found that ab&minal pain occuned no more frequently
among chilùen of parents who experiencsd RAP as children lhan among child¡en of parents who did not
experience RAP in childhood- However, there was a higher incidence of RAP among child¡en if their
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parents also complained of abdominal discomfort at the time of the investigation than among children
whose parents did not have pain. This result also seemed to support a pain modeling over and agains a
genetic disposition hypothesis.
Robinson" Alverez, and Dodge (1990) conórcted a matched control design sfudy to investigate

parental illness behavior, as well as, illness behavior and stressfi¡l life events among 40 children with

RAP. They compared children with RAP with a hoçital control group and a school control group. They
collected information using a structured clinical interview and a number of standardized questionnaires.
They found that somatic symptoms reported

þ

parents of the children with RAP geatty outnumbered

those of the parents in the control groups. In addition, children with RAP were more likely to receive

attention when they were

ill.

This study provides support to the hypothesis that some children with RAP

may be learning their pain behavior from their parents who a¡e also reinforcing their pain behaviors.

In another study, rWalker and Greene (1989) found that mothers of children with RAP reported
significantly higher auiety, depression, and somatic complaints than mothers of healthy chilùen. They
used a social learning explanation for this

finding. They

suggested that children with RAP received

positive benefits for modeling the emotional distress and somatic complaints that they observed from their

parent. Walker, Garber, and Greene (1994) conducted a prospective study with 197 children with RAP,
and their mothers, fathers, and teachers. Information was gathered at the initial interview on a number

of

psychosocial variables, such as, negative life events, child social and academic cûmpetence, and parental
and child somatic complaints. At a one-year follow-up, number of somatic symptoms was collected from

the children with RAP. They found that for children with low social or academic competence sc,ores and
higher levels of negative life events, these children were associated with more somatic complaints at

follow-up. In adclition, boys were found to have reported more somatic complaints at follow-up if thçy
were from families with high levels of negative life events and had a mother whom reported more somatic

complaints. Children were found to show more somatic complaints at follow-up if they had fathers who
reported more somatic complaints. From these findings, they zuggested that chil&en with RAP who are

lacking in competency might have received a secondary gain from their reports of somatic complaints.
These cbildren may adop the "sick

role'to legitimize their lack of competency. Fu¡thennore, parents
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who were also found to have reported many of somatic complaints might have modeled this role. In

adôtion, neg¿tive life wents were an important variable for

some children with

RAP. This smdy

included 68 children with RAP who had a known organic illness and all subjects were ¡ecruited from a

tertiary care center.
lvfagni, Pierri, and Donzelli (198Ð conô¡cted a lO-year follow-up study with 16 children with

RAP. They found that a number of variables discriminated between children with RAP who were no
longer experiencing RAP (n=8) and children \ilith RAP

(n:8). flaving a family

member with

qymptomatolory, undergoing a greåter number of surgical procedures, as well as, educational level and
social class we¡e variables that differentiated the children with RAP from the other group. They
commented that the presenc,e of a "painñrl family" (p. 73) may have contributed to the rnaintenance of the

RAP. That is, having family members that report pain symptomatolory may enclurage the child with
RAP to model this illness behavior.

In another study, Routh and Ernst (1984) compared 20 child¡en with RAP and their mothers with
20 children with a known organic cause and their mothers. Information was collected on first- and

seconddegree relatives of the children. Thsy found that a significantly higher proportion of child¡en with
RAP had relatives with a somatization disorder. In addition, chilùen with RAP bad higher scores

tlan

the comparison group on the somatic complaint subscale of the CBCL. They zuggested that either genetic
predisposition or a social learning paradign could explain these findings equally as well.
Garber et al. (1990) examined parental psychopathologr among chilùen with RAP, child¡en

with

a

lnown organic

cause for their abdominal parr¡ children

with

a psychiatric disorder, and well

children. They found *hat mothers of children with RAP were significantly more likely to be auious than
mothers of children with an organic cause or well children. Howwer, RAP mothers reported similar
levels of somatic complaints as mothers of children with organic pain, well children, and psychiatric

disorder children. Thus, this study provides mixed results for a social learning hypothesis. It does not
appear that RAP was a learned behavior in this study. Posslbly, the chil&en may have modeled their

mother's anxiety, which lead them to manifest internalizing and RAP. In a related snrdy, Hodges, Kline,
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Barùero, and Wooùuff(1985) found that parents of children with RAP were more anxious than parents

of

healthy chilùen were.
Walker et al. (1991) studied the level of somatic complaints among parents and their

dtilùen

with RAP, their children with known orgnic cause for their aHomioal pato, and their well children.
They found that higher somatization scores in parents were associated with higher somatization scores in
children with RAP. However, a non-significant association was foundbetween children with an organic
cause and their parents on the somatÞation subscale. In another shrdy, Walker et al. (1993) found that

children with RAP had a higher incidence of itlness in family members comparedto gtroups of children

with

a psychiatric disorder or well

children. They noted that these child¡en with RAP have more

oppornrnities for vicarious learning of illness behavior.
Sawyer, Davidson, GoodwirU and Crettenden (l9ST) usedthe lllness Behavior Questionnaire

(IBQ) andfound no differences on the general }lypochondriasis subscale between mothers of children with
RAP and mothers of children with a known cause for their abdominal pain. A limiþ1is¡n of this study was
that no comparisons were made because mothers of the healthy control g¡oup did not complete the IBQ.

In another study, McGrath et al. (1983) conù¡cted a controlled sftdy of 30 children with RAP with 30
opain-freen

child¡s¡. They found no differences between

these two groups on a variety of psychological

variables. That is, they found no differences on family pain history, personality measures, depression,
negative life events, and marital distress in their parents.

Overall, nost studies s€em to $rggest that sociat modeling is an important variable for some

children with RAP. However, Sammons (198S) noted that, in some studies, a social learning explanation
is a viable explanation in only about 25 to 50% of the families. In the other families in these studies, there
a¡e minimal reports of familial pain so a social learning hypothesis is not tenable. Poss-bly, tlere is a
subgroup of families in which pain modeling plays a mqior role in the development and maintenance

of

RAP.

Familv Dvsñ¡naion
Liebman (1978) conducted a clinical investigtion of 119 children with RAP andtheir families.
He collected fuformation on associated slmptoms nsing a clinical interview. From his inte¡view with the
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children, he identified pallor as important
eating disorder

in

34o/o

n

6|yo of the child¡en, tiredness rn

of the children. In addition, he attempted to

45o/o

of the childrcn and an

i&nti$ other important

psychosocial

variables. He found that ,14% of the families reported marital discord and 30% of the child¡en we¡e
anxious. Limitations of this study consisted of the abeence of a control group and standardized measures
for the assessnent.
Minuchin, Baker, Liebman, Milman" and Todd (1975) reported that families with a child
experiencing psychosomatic illness seem to be characterizedbV

(l)

extreme control, (2) lack

of

independence, (3) lack of expressiveness, and (4) high conflict. In another study, Wasserman,

Whitington, and Rivara

(I

988) evaluated a number of psychosocial variables among

3

I children with

RAP using a clinical interview and standardized questionnaires. They obtained data on school

functioning, family envi¡onment, life events, and social andbehavioral traits. They found no significant
differences between a group of children with RAP and matched contrcls on school functioning and
negative life events. However, they did report significant diffetences on th¡ee individual items on their

life events scale: (a) hospitalization; (b) parental hospitalization; and (c) death of
also found no differences on

a

gran@rent. They

l0 dimensions of family functioning between RAP families and matched

health controls. Interestingly, a significant difference was found on the intemalizing dimension of the
CBCL between the children v¡ith RAP and conÚol group with the majority of children with RAP in the

clinical range. However, they found no differences on the social competence and externalization
dimensions of the CBCL.

In another study, Walker et al. (1993) found that children with RAP and their parents reported
similar levels of family frrnctioning as compared to a g¡oup of healthy children and their prents.
Røviewing a number of clinical reports, Hodges andBurbach (1991) suggested that children with RAP
belong to families 'characterized by maternal overprotectiveness, interpersonal tensions between parents,
and excessively anxious parcnts who are preoccupied with the childs state of health' (p. 262). Moreover,

from the results ofthei¡ study, Berger et al. (197Ð concluded that ch¡onic parental depression,

alcoholisq and the onset of financial

stress

night be contribnrting factors in the development of RAP in

some children.
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In summary,

Raprpaport (1989) suggestedthat given these mixed results of studies that

.the majority of the children with RAP do not fit in any of these sfudies"
investigated family dysfrrnctioa
(p. S1). However, an alte¡native explanation is that the children with RAP have a variety of influencing
variables that contributed to their pain. For instance, some families may encourage pain behavion. Thus,
These families may be perceived

þ

famity members

as

being a supportive home environment. Other

families may experience a high level of tension. Thus, these families may be perceivedþ family
members as a controlling and conflicted home envi¡onment. When these two goups of families are
combined in a tlpical RAP study, the result is that the average family frrnaioning scores ¿¡re similar to the

control sample families. Thus, the importanc€ of family functioning in these families is misse{ when

it

may play an important part in the development and maintenance of RAP in some children.

Neqative Life Events
Negative life events have been suggested to be associated with RAP in some children (von
Baeyer, 1995). Comparing children \ilith RAP with children with a known cause for their pain, Walker
and Greene

(l99lb) investigated the relationshipbetween negative life events and symptom resolution

at a

3-month follow-up session. They found that the number of neg¿tive life events was significantly
correlated with anxiety and depression in both groups. In addition, children with RAP $,ith a greater

number of negative life events preceding or shortly following the initial interview were mor€ likely to
have maintqined their abdominal pain at follow-up.
Hodges et al. (1984) investigated the level of negative life events in 30 child¡en with RAP in

comparison with 67 child¡en with behavior ¡lifficulties (BD) and 42 healthy children. They found that
RAP and BD children had significantly more negative life events than the healthy children. In addition,

child¡en \¡¡ith RAP reported signiñcantly more negative life events, such as, illness, hospitrlization" and
death of loved ones than the BD children. However, they failed to note

if many of these negative life

events could have been experienced after the onset ofRAP.
Greene, Walker, Hickson, and Thompson (1985) found that child¡en with RAP reported

significantly higher levels of negative life events compared to a control goup. In another study, Walker
et at. (1994) reported that negative üfe events were also an important factor for some children with RAP.
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In a related study with a different outcome, Walke¡ et al. (1993) noted that children with RAP had simila¡
ratings of negative life events when compared to healthy child¡en and reprted

life events when compared to children with

sig¡ifiç¿¡¡,

less negative

a psychiat¡ic disorder. Furthermore, Robinson et al. (1990)

found that their mmple of children $,ith RAP had a significant increase in the numbr of stressful events

in the past year compared to their c¡ntrol goups.
Overall, the importance of negative life events to children with RAP remains uncle¿¡. Some
studies have reported that negative life events are important in the experience of RAP whereas other
studies have

not. It appears that negative life events are at most important in a subgroup of children with

RAP. In addition" negative life events are probabüy highly correlated with depression and anxiety
me:¡sures

in children.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND I{YPOTI{ESIS
With the large variety of biopsychosocial variables that have been studied within the RAP

population, McGrath (1990a) noted that "RAP is probably a generic term for a collection of disorders with

varying etiologies, rather than a specific problem with

a

unique etiolory' (p.273). Hodges and Burbach

(1991) supported the hy,pothesis that children v/ith RAP appear to be a heterogeneous group. In additiott"

McGrath and Unn¡h (1987) statedthat although there are "mary diverse explanations . . . no
comprehensive attempt to match explanations with patients has yet been attempted' (p. 150).

More specific subgroups (based on salient psychosocial variables) of child¡en with RAP are necess:¡ry to
provide effective treatments to these children and their families. With the present state of vastly different
suspected etiologies, vastly different treatment recommendations have been suggested in the literatu¡e

(Feuerstein & Dobkin" 1990; McGrath & Unruh, 1987). For example, relæ<ation

training cognitive-

behavioral and play therapies, social skills training parenting training and family therapy are only a few
of the interventons that have been proposed Presentþ, a clinical interview has been suggested to be the
best way to classi$ these children and to determine which of the interventions would be appropriate (e.g.,
see

Coleman, 1992).
The purpose of this study was to generate empirical derived cluste¡s by identi$ing children with

RAP with simila¡ psychosocial variables. These clusters $'ill be inportant in our understånding of the
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multifactorial etiologies of RAP. It was hy'pothesized that these empirically derived clusters would be
externally validated with the usage of a well-lnown me¿Ìsure that was not included in the cluster enetysis,
namely the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL). In addition" it was hypothesized that these empiricalþ
derived clusten will improve upon Ban's (1983) tripartite mo&l of categorization based on the clusters

discriminative ability along ¡elevant psychosocial variables. Fu¡thermore, these cluste¡s will provide
g¡eater clinical utility for individualized treatment planning. Because this study used exploratory

methodologr and an exploratory statisticål technigue, there were no other hypotheses formulated
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METHOD
SUBJECTS

Ninety-six child¡en with RAP and their parents were referred to this study

þ

ten pediatricians

from a primary care Fediatrics clinic in Winnipeg Manitoba between August 1996 and June 1998. Sixty
children with RAP and thei¡ parcnts agreed to participate. Table

I

shows a list of re¿sons why 36

children with RAP and their parents declined to participate in this study. The percentage of subject
referrals that followed through

þ

attending an apointmeît (62.5yù was similar to othe¡ studies

conductedfrom a primary care setting @ergnaq CoùirU & Ilaber, 1982).

Table

l. List of Reasons

Pa¡ents gave for not participating in this Study.

participâting

Freçency

%

Not interested

l6

Too busy

9

44
25

Believe that the RAP had an organic cause

6

t7

Live too far from clinic

2

6

No reason given

J

8

Reason given for not

Recur¡ent abdominal pain (RAP) was defined as consisting of th¡ee er more pain episo&s

ocflrring over a th¡ee monttr period with a severity such that the pain interferes with normal activities
(Apley & Naish, 1958). The criteria for inclusion in this study was that: (a) the child with RAP must
have been between the age of 6 and 17 years

ol4

(b) the child with RAP must had lived at home for a

minimum of six months with a mother and/or father (or stepparent) who was willing to padcipate in this
study, and (c) the child with RAP and parent must have been able to comprehend the Englislt language.

MATERIALS
Data collection consisted of a chart review and the completion of a questionnaire package by the

child with RAP and at least one parent. The general utility of any proposed empirical categorization
method is closeþ linked to the psychometric properties of the measures used to derive the categories or
clusters (Turk

& Rudy, 1992). Standardized instruments that measured relsvant psychosocial variables

were used. Many of these measures have been utilized in past research with child¡en with RAP and their

families. Overall, the measu¡es that were us€d in this sn¡dy have very good psychometric properties.
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Chart Review
From the child's charq the referring @iatrician was noted (see Table 2) in addition to the

pediatrician's diagnosis of the child with RAP according to Barr's tripanite categorization of RAP:
organic, dysfunctional, and peychogenic (see Table 3). In additioq data was collected on whether the
pediatrician recor&d that the child was reporting constipation and whether the child was lactose

intolerant. Unfortunately, conclusive diagnosis of lactose intolerance was not made for any childrerU as
the hydrogen indicator was inoperative

ùring

the ùuation of this study. Thus, this variable was not

considered in the analysis.

Table 2. Number of Referr¿ls a"d
Physician

kdiatrician

#1

Pediatrician #2
Pediatrician #3
Pediatrician
Pediat¡ician
Pediatrician
Pediatrician
Pediatrician
Pediatrician
Pediatrician

#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10

Panicipants

fro-

each Pediatticia".

No. Of Referr'¿ls (7o")
32 (33)
24 (2s>
le (20)

s (s)
4 (4',)
3 (3)
3 (3)

No. Of Participants (o/d)

2l (3s)
16 (27)
r 1(18)
3 (s)
3 (s)
2 (3)
1(2)

1 (1)
4 (4)

l(2)

I

1 (2)

I

(l)

e6 (100)

Total

'Total percent

Stqt

(2)

60 (100)

does not equal 100 dre to rounding enor.

Ðescriotive Measures
Demographic information was obtained from the parcnt regarding the child's age, gende¡ ethnic
background, grade in school, number of children in the family, and birth order- In addition, the parent
was asked to report enrployment status, maritâl status, livfurg arrangements, highest level of educâtion,
and income level, of both parents

if applicable

(see

APPENDD( C).
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Table 3. Clinical Classiñcation of Children Presenting with Recunent Abdominal Pain Syndrome

Genitourinarv

Blood dyscrasias

Hy&mçluosis, obún¡cion
Lowertrad. obffudion

Coxvdtie virus, pleurodynia

Posterior urdh¡al valves

Alresia

þelonçhritis
Rer¡al stsres

Lyrphomas
Meconium iler¡s syndrome
Brain neoplasms
Epilepsy
Hernolytic disease

Ovarian cyst

Teúicular or ovarian torsion
Hanatocolpos
Endometriosis
Neoplasms
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Standardized Measu¡es
Me¿sures of the Child's Experience of Pain

McGrath (198Ð noted that there a¡e many <trfFculties in measuring the parn experience

of

chil&en with RAP. However, McGrath and Brigham (1992) reported that studies have indicated that s€lfreport pain çestions "provide an acsurate, thorougl¡ and újective format" (p. 308),

with reliability and

validity.
Pain fresuencv.
Both the child and the parent were asked to estimate, from 0 days to 14 days, the number of days the child
has had a pain episode in the last two we€ks (see APPENDD( D).

Pain duration.
Both the child and the parent were askedto estimate the total ôrration since onset of the pain to the
nearest month (see APPENDIX D).

Averaee pain enisode leneth.
Both the child and the parent were asked to estimate the typical du¡ation of a RAP episode in hour
intervals from one hou¡ to 24 hou¡s (see APPENDD(

D). If the subject

reported less than one hour

duration then the value was rounded to the closest hou¡ interval.
Functional Disabiliw Inventorv (FDÐ.
The FDI (Walker

& Greene, 1991a) is a lS-item çestionnaire that is "designed

of

as a global measure

functional disability for use in research regarding the impact of illness on children's physical and
psychosocial functioning in everyday social roles." (p. 40) Each child was asked evaluate their level

difFculty in perforrning daily routine activities on a S-point verbal ratng

scale :

Trouble, Some Trouble, A Lot of Trouble, and Impossible (see APPENDIX

of

No Trouble, A Littte

E). In additioq a modiñed

parental çestionnaire uas used that asks the parcnt to evaluate his or her child's level of diñculty in
performing daiþ routine activities (see APPENDD(
measures that take a psychosocial perqpective of

Ð.

The FDI is one of the few child disability

disability. In additioq the FDI provides opportunity to

collect data from multiple informants (i.e., both child and parent). The FDI has the additional advantage

ofbeing a concise questionnair€.
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Regarding psychometric properties, Walker and Greene (l99la) reported that internal
consistencies were high for both the child (Cronbach's alpha coe.trcient = .9O) and the parental

(Cronbach's alpha coefficient = .94) questionnaire. They reported that çonstruct validity apears to be
adeqr:ate as the FDI was strongly associated with two measures regarding the occturcnce of common

physical symptoms and somatic complaints

G.: .71&.58:childform) and G = .32 &,.49:parent form). In

additioq they reported that concurrent validity

s€€ms to be adequate as the FDI was signiñcantþ

associatedwithamea$ueofschoolabsenceG=.52:childform)and(¡=.53:parentform).

Moreover,

the FDI was strongly associated \ilith childhood anxiety G = .47:child form) and (¡ = .28:parent form) and

childhood depression G = .38:child form) and (¡ = .29:parent form).
Walker and Greene (199la) also reported test-retest reliabilities of .80 at 2-weeks, .70 at 6.weekq
and .63 at 6-months for the child's questionnaire. The parental ratings of their children had reliabilities

of

.47 at 2-weelcs, .60 at 6-weeks, and .69 at 6-months. In addition, Walker and Greene investigated the FDI

predictive validity by collecting follow-up data on school absence, days in bed, medication usage, and
somatic complaints. They found that the FDI was signifrcantly associated with all of these variables
measured three months later.
Measures of Depression

Child Depression Inventorv (CDI).
The CDI (Kovacg 1992) is a 27-ifem questionnaire hrt was developed to assess the affective, c,ognitive,
and behavioral sympoms of depression in children (see APPENDD(

G). Each child completed the CDI

and their parent also completed a modiñed version with reference to their child (see APPENDD(

modified parental çestionnaire has been used in previous research (Kazdi4 French Unis, &

Ð.

The

Eweld-

Dawsor¡ 1983).
Each item of the CDI consist of th¡ee responses in which the child is to choose which one best
descnbes him or her over the past two weeks. Each response is scored on level of sympomatolory
severity, from 0 (indicating symptom abeence) to 2 (indicating highest symptom severity). The overall
score ranges from 0 to

54. Mild depression is indicatedþ

depression is indicated

þ

scores greater than 15.
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scores between 9 and 15 and moderate

The CDI was chosen over other measures of childhood depression because the CDI is curre.ntly
the most

wiety

used measu¡e of depression in children. In addition, the CDI has excellent psychometric

properties, which have been investigated thoroughly. Investigators have reported that the CDI has
Cronbach's coe.fficient alphas from .80 to .94, which indicate good internal consistency (Nelson, Folitano,

Fincb Wendel, & lvlayhall, 1987; Saylor, Finc\ Spirito, & Bennett, 1984). The test-retest reliability
been found to be very good over a one-we€k period G

:

has

.84 (Saylor, et al., 1984). Furthermore, the CDI

has excellent content validity as the items clearly inquire about standard depressive qymÉoms, such as,

dysphoria, anhedonia, selfdepreciatio4 sleep difFculties, appetite changes, decrease in school
performance and social interaction.

A number of studies have investigated if the CDI can discriminåte between depressed and nondepressed children (Hodges, 1990; Lobovitz

& Ilandel, 1985). These studies have reported that the CDI

discriminates very well between depressed and nondepressed clinical populations. However, regarding
discriminant validity, these snrdies have reported that the CDI is weak in differentiating between
depression and other psychological distress constructs (for example, anxiety). That is, the CDI may be

more a measure of childhood emotional distress rather than a "¡)ure" measure of depression (Meyer,
1995).

Beck Depression Inventorv (BDD.
The BDI (Bedq

War{ Mendelsor¡ Modq & Erbaugfi, 196l)

was used to assess the parent. The BDI was

developed to assess the severity of affective, cognitive, andbehavioral symptoÍls of depression in aú¡lts
(see APPENDD(

I).

The BDI is a 2l-item self-repof questionnaire. The items inquire about variety of

depressive symptoms, such as, mood, pessimi$& s€ns€ of failurc, selfdissatisfaction, guilt, punishnent,

selfdislike, self-accusation, suicidal ideas, crying irritability, social withdrawal, indecisiveness, body
irnage, change, work difticulty, fußomnia, fatigue, loss of appetite, weight loss, somatic preoccupation,
and loss of libido (Beck

&

Steer, 1993).

Items are provided in groups of four for each symptom ranging from 0 to 3, where 0 is indicating
an absence of the sympom to 3 indicating the presence of a severe symÉom. The total score is calculated

þ

adding the scleøed reÐons€ of each item. In their revis€d manual of the BDI, Beck and Steer (1993)
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reported that adults with total sco¡es between 0-9 are d€scnb€d as baving "Minimal" &pressive

symptomatolog/, scores between 10-16 are described as having "Mildo depressive symptomatolory, scores
between 17-29 are d€scribed as having "Moderateo &pressive symptomatologl, and scores between

30{3

a¡e described as having "Severe' depressive sym$omatolory.
The BDI was chosen over other measures of depression because the BDI has had wide utilization

with a variety of clinical and non+linical populations. The BDI is comprehensive in its inquiry of

a

variety of depressive symptoms. In ad¿ritiorL it is an easily understandable and is a concise questionnaire.
Regarding psychometric properties, the BDI revised manual has reported information on internal
consistency, test-retest reliability, as well as, content, construqt, and concurrent, and discriminant

validities (Beck & Steer, 1993). Internal consistencies were found to be between .79 and .90 depending
on the sample. Test-retest reliability was reported as being benreen .60 to .90 depending on length

of

time interval be¡ween sessions. Regarding content validity, many of the BDI items c'oincidc very closeþ

with DSM-IV diagnostic criteria ¡6¡ mqior depressive disorder or dysthymic disorder (American
Psychiatric Association, 1994). Regarding cûnstruct and concurrent validities, the BDI is highfy
correlated with other measìres of depression and hopelessness as well as with clinical ratings

of

depression from a structued interview. Regarding discriminant validity, the BDI ¡wised manual reported

that the BDI has excellent utility in discriminating between depressed and nondepressed individuals from
either clinical or non+linical samples.
Measu¡es of Anxietv

State-Trait Anxiew Inventorv for Children-Trait Scale (STAIC-Ð.
The STAIC-T (Spielberger, 1973) is a 20-item measure that was developed to assess the general lwel of
anxiety in children (see APPENDD(

Ð.

The child completed the STAIC-T and the parcnt completed a

modiñedversion of the STAIC-T with reference to the child (see APPENDD( K).

Chilùen completed the STAIC-T

þ

choosing for each item, one of the three verbal responses

that best described how they usually feel. Each respons€ was graded in relation to severity of the anxious
symptom, with hardfu everv (1) being of low severity, sometimes (2) being of moderate severity, and often
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(3) being of high ssv€rity. Thus, the STAIC-T bas a possble range of scores benreen 20 to 60, with

higher scores representing greater anxiety.
The STAIC-T was chosen over other measures of anxiety because it has had wide utility in a

variety of clinical poprlations. In additioq the STAIC-T provides an intermediary response choice,
which facilitates greater accuraçy in symptom evaluation.
In the SCAIC rnanual, Spielberger (1973) reported data on test-retest reliability, internal
consistency, and constn¡ct

validity. The SCAIC-T test-retest reliability was repoled to range from .65 to

.71. Cronbach's alpha cnefficient was reported to range from .78 to .81, indicating that the STAIC-T has
adequate internal consistency. Concerning concurrent validity, Spielberger reported that the STAIC-T
was significantly conelated with the Revised Chil&en's Manifest Anxiety Scale (RCMAS; Reynolds

Richmon{ 1978). Unfortunately, these data are only

based on

non+linical samples of children

so

&

it is

uncertain to what extent th€y can be generalized to a clinical population.
State-Trait Anxietv Inventorv-Trait Scale (STAI-T).
The STAI-T (Spielberger, Gorsuth, & Lushene, 1970) was used to assess tÏe palent. The STAI-T is a 20-

item self-report questionnaire developed to

L).

assess the general

level of anxiety in adults (see APPENDD(

Each item was responded to on a 4-point verbal response scale that is of increasing severity

of

symptomatolory. Almost never indicated the absence of the sympom for all praaiel plrpos€s,
Sometimes indicates a mild report of the symflom, Ofren indicates a moderate report of the sympom, and

Almost Alwavs indicates a severe report of the symptom. In calculating the total score, each STAI item
was given a weighted score between

I

and

4. A number of items are reveß€d

scored to prwide for

in$üry of both negative and positive symptoms. The STAI-T has a possible range of scores between 20 to
80.

The STAI-T was chosen over other measures of anxiety because the STAI-T has had utility in a

variety of clinical and non+linical populations. ln additiorl the STAI-T has well+stablished
psychometric properties.
Regarding psychometric properties, Spielberger and his colleagues reported data in the STAI
manual for internal consistency, test-r€test reliability, crnsurrent, and construct validities of the STAI-T.
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Cronbach's alpha coetrcients were reported to be between .90 and .93 depending on the sample,

indicating high internal consistency. Test-retest reliability was reported to be .71 after a l-month and .68
after 2-months. Concurrent validity was investigated

þ

correlating the STAI-T with other negative affect

measures. Spielberger reported thåt the STAI-T correlated between .52 and .80 with other measures of
negatìve atrect. Constn¡ct validity was deterrninedþ comparing STAI-T scored to findings from

structued interviews. Spielberger reported that the STAI-T consistentty discriminated between anxious
and non-anxious zubjects in both clinical and non+linical settings.
Measu¡es of SomatÞation

Child Somatization Inventorv (CSD.
The CSI (Galber, Walker, & Zeman, 1991) was dsveloped to assess somatic complaints in children (see
APPENDD(
whole

M).

The CSI has 35 items that are rated on a 5-point scale ranging from 0 (rugggalÐ to 4 (a

lot). A CSI parenul çestionnaire

reference to their child (APPENDD(

has been dweloped and was used to ask parents to respond in

N). Each CSI item refers to a specific

somatic complaint. These

symptoms were generatedfrom the DSM-H-R categories under somatization, such as, conversion or

pseudoneurological (e.g., fainting difficulties swallowing etc.), gåstrointestinal (e.g., stomach paiq
nausea), pain (e.g., back pain), and cardiopulmonary (e.g., ¡tizziness, shortness of breath) (Walker,
Garber,

& Greene, l99l). The child responded to each item

þ

choosing to what extent he or she had

experiencedthe symptom in the past two weeks.
Regarding psychometric properties, Walker and Garber (1993), in their preliminary manual,
reported data for the CSI on internal consistency, test-retest reliability, as well as, cûnstruct and

concurrent validities. They reported that the CSI has a Cronbach's alpha coe.ffrcient of .92 and a Fe¿rson
correlation coeffrcient of .66 over a th¡ee-month interval, which indicated adequate intemal consistency
and test-retest reliability, respectively. Construct validity is strong as CSI items were generated from the

somatization subscale of the Hopkins Sympom Checklist (HSCL; Derogatis, Lipman, Rickels, Uhlenhuttr"

& Covi, 1974) and the DSM-Itr-R criteria for somatization disorder. They reported that the CSI was
significant$ correlated with the CBCL internalizing dimension and the CBCL somatic subscale, whiçh
indicated strong concu¡rent validity. In addition, frequency of school absences was also significantly
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associated with the CSI (¡ = .44, p < .001). In another study, Watker, Gadler, and Greene (1991) found a

high internâl consi$enÇy G = .8S). Furthermore, Walker, Garber, and Greene (1994) reported that the
CSI has a three-month test-retest reliability of .66 for children with RAP and a Cronbach's alpha
coefficient of .90.

Hwnchondriasis Scale of the Minnesoø Multinhasic PersonaliW Inventorv-2 MMPI-2).
The ¡llpochondriasis scale of the MMPI-2 (Butcher, Dahlstrom, Graham, Tellegen, & Kaemmer, 1989)
was used to ass€ss the parent. The Flypochondriasis scale was developed to assess the excessive focus on

somatic symÉoms reportedby an

aù¡lt. The ÌIypochondriasis

scale consists of a 32-item self-reported

on
çestionnaire (APPENDD( O). Parents were asked to respond to a list of somatic-related complaints
presence vs. absence dichotomy.

A number of items are negativeþ

a

score to inquire about both positive

and negative symptoms. The Hypochondriasis scale raw scores range between 0 to

32.

Scores over 13

indicated that the person had an excessive c$nc€rn over his or her somatic symptoms. With non+linical
subjects, it was recommended that raw scores without the K+orrection be used (Greene, 1991).
The Hypochondriasis scale was chosen over other measures of somatization because of its
extensive usage with a variety of clinical and non-clinical poputations. The scale is comprehensive in its
covemge of the variety of nonqrecifrc somatic complaints. In additiorU the scale is at a gnde eight

reading lwel so parents were unlikely to have comprehension difftculties.
The Symptom Checktisr-g0-Revised (SCL-gO-R; Derogatis, 1983), Illness Behavior
Q¡estionnaire (IBQ Polowski

&

Spence, 1983), and the MMPI-2 were compared and evaluated SCL-90-

R was found to be an equally adequate mea$tre of somatization in aú¡lts as the MMPI-2 used in this

study. Howwer, The SCL-90-R was originally developed as a clinical measure and thus does not have
welþstablished psychometric properties for a non+linical population. The IBQ dimension measures a
broad range of iltness behaviors. However, this measure has been criticizedfor lacking internal reliability
(e.g., see Bradley, Ilaile, & Jaworski, 1992). Thus, the SCL-90-R and the IBQ were not used in this
study.

Regarding psychometric properties of the Hlpochondriasis scale, Greene (1991) reported that
test-retest reliability was adequate, with

karson correlation coe,fficients rangingfrom .79 to .86 for

4l

a

two'

week interval and .38 to .65 for a one-year interval. Content, concurrent, and construct validities were
found to be adequate (Greene, 1991).
Measure of Pain Reinforcement

Illness Behavio¡ Encouraeement Questionnairc OBEO).
The IBEQ (Walker &,Z,r.lmaU 1992) was developed to assess parental encouragement of their childs
illness behavior. The IBEQ is a l2-item questioruraire that was completed

þ

the child (see APPENDD(

P). In addition, a parent form was used that asked the parent to answer the items in reference to their
child (see APPENDD( Q). Each item on the IBEQ was rated on a five-point scale ranglng from never (0)
to always (4).

ahut

The IBEQ items inquire

such things as:

if the child has received special treats, has taken

special trips to the physician, or is excluded from school, chores, and homeworþ because of stomach pain.

A strength of the IBEQ is that its items are especially appropriate for school-aged children and
adolescents. Another benefit of using the IBEQ is that it has already been used in a number of snrdies

with children \uith RAP (e.9,

see

Walker, et al., 1993).

V/alker andZeman (1992) conducted a psychometric evaluation with 18 children with RAP and

their mothers. They rcported Cronbach's alpha coetrcients of .88 and .85 for child and mother repoÍ.S
respectively. This result indicates tllat the IREQ has adequate internal consistency. In addition, they
reported a significant positive relationship G = .46, p < .001) between the child and mother total scores.

This correlation is within the normal range compared to other multiple informant correlations with child
measures (Achenbach, McConaughy, & Howell, 1987¡.

In addition, Walker andZeman (1992) found signiñcant positive associations between the child
and mother TREQ scores and number of symptoms G = .34

of days of school missed

û:

to the physician G = .45

& .38).

.53

& .50), days of illness

G = .45

e

.27), number

& .45), amount of medication taken (¡ = .44 &,.32), and number of visits
These findings gtve support to the construct validity of the rnEQ.

Reported in the same article, Walker and Zeman's second study, using a sample of

l5l

children with

RAP, found test-retest reliability açross a two.week interval to be .73 fo¡ the child-fonn.
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Measure of Familv

hin

Historv

Familv trlness Question¡aire (FIQ).
The FIQ (Walker, et al., 1993) measu¡ed the pres€nce of any family history of abdominal and health

problems. Usingthe FIQ, the parent provideda list of family members who have had abdominal problems
(see

APPENDD(R). For

each person specified the nature of the problem, whether

it occr¡rred in the

current year on not, whether the person lives with the famiþ, and the person's relationship to the child
was also assessed In additioq the parent reported whether any family members have bad any serious

health problems during the current year.
Th¡ee scores were calculated on (a) number of firstdegree relatives currently experiencing
abdominal problems, (b) number of firstdegree relatives who have ever experienced abdominal problems,
and (c) number of relatives currently living in the home who have experienced serious health problems
during the cu¡rent year. The sum of these tl¡ee scores were used as a measure of family pain history in

this sudy.
Measures of Familv Functionine

Familv Relationships Index (FRD.
The FRI (Holahan & Moos,

Moos,

l98l)

l98l)

was developed from the Family Environment Scale (FES; Moos

to assess the quality of family supportiveness in the family environment. The FRI

item true-false self-report questionnaire that was completed
parcnt (see APPENDD(

þ

&

isa27-

both the child (see APPENDD( S) and the

Ð. The FRI is based on th¡ee of the sukcales

of the FES: Cohesion - the degree

to which family members are helpful and zupportive of each other, Expressiveness - the extent to which

family members are encouraged to act openly and to express their feelings directly; and Conflict - the
extent to which the op€n expression ofanger and aggression and generally conflictual interactions are
characteristic of the family (ÌIolahan & Moos, 1981). The FRI was determinedby the sum of these three
subscales. Conflict was negatively weighted in the formula.
The FRI was chosen over other measures of family environment because it is a concise measure

that evaluates overall supportiveness. In addition" the FRI psychometric properties have been found as

gmd

as those

of othe¡ longer measures. Regarding psychometric properties, Moos and Moos (1986)
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rcported that the FRI has adequate internal consistency and test-retest reliability. In another snrdy,
Holahan and Mms (1981) reported high internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha coe.fficient = .89). In a

vatidity study, Hoge, Andrews, Faullner, and Robinson (t989) reported that the FRI was significantly
correlated with a structr¡red family interview assessing overall family strength and famiþ stress G = .30

&

-. 32), which indicated strong construct validity. In addition, they reported that the FRI was significantly
correlated with other mea$ues of famiþ environment, which indicated strong concurrent validity.

ûher family

measures were evaluated, such as the Family Expressiveness Questionnaire

GEq,

Ilâlberstadt, 1986), the FES (Moos & Moos, l98l), and the Family Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation
Scales (FACES

tr; Olson, Russell, & Sprenkle, 1983). For

e¿ch of this

mea$req it was felt that they

evaluated a number of dimensions that were not of importance for this sfudy. Thus, these measures \ilere
not used in this study.
Measure of Self-Esteem

Piers-ÌIaris Children's Self{onceut Scale @HCSCS).
The Piers-Ilarris Children's Self-Concept Scale (Piers, 1984) was døveloped to asæss the self+steem

children (see APPENDD(

Ð.

of

The PHCSCS is a measu¡e of self-concept. Self-concept was d"fined as a

relatively stable set of ælf-attitudeg reflecting both a description and an evaluation of one's own behavior
and attnlbutes. This measure also provides six cluster (or factor) scales: Behavior, which evaluates a

child's recognition ofhis or her negative behaviors; Intellectuål and School StatuC which reflect the
child's self-assessment of his or her abilities with respect to school tasla, general satisfaction with school,
and future expectations; Physical Appearance and Attributes, which reflects the child's attitud€s

concerning his or her physicat characteristics, leadership, and ability to express ideas; Anxiety, which
reflects emotional distubance; Popilarity, which re.flect the child's evaluation of his or her poprlarity;
and tlappiness and Satisfactioq which reflect the child's perceived

lwel of happiness,

ease

to get along

with, and level of satisfaction in life. This measure was standardized with the use of a normative sample
of tunerican chil&en. The PHCSCS is an 8O-item çestionnaire that was completed
item was evaluated on a yes-no dichotomv.
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þ

each

child

Each

Regarding psychometric propertieg Pien (1934) reported that test-retest reliabilities were found
between .42 (\rith an interval of 8 months) to .96 (\dth an interval of 3 to 4 weeks). Cronbach's atphas

coefficient were found between .73 and .90 for the cluster scales. The PHCSCS was found to have

adeçate cnnstruct validity with correlations between .41 and .54 with their teachers' rating of selfconcept and .34 and .49 with peer's rating of self-concept. In addition, the PHCSCS correlated between
.32 and .85 with other selfrcrncept measures. Overall, the cluster scales of the PHCSCS have satidactory

psychometric properties.
Measure of Child Emotionavbehavioral Diffi qulties

Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL).
The Child Behavior Checklist (Achenbach,

l99l)

<ftfñculties that child experience (see APPENDD(

was development to ass€ss emotional and behavioral

U). The CBCL is a I l2-item

measure that was

completedþ the parent. Each item is evaluated on a 3-point scale: 0 = Not True
=

@,

(as far as vou know),

I

and2 = Very True or Often True.
Regarding psychometric properties, Achenbach reportedthat the CBCL had Cronbach's

coefficient alphas between .68 to .92 for the syndrome scales. Test-retest reliabilities over a one-week
duration were between .82 - .96 for the syndrome sæles. The CBCL was found to have adeçate construct

validity with correlations between it and the Conners' Parent Questionnaire beingbetween .59 and .86.
Discriminant validity showed that false negatives were present in
normal CBCL scnres) and false positive were found

n

17.7o/o

of the clinical sample (i.e., had

.zo/oof the non+linical group (i.e., had clinical

CBCL scores). Overall, the syndrome scales of thc CBCL have sati$actory psychometric properties.
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Proceú¡¡e
Ouestionnaire P¡+test
Two boys aged seven, a ghl aged eighl, and a boy aged nine were recruited from the lvfanitoba

Clinic to pre-test components of the RAP study's child questionnaire package. From this pre-test, certain
questionnaire items were modiñed or expanded in an attempt to improve comprehension by the children

in this study's sample

(see APPENDIX

Ð.

In addition, the Rosenberg Self-Concep Scale (Appendix W)

was replacedwith the Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale (Appendix

Ð

because these children

had a great deal of difficulty comprehending the meaning of the Rosenberg items. From this pre.test,

it

was determined that those children with RAP nine years old and younger would have the questionnaire

items read to them aloud- They would be able to follow along if they wanted to on their own copy of the
guestionnaire.
Subiect Referral
Ten pediatricians from a primary care pediatric clinic in Winnipeg Manitoba referred child¡en

who had recunent abdominal pain ßAP) to the "on-site' psychological consultant (who was also the

prirnry investigator for fhis study). kdi¿tricians

#8, #9, and #10, who referred th¡ee children with RAP

to the shrdy, did not practice at the same location as the others. The doctor's nurse scheduledthe

appointnents. The parents were phoned and given

a

reminder the day before their appointments. Thirty-

four of the thirty-six child¡en with RAP and their parents who declined to participate in this study did so
during this telephone contact. When the parent(s) and child arrived for the appointment, the
psychological consultant gave the parent the

ahminal

pain study letter to read with the snrdy's consent

form (see APPENDIX A & B). The letter stated that participation in this study wouldbe helpful to
provide greater understanding of important variables related to child¡en u¡ith RAP, which may have

particular relevance to thei¡ child- It was noted in the letter that this study was completely voluntary, that
the participants may withdraw from the study at any time, and that all information crllected was ke6 in
strictest confidence. In addition, it was noted that identifying code numbers would be used to fi¡rther
ensure that their identities would not be matched with the information collected
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Ifthe parent signed the consent form agreeing to participate and also allowed his or her child to
participate in the snrdy, they were lead into indiviùral rooms to complete the questionnaire package.

If

both parents had brought the child, the author asked them to provide common responses to the
questionnaires pertaining to thei¡

child- When both parents did participate, they were asked to complete

the BDI, STAI-T and the MMPI-2 Hypochondriasis subscale, individually with only the mother's
questionnaires being used

If the child was under

10 years

ol4 the psychological consultant read the questionnaire items to

eliminate reading comprehension as a confounding variable for these children. The child would follow
along on his or her own questionnaire if desircd For children 10 years old and olde¡, the psychological
consultant remained in the child's room and was available if the child needed any unfamiliar words

explained- The child's çestionnaire package took approximåtely 30-45 minutes to complete. On
completion of their questionnai¡e p¿ckrgês, the children were given the opportunity to place their hand in
a "grab bagn to ret¡ieve a onedolla¡ item as a reward for their cooperation. In addition, the psychological
consultant went into the parent's ræm and answered any questions related to the parent's guestionnaire
package. The parent's questionnaire package took approximately 45-60 minutes to complete. A feedback
appointment was scheduled to give a ve¡bal summary of the results of the completed guestionnaires.

Although not part of this dissertation, each child with his or her parent was offered a 6-session cognitivebehavioral treatment package (see APPENDIX

Y).

Further appointments were scheduled depending of

the parent's interest in this treåtment package.
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REST]I,TS
Data Analysis
Descriutive Analysis
The child¡en with RAP in this study ranged in age from 6 to 16 years old (Mean = 9.1, SD = 2.37)
and were between the ld and the lOe grade in school. The number of children between the ages of

3l

(51.7olo), be¡peen the ages of

between the ages of 15-16 we¡e

9-ll

were

I (I.TW.

l8

(30.0olo), between the ages

64

we¡e

of 12-14 were l0 (16.67o), and

There were 27 males (a57o) and 33 females (55%o). Five parents

reported that their child with RAP was an only child (8.37d,

thi4y+ight children with RAP had one sibling

(63.3W, twelve children with RAP had two siblings (20.0W, th¡ee child¡en with RAP had thrc€ siblings
(5

.0"/ù, and two children \4'ith RAP had four siblings (3.4olù. Of the children with a sibling or siblings,

twenty children with RAP were the youngest children in their family (36.4yo), twenty-eight children with
RAP were the oldest of their siblings (50.97Ð, and seven children with RAP were a middle sibling (t2.Wo).
The pediatriciâtrs reported the presence of constipation

for

14 children (23.3o/o),but lactose

intolerancæ was not d€tennined in any children because of equipment failu¡e.

ln 57 cases, the aôilt that

completed the parental questionnaire was the child's biological parent (fifty-three mothers, two mothers

with fathers, and two fathers). Gherwise, in one case, the adult was a grandmother, in one case, the ari'lt
was a stepmother, and in one case, the adult ìilas an adoptive mother.

Forty-nine children with RAP (81.7olo) were from two-parent families, ten child¡en with RAp

(16.7yù were from single parent families, and one child (1.67d lived with his gran@rents. For three
families, no data on the fathers could be collected because these fathers were not in contact with the

families. Of

these families, two mothers were divorced

runy

years previously and one mother was never

married-

Thirty-three mothers completed high school (55.07o), seven mothers did not complete high-school
(ll.7o/o), and twenty mothers (33.37o) participated in post-secondary eôrcation. Fifreen fathers completed
high school (26-3W, eight fathers (5.3olo) did not complete higb school, andthi4y-four fathers (59.7yù
panicipated in post-secondary eùrcation. The mean age of the mothe¡s was 38.5

andthe

me¿rn age

of the fathers was 41.1 (SD-6.8:range
,18

28{5).

(SÞ

5.6:range27-52)

The mothe¡s annr¡al income was $16,600

(SD-$16,700:range 0-$65,000) andthe fathers annual income was $43,200 (SD-$12,200:range $12,000$100,000) combining to have a total family income of $59,00O (SD=$24,300:range $24,0ffi-$165,000).
Table 4 lists the employment snnu and marital status of the motlers and fathers.
Table 4. Emplovment Status and lvlarital Status of the Mothers and Fathers.
Fathers

Mothers

ñ

%

18.3

47
0

0

10.0
38.3

2

3.5

23

2

In School Fulltime

2

J.J

J.)
0

Other

J

5.0

Married

47
6

Common-law

J

78.3
10.0
5.0

47

Separated

Divorcrd

2

J.J

NeverMarried

2

J.J

Employment Status

N

o/o

Employed Full-time
Fulltime Homemaker
Unemployed
Employed Part-time

l5

25.0

lt

6

0
6

82.5

10.5

Marital Status
82.s

6

10.5

J

0

5.3
0

I

1.8

'flata collected on 57 fathers.
Child's Experience of Pain
Table 5 reports the means and standard dwiations and Table 6 reports the interorrelations of the
pain measures used in this study.
Table 5. Means and Standard Deviations of Pain Measures

Parent: # of pain days in past two we€ks
Child: # of pain days in past two we€ks
Parent: du¡ation of RAP (in months)

Child: duration of RAP (in months)
Parent: tlpical episode length (in hours)
Child: typical episode length (in hours)

60

60
60
60
60
60

M

SD

5.97
7.88

4.31

16.72
19.88

2.47

13.93
23.77
3.rf0

2.93

4.46

4.60

Table 6. Inte¡+orrelations ¿utrong Pain Measures

.47"' -.20 -.09
-.34" -.15
.73

(l)

Parent: # ofpain days in past two weeks
(2) Child: # of pain days in past two weeks
(3) Parent: duration of RAP (in months)
(a) Child: ùration ofRAP (in months)
(5) Parent: t]æical episode length (in hou¡s)
(6) Child:ûpi
length (in hours)

p<.05,"p<

p<.001,

.l I
.07
.15

lot

p<.0@l
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.12
.02

.04
-.02

.26'

Correlation Analvsis
The means, standard deviations, Cronbach's alpha coefficients were calculated for all r¡ariables
that v¡ere used in fu¡ther analyses (see Table

7). In addition" the inter+orrelations of these variables were

determined (see Table 8). Data was checked for outliers that tend to have a serious, negative impact on
clustering methods with aU subjects being retained for fi¡rther analysis Gurk

e Rudy, 1992).

Table 7. Raw Means, Standard Deviationq and Cronbach's Alpha Coefficients of Variables

Variable

Mean

SD

Pain disability+hild report

11.t3

9.47

0.87

Pain disability-parental report

t2.t2

9.73

0.90

Child anxiety+hild report

33.18

7.43

0.87

Child anxiety-parental report

37.42

7.14

0.87

Child depression+hild report

7.33

4.98

0.74

Child depression-parental report

9.93

6.&

0.84

Child somatization*hild report

20.90

18.

l6

0.92

Child somatization-parental report

17.50

I1.39

0.85

Parental anxiety

39.27

11.65

0.93

Parental depression

7.07

7.89

o.92

Pa¡ental somatization

7.75

6.13

0.88

Pain reinforcement+hild report

17.38

7.22

4.74

Pain reinforcement-parental report

18.50

8.53

0.87

Fami fy functioning+hild report

17.30

3.70

0.66

Family flnctioning-parental report

19.55

3.99

o.77

Pain modeling-parental report

2.08

2.17

4.74

Selfoncept

65.12

9.86

0.90

- g!ild

report
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Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient

Table 8. Inter-Conelations of Variables used in Cluster Analvsis

I Pain disability+hild

report

.13

2 Pain disability-parental report

.43
.07

3 Child anxiety-child report
4 Child anxiety-parental report
5 Child depression-child report
6 Child depression-parental report

.05

.50
.t7

.ll

3.2,

.66'.'*

.38'*

.02

.24

.06

.72""
.34

.06

.38"

.32"

.07

.09
.44

-.09
.10

.29'
-.05

.28'

-.14

.45"'

.55"." .49""

.34.'

-.10
.42'"'

.14

.19

.66""

.ll

.60'*"*

.53

.26'

:lo

-.10
.2g'

-.01

.14

.29'

.46"'
.03

.54""
.71

l0 Parental depression
I I Parental somatization

.26'
.33'
.13

.07

.56.."

.23

.46"'
.69

.18

.05
.31

l3

T4

l5

.07
.43"'

.04
.06

-.25
-.46

.23

-.36

.02

.05

-.25

-.37'

-.

.07
.19
.20
.32"
.01
.34"
.14
.27'
.28'
.39

12 Pain reinforcement+hild report

3 Pain reinforcrment-parentål report

14 Family frrnctioning+hild report

-.23

-.05
-.21

l6

t7

.07

.09

-.07

-.1I

.t2

.00

l8
.t4
-.50'." .l I

-.1I

.07
-.41

-.16

-.34

.04

-.50"..

-.07

-.40

.14

-.

-.20

-.21

l4

.12

Family functioning-parental report

Pain modeling-parental report
7 Self+onceptrchild report

16
I

-.01

t2

.19
.17

9 Parental anxiety

I5

ll

.60
.09

7 Child somatization+hild report
8 Child somatization-parental report

I

l0

-.06
.2s
.09
.28'
.20
.19
.17
-.27"
-.06

-.49""'
-.34"
-.28'
-.16
-.15

-.20

-.26'
-.01

-.16

.46"'
.27'
-.12

'."'p.0.0001.
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ClrxterAnalvsis

Lon (1994) outlined that there are seven steps in oonôrcting

a

well&signed cluster

analltic study. They are: (a) select a representative and adequateþ large sample; (b) select measures that
have good psychometric properties for the constructs in question; (c) collect data; (d) standa¡dize the

various measures to establish a common metric; (e) select an appropriate index of similarity or difference
such as Ward's (1963) minimum varianc¡ methoû (Ð perform the cl¡stering metho4 and (g) conduct

discriminant function analysis to validate the distinctiveness of these empirically derived clusters and
check the generality of the finding with an external measru€.

The main analysis for this study consisted of a clustering application, which was considered an
exploratory statistical technique. The CLUSTER proceúue in the SAS software package was usedto
perform the cluster analysis (SAS Institute Inc., 1990). A hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis,
using Ward's (1963) minimum variance metho4 was conducted (Alden&rfer & Blashfield, l9S4). This
method was deemed superior by a number of Monti Ca¡lo studies (e.g., see Overall, Gibson,

& Noly,

1993). The strengfh of the Wa¡d's (1963) minimum variance method is that it is designed to üraximize
between-group variance while simultaneously minimizing within-group variance. The cubic clustering

criterion was used to determine the number of clusters to retain (Lon, 1994; SAS Institute Inc-, 1990). In
addition" the number of zubjects per cluster and the clinical interpretability of the clusters were considered
when determining the number of cluste¡s to retain. Four clusters were retained in this analysis. Table 9
reports the stândardized means and standard deviations of each of the derived clusters. Also shown a¡e

the strengttr-of-association values for each variable

(It).

tukey's honestly significant difference (HSO¡

showed that significant differences were found between all variables in the cluster analysis with the

exception of the family history of pain and child self<nncept. Figure 4 shows the four clusters along the
17 child and parental variables.

Cluster

l- Parenfal Disfress Cluster
Cluster

1

was labeled asthe Parental Disfress cluster (see Figure

5). In this cluster, nine

children \¡¡ith RAP were identified as having parents who were experiencing significant emotional
distress, being dep¡esse{ anxious, and experiencing many somatic symptoms. They also reported
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that their family ñrnctioning was signiñcantly lower and the parents' reinforcement of their child's pain
was

siFificantly higber that those parents of child¡en with RAP ntheÁdaptive Coping cluster (escrib€d

in the next section). In addition, parents in this cluster reported that their child's lwel of disability,
anxiety, &pression, and somatization was significantly higher than parental reports of chilùen with RAP

in other clusters, who were not emotionally distressed Interestingly, other salient variables for this cluster
was that the children reported much lower levels of disability, anxiety, depression and somatization
compared with their own pa.rent's reports of them.
Clusl.;er

2 -Adantive Conins Clusifrer
Cluster 2 was labeled aslheAdaptive Coping cluster (see Figure

6). This cluster, which was the

largest cluster (n=23), had children with RAP who did not report emotional dist¡ess and had parents who
also did not report emotional distress. In addition, par€nts reported no emotional distress in thei¡

children, reporting non-clinical scûres on depression, anxiety, and somatization, which were similar to
their children's reports. Parents' family functioning scores were significantly higher than parental reports

inlhe Parentol Disf¡ess cluster, indicating thsy were better fr¡nctioning families. In addition, parental
depression and parental repofs of child somatization were significantly lower that those reported in other

clusters. T\e Adaptive Coping cluster resembles what would be expected from a family where both the
child and parent are coping well (i.e., not displaying psychological <liffìculties) thus apearing to be able
to minimize the impact the RAP is having on the family. Furthermore, family ñrnctioning scûres were
'rilithin an adapnive range and pain reinforcement sçlr€s were found to be least in this cluster compared to
other clusters.
Chtsler 3 - Familv Dvsfunction Clu*er
Cluster 3 was labeled asthe Family þsfunetion cluster (see Figure

7¡. In this cluster, the fifteen

children with RAP were identified as reporting significantly lower family frrnctioning

in other clusters. Overall, they reported
within their families. In addition,

sc-ores

than children

less family cohesion and expressiveness and higher conflict

these children repofed being signifrcantly emotionally distress

with

significantty elevated depression scores and anxiety scores when compared to theAdaptive Coping cluster.
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Chtsler 4 - Child Distress with Reinforcement Clvsler

CluSer 4 was labeled as lhe Child D¡sfna,rs wifå

.Rei nforcement

cluster (see Figure 8). In this

cluste¡, thirteen child¡en with RAP were identified as being significantly emotionally distress with

significantly elevated &pression and anxiety scores when compared to theAdaptive Coping clusfer.
However, what makes this cluste¡ distinctive from other clusters are that the children in this cluster
reported significantty higher disability scorcs, sigEificantty higher somatization scores, and significantty

higher pain reinforcement scûres.
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Table 9- Standardized Means and Standard Deviations of Variables for the Four Derived Cluste¡s.

child
Parental

Adaptive

Family

Distress with

Disfress

Coping

DysfuncÍion

Reinþrcement

(n=9)

(n=23)

(n=15)

(n=13)

SDM
Pain disability-child -.50 " .61
-.58"
Variables

hindisabitity-parental
Child

anxiety-child

Childanxiety-parental

M

-.14

"b .99 -.67^ .65

1.15" .90

SDM

SD

,f

.æ

.95u 1.15 -.22" .90
-.59b .87

-.39o

b

"b .88

.zo

.39

.79

.14" .78

.41

.55

.99b t.25

.32

.28"

.Bl

.21^ .92

.31

1.17" 1.22 -.69b .56

.24"

-.57" .27 -.36" .87
Child somatization-parental.88 " 1.40 -.64 b .52

.18

.46

"b .96 -.72^ .70

Child somatization-child

.93

.67b t.2
b' .66
.02
b .68
.58

.53

.19"
b
.66

Child depression-child -.09
Child depression-parental

sÐM

.04

"

.54
.85

.35
.35

Parental

anxiety

1.46" .64

-.22b .86

-.39b

.45

-.17b t.o6

.39

Parental

depression 2.01" .79

-.59b .27

-.30b"

.46

.00' .57

.77

Parental

somatization

Pain reinforcement+hild

I.47" .72 -.54b .ß
ù .TB -.23" l.0l
.27

Pain reinforcement-pa.rental.67"
Family ñrnctioning-child

.19'

Familyñrnctioning-parental-l.ll"
Pain modeling-parental

.87

-.34b .89

.91

,38

-.14b .99

.l0b .93
-.53 "
.g6 .g4 b .71
.Zl^b l.l4

.45
.26

-.09"b

.g9

.13

.40"

.71

.37

1.27 .47b .58 -.17ù .97 .l3b

.g3

.29

"

.g6

.58" 1.24 -.36" .79

-1.04

-.04"

Self+oncrcptrchild
Note: Diffe¡ent letters indicate a signiñcant difference at a .05 lsvsl

Difference (HSD).

))

b .7g

.83

.28" 1.16

.t2

.10" .75

.07

'sing Tukey's Honestly Significant

Figure 4. Empirically Derived RAP Cluster hofiles
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Empirically Derived Cluster Profiles
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Figure 5. Parental Disfress Cluster Profile
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Parental Distress Cluster Profile
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Figure 6. Adaptive Coping Cluster Profile
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Adaptive Goping Cluster Profile
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Figure 7. Family þsfuncf¡on ClusterProfile
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Family Dysfunction Cluster Profile
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Figure 8. Child Distress with Reinforcenenf Cluster P¡ofiIe
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Ch¡ld Distress with Reinforcement Cluster Profile
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Discriminant Function Analvsis to Evah¡ate Cluster Differentiation
A discriminant function anaTysis (SAS Institute lrc., 1990) was used to

assess the

differentiation

of the for¡¡ derived cluster profiles with th€ 17 parental and child rneasu¡ed variables. Table l0 st¡ows tbe

res¡lts of the discriminant firnction analysis that clearþ differentiates between tlrc &rived cluster profiles.

Table 10. Discriminant Function Analysis to Evaluate Cluster Differentiation.

Discriminant Function Analysis Groupings

1
l) Parental

2

3

ToAgreement

11

85yo

9000100%

Disfress Cluster

2) A daptive Copi ng Cluster

0203087o/o

3) Family

o2t2l80%

þsfanetion Cluster

4\ Child Distress with ReinÍorcemenf

4

Cluster

I

I

0

Cluster Validation with the Child Behavior Checklist
Next, standa¡d cluster analytic methodologr dictates that the empirically derived clusters of

children with RAP be evaluated with an external measrue. Thus, the CBCL Syndrome Subscales were

used The CBCL has different normative data for boys and girls and for children between 4-l l and 12-18.
Thus, this study grouped children with RAP similarly for this analysis. Although there were 20 boys and
29 girls in the younger ages for this study, there were only seven boys and four guls in the older age

group. Therefore, validation analysis was not completed for the ol&r age gtoups
sample size. Table

l1 reports the standardized means and standa¡d deviations of

because of inadequate
e¿ch of the derived

clusters with th€ CBCL Syndrome Subscales. Also shown are the strength+f-association values for each

variable

(y').

Tukey's honestly significant differencç (HSD) showed that significant differences were

found between the clusters. Withdrawn, thought problems, and attention problems were significant in the
group of boys and withöawn, anxioudde,pressd thought problems, and aggressive problems were

significant in the group of girls.
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Table 11. Standardized Means and Standard Deviations of Clusten with the Child B€havior Checklist.

ChiId
Parental

Adaptive

Disfress

Coping

M

Borsaeed6-11 n=20

M
n=l

Withdrawn

1.55 "b

Somatic Complaints

1.24'

AnxiouslDepressed

.59 "

Social Problems

.27"

Thought Problems

l.0l"b

Aftention Problems

.63 "b

-.60"
-.33 "
-.33'
-.44^
-.55 "
u
-.40

Delinquent Behavior

.53 "

-.14

Aggressive Behavior

-.09 "

Girls aeed 6-11 n=29

n=ll
n=7
1.04 " .90
-.61b .13
.34^ 1.39 -.51" .41
1.01" 1.40 -.61b .30
.27' .79 -.53 " .62
.50 "
1.01 -.69 b .27
.t4u .76 -.61" .36
.44u 1.52 -.39" .49
.95" 1.20 -.77b .30

CBCL Subscales

Withdrawn
Somatic Complaints
Anxious/Depressed
Social Problems

Thought Problems

Attention Problems
Delinquent Behavior
Aggressive Behavior

,SD

SD

n=8

"
-.02 "

FamiÌy
þsfunction

Reinforcement

M

M

SD

.41

.76b
.14 "
.84"
.79"
l.l8b

.49

1.19b

1.11

1.03

1.00"

r.42

.gg

.97^

.95

.91

.80
.39

SD

\t

n=6

n=5
.60

DisÞress u'¡få

1.22

.90
1.14
1.09
-97

"b
u
.59
-.31"
.27'
-.33'
-.50 "
.13'
-.08 "
.15

.43
t.62
.75
1.08
.74
.36
.90
.94

n=6
n=5
b
-.43
.54 -.30 b .65
u 1.04 -.09" .81
.33
.06"b .75 .10"b .69
-.51" .43 .37' 1.22
-.1g "b .72
.30 "b .74
.01" t.27 -.22' .40
-.27" .49 -.31" .53
-.02"b 1.30 -.15"b .47

.46
.16
.30
.29
.59
.59
.18
.23

.61

.17
.39
.25
.3g
.18
.15
.40

Note: Diffe¡ent lette$ indicate a significant difference at a .05 level using Tukey's Honestþ Significant
Difference (HSD).

Figure 9 shows the cluste¡ profiles that revealed welldiscriminated g¡oups in boys from the
younger age g¡oup. From the Parental Distresr cluster, boys had higher withd¡awn and somatic
complaints sc-ores- FromtheAdaptive Coping cluster, boys had no eler¡ated scûres, which was similar to
the cluster's results with the 17 child and parental psychosocial variables. From the Family þsfunction
cluster, boys had higher scores anxiouVdepressed, social problern, thought problems, attention problems,
delinquent beh¿vior, and aggressive behavior compared to other clusters. From the Child Distress and
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Reinforcemenl cluster, boys had higher scores of somatic complaints that thos€ fromthe4daptive Copng
cluster or the Family þsfunction cluster.

Figure l0 shows the cluster proñles that revealed well{iscriminated goups in girls from the
younger age $Ioup also. From the Parental Disf¡ess cluster, girls had higher withdrawn,
arxious/depressed, thought problems, attention problems, delinquent behavior, and aggressive behavior
scores than the other clusters. From the

ldaptive Coping cluster, girls had no elevated

scores, which was

similar to the cluster's results with the t7 child and parental psychosocial variables. From the Famity

þsfunction cluster, girls had higher

scores

in somatic complaints compared totheAdaptive Coping

cluster and the Child Distress with Reinþrcement ch)ñer. From the Chitd Distress and Reinforcement
cluster, girls had slightly higher scores of social problems compared to other clusters.
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Figure 9. Derived Clusters with CBCL Boys 4-11 Syndrome Subscales (n=20)
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Derived Glusters with CBCL Boys 4-l
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Figure 10. Derived Clusters with CBCL Girls 4-11 Syndrome Subscales (n:29)
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Discriminant Function Analvsis with Barr's (1983) Trinartite Method of Cateeorization
The RAP pathotory was categorized according to Barr's (1983) tripartite model of ætegorization:

organig dysñ¡nctional, or psychogenic. Recruitment targetingboth chilùen ìüith RAP with and without
an organic cause was attemfled in this sfudy. As shown in Table 12, I was unable to recnrit any subjects

that would have been assigned to the organic group according to Barr's (1983) tripartite method
categorization of the children with RAP. Table

I

of

revealed that the parents of six children (who were

refened but did not participate) believed that their child's pain had an "organic caus€." In fact, the

pediatrician's referral notes indicated that onþ two of these chilùen had bæn diagnosed with an organic
cause (both having Crohn's Disease), where as the other four did not have an identified organic diagnosis.

Table 12. Bart's (1983) Triparute Mod€l of Categorization

Category

N (Y")

Organic

0 (0)

Dyúrnctional

44 (73.3)

Psychogenic

16 (26.7)

Nevertheless, a discriminant firnction analysis was used to assess the discriminative ability

of

Barr's (1983) tripartite method of categorization with the 17 parental and child measu¡ed variables (See
Table l3). In a&ition, the empirically derived zubgroups of child¡en with RAP we¡e compared to Bards
(1983) tripartite method of categorization

þ

evaluating the generated profiles nsing this method along the

17 child and parental psychosocial variables (see Figure I

l).

T-tests were pre,formed that showed non-

significant results between the dysñrnctional andpsychogenic group,s on all 17 psychosocial variallles.
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Table 13. Disctiminant Function fuialysis with Ba¡r's (1983) Tripartite Method of Categorization.

Discriminant Function Analysis Groupings

Physician's
Diagnosis

Dysñmctional

Psychogenic

o/o

DysñmAional (n:44)

34

t0

nYo

Psychogenic (n=16)

6

10

630/0

74

Agreement

Figure 11. Barr (1983) Tripartite Method of Categorization along 17 Psychosocial Variables
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Post hoc Analvses
Post hoc analyses were conú.rctsd nsing the empirically &rived RAP clusters and the

demographic variables (see Table 14). Multiple Chi-square analyses yielded non-significant results along

all &mographic variables with the excepÉion of the variable named the number of parents in the
household (Xt(3,N = 60) = 15.16, p < .05), which showed child¡en from the Parental Distress cluste¡ had

significantly more single parent households. ln addition, the Cårld Distress with Reinþrcement cluster
had significantly more child¡en who reported the presence of pain during the completion of their
questionnaire (xt(¡, N = 60)

:

8^81, p

< .05).
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Table 14. Frequency of Demog¡aphic Variables along Clusten

child
Parental

Adaptive

Disfress

Coping

(n:9)

(n:23)

(7o)

Family
þqfunction
(n=15)
(o/d

(%o)

Disfress v¡lfå
Reinforcement
(n=13)

Total (%)

Frequency

6-11

n=49 (82)

8 (8e)

le (83)

11 (73)

1l (85)

t2-r6

n=11 (18)

1 (11)

4 (17)

4 (27)

2 (1s)

Boy

n=27 (45)

2 (22.2)

r0 (43.s)

7 (46.7)

I

GùI

n=33 (55)

7 (77.8)

13 (s6.s)

8 (s3.3)

s (38.s)

Pediatrician #1

n=21 (35)

2 (22)

e (3e)

5 (33)

5 (38)

Pediatrician #2

n=16 (27)

2 (22)

7 (30)

2 (13)

5 (38)

Pediatrician #3

n:11 (18)

I

6 (26)

2 (13)

2 (1s)

Pediatrician #4

n=3 (5)

2 (22)

0 (0)

t(Ð

0 (0)

Pediatrician #5

n-3 (5)

I

0 (0)

2

Pediatrician #6

0 (0)

0 (0)

1(7)

1 (8)

Pediatrician #7

12 (3)
n:l(2)

0 (0)

0 (0)

1(7)

0 (0)

Pediatrician #8

n=l(2)

1 (11)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Pediatrician #9

11(2)

0 (0)

1(4)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Pediatrician #10

n=l(2)

0 (0)

0 (0)

1(7)

0 (0)

Psychogenic

n=16 (2Ð

3 (33)

4

4Q7)

s (3e)

Dysfunaional

n:44 Q3)

6 (6Ð

le (83)

ll

8

Organic

nr}

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency (7o)

Age

Gender

(61.s)

Pediatrician

(11)

(11)

(r3)

0 (0)

Diagnosis

(0)

(la

(73)

(6r)

Constipation
Yes

n:14

(21ì)

3 (33)

2 (e)

4 (27)

s (38)

No

n46 (77)

6 (67)

21 (e1)

11 (73)

I

77

(62)

Number of Siblines

Youngest n=20 (3-ì)
Middle
n=7 (12)
n=?ß(47
Oldest
Only Child
nd (8)

2 (22)

7 (30)

6 (40)

s (3e)

1 (11)

3 (13)

3 (20)

0 (0)

s (s6)

12

6 (40)

s (3e)

(s2)

(ll)

I (4)

0 (0)

3 (22)

1 (11)

1 (4)

0 (0)

3 (23)

n=38 (63)

4(M)

17 (74>

e (60)

8 (62)

n:12 (20)

2 (22)

s (22)

4 (27)

I

n:3 (5)

2 (22)

0 (0)

I

(7)

0 (0)

n=2 (3)

0 (0)

0 (0)

I

(7)

I

5 (56)

I (4)

I

(7)

3 (23',)

4 (44)

2r (el)

14 (e3)

ro (77)

0 (0)

I

(4)

0 (0)

0 (0)

4

(t7)

2 (13)

7 (s4)

I

Number of Siblines

0
I
2
3
4

nd

(8)

(8)

(8)

Number of Parents in Household

(17)
Two Pa¡ent n=49 (82)
n=l (2)
Gher
OneParent

n=10

Pain Eoisode durine Questionnaù€ Comnletion
Yes

No

(23)
n=4ó (77)
n:14

I

(11)

8 (89)

le (83)

78

13

(8Ð

6 (46)

Table 15. Means and StandardDeviations of Demognphic variables along Clusers

chitd
Parental

Adaptive

Family

Distress with

Distrsss

Coping

Dysfunction

Reinforcement

(n=9)

(n=23)

(n=15)

(n=13)

Variables

M

Famity Income

55.4 17.7

s¿

M

SD

57.2

18.9 &.0

5.9

4.4

14.8

t.6

M

SD

M

SD

35.0

58.6

22s

6.9

4.0

6.5

5.1

1t.t

15.3

18.9

21.3

t3.2

t.7

3.2

4.6

3.1

2.6

7.9

4.6

8.6

4.4

2I.6

35.7 21.3

13.2

2.9

4.3

4.3

Parental Report

No. of pain days in past 2 weeks

Duration of RAP (in months)
Typical episode length (in hours)

3.8 2.6
t7.r I2.4
2.6 5.1

ChildRenort
No.

ofpaindaysinpast2weeks

Du¡ation of RAP (in
Tvoi

6.3

5.5

7.9 4.5

months) 13.7 11.8 20.3 21.8
hours)

3.3

7.8

1.8 2.5

4.6

Note: AII clusters cumparisons along variables were non-significant at the p < .05 level using ANOVAs.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) found non-significant findings in child and parental reports
pain dtration, pain freçency, and length of pain episode variables across each cluser (see Table

of

l5). In

additiotU no significant difference was found between reported family income among families regardless
of which cluster they were in.

Finally, each cluster was evaluâted on the six measures (child disability, child depression, child
arxiety, child somatization, parn reinforcemen! and family functioning) tllat both the child and parent
rcported on. Table 16 shows that from

tùie

Parental Disfress Cluste¡, parents reported significantly higher

scores on child disability, child depressior¡ child anxiety, and child somatization and significantly lower

family firnctioning scores. From lhe Family Dysfunclion cluster, parents reported significantly higher
pain reinforcement and family funaioning scores compared to their children. From the Child Distress
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with Reinforcement cluster, children reported signiñcantty higher child disability, child somatization, and
pain reinforcement.
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Table 16. Paired T-test of Fbrental

-

h

Child Variables

Cluster

Cluster

Variable

N

M

SE

Parental Distress

ChildDisability

9

14.89

3.01

4.94

Child Depression

9

10.78

2.60

4.14"

Child Anxiety

9

24.22

3.92

6.18"'

Child Somatization

9

17.00

4.78

J.))

Pain Reinforcement

9

4.89

2.49

r.97

Famity Functioning

9

-2.89

1.16

-2.49'

ChildDisability

23

4.35

2.37

1.84

Child Depression

23

1.61

1.04

1.55

Child Anxiety

23

8.48

2.36

3.60"

Child Somatization

23

-4.13

3.42

-r.21

Pain Reinforcæment

23

-.13

t.66

-.07

Family Functioning

23

2.74

.84

3.26"

ChildDisability

15

-2.07

1.86

-1.11

Child Depression

l5

.93

1.67

.56

Child Anxiety

15

-2.40

1.87

-1.28

Child Somatization

l5

-.93

4.M

-.23

Pain Reinforcement

15

6.73

2.t6

3.t2

Family Functioning

l5

5.40

l.5l

3.58"

Child Distress with

ChildDisability

t3

-I1.08

2.76

4.O2"'

Reinforcement

Child Depression

l3

.62

1.60

.39

Child Anxiety

13

-.92

4.56

-.20

Child Somatization

13

-19.08

6.49

-2.94'

Pain Reinforcement

l3

-5.77

1.68

-3.43"

Family Functioning

13

r.31

r.t2

1.16

Adaptive Coping

Family þsfunction

Note: Negative M scores indicate tbat the chilùen reported variable scores higher than their parents

p< 0.05, p<0.01, "'p<

0.@1.

8l

did

DISCUSSION

EMPIRICALLY DERIVED RECURRENT ABDOMINAL PAIN CLUSTERS
This study reveated findings that strongþ demonstrate that the RAP poplation is a
heterogeneous poprlation with fou¡ distinct clusters of chilùen that can be d€scribed along salient
psychosocial variables. Using a cluster analytic

aproac\ four empirically

derived clusters were

identified and named (a) the Parental Distress cluster, þ)theAdaptive Caping cluster, (c) the Family

þsfunction cluster, and (d) the Child Distress with Reinforcemenl cluster. This finding reveals

a

preliminary tåxonomy regarding children who experience RAP. No longer are children with RAP going
to be categories as either psychogenic, dysfinAional, or organic @arr, 1983). Rather, child¡en with RAP

will

be view as having a similar pain complaint and

in addition fitting into one of four clusters

based on

salient psychosocial variables. Figure 12 shows the preliminary taxonomy of chil&en with RAP

\tith

approximate proportions.
The clusters showed significant differences on 15 ofthe 17 child and parental variables.
Specifically, lhe Parental Distress cluster was noted as having parents whom reported high emotional
distress, the Adaptive Coping cluster had child and parental r€ports all at a non-clinical level, the Family

þsfunction cluster had children whom reported emotional distress with family dysñrnctior¡ and the Cåild
Distress with Reinþrcement clusrer had children whom reported emotional distress with high pain
reinforcement

þ

parent(s). Clusters did not differ on demographic and pain-related items with the

excepûion of the va¡iables named the number of parents in household and experiencing RAP whi le
completi ng

th e

que sti onn ai re.

Dscriminate fi¡nction analysis revealed that the clusters had exc'ellent discriminâtive ability
along the 17 child and parental variables. In addition, the Child Behavio¡ Checklist, used as an external
measure, validated the distinctiveness of these clusters

þ

revealing welldiscriminated clusters among the

syndrome suhcâles of the CBCL. These clusters have significant clinical relevanc€

treatment planning.
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andwill

be use.ñ¡l

for

Figure 12. Empirically Derived RAP Clusters
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A Preliminary Taxonomy

Empirlcally Derived RAP Glustens

ch¡td
Distress
wlth
Reinforcement

Cluster

Parental
Distress

Cluster
15o/o

22%

Family
Dysfunction
Cluster

25%

Adaptive
Coping
Cluster
38%

Tlte Parental Distress Clusler

Within

the Parental Disfress cluster, level of parental &pression was the most salient variable

and strongest indicator of divergence comparedto the other clusten. Zuckennan et al. (1987) found that
depressed mothers of children with RAP were significantly more likely to give gIeåter attention to their

children, which possibly reinforced the pain behavio¡s of their children. This hypothesis is strongly
supported by this snrdy because those parents inthe Parental Distress cluster reported the highest scores
on the pain reinforcement variable when compared to the other clusters.

Thus, administering a pain reinforcement çestionnaire along with a parental depression
inventory çestionnaire (such as, the Beck Depression lnventory) wouldbe necessary for a pediatrician to
evaluate the possibility of a child with RAP belonging in this cluster. Although administering of a

prental depression inventory ôrring

a pediatric appointment may be met

with initial surprise and

resistance, this in most cases can be minimized with a brief explanation stating

that, "having a famify

member in pain adds considerable stress to a family thus we need to investigate which child and parent

variables are important in your family."

Interestingþ,the number of parents in the household was the only demographicvariable to
discriminant between the clusters. A greater number of single parent households were found in this
cluster compared to the others. Added st¡ess of being the only parent in the household may have played a
part in these parent being emotionally distressed Financial stress dæs not seem to be indicated in this
study, as there was no difference in income

lwel between the clusters.

In addition, the number of girls in this cluster was approaching significance revealing that more
girls than boys may internalize a parent's distress into somatic complaints. Another possr-bility is that
these girls would more likely requsst to go to the doctor in hopes that their parent would receive some

heþ or guidance emotionally. Alternatively, &pressed parents may be more likely to bring their daughter
to her pediatrician than their son when somatic c'omplaints are reported

If a pediatrician evaluated the emotional distress of a child with RAP solely on parental reports
(which is not uncommorL

see e.g.,

Robinson, et al., 1990), parents that would be found to belong in the

Parental Disfress cluster would report much higher child distress than the child would
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reporl Thu.q

child-focused psychological treatment could be erroneously suggested when in fact the parent might be the
one in need of psychological intervention. Canning (1994) and Engel, Roùigue, and Ge,ffken (1994) both
reported that large discrepancies can be foundbetween cbild and parental reports

ofcbitd

psychopatholory if the parents themsetves are experiencing emotional distress. Thus" both child and
parental rcports are necessary for assessrnent of the child's psychopatholory.
So

in srmmary,

a pain reinforcement

çestionnaire,

a pa.rental depression inventory, and

child

emotional distress questionnaires completed by both the Frent and child would be necessary to adequateþ
categorize families in this cluster.
The A d a ptive C o pi n e Chrfler

Within

the Adaptive Coping cluster, the distinguishing features of this cluster are that the

parental and child scores of child distress are insignificant, the parental and child scores of family

functioning are in the adapive range, and ¡rarental and child scores for parn reinforcement are low.
Interesting this cluster

fus

not significantly differ ftom the others on length of pain episode in hou¡s,

duration of pain in months, and number of days in two weeks pain episodes are experienced Thus, from

this finding we can as$rme that these children are not coping better because they are experiencing shorter
pain episodes, less daily episodes, or have had pain for a shorter ó¡ration of time. Othe¡ variables appear
to be more important in understanding why these families are coping well.

Famity functioning scores reported

þ

both the parents and the children were in the adaSive

range signifying that the farnilies were cohesive, expressive, and had less conflict. This type af famity

functioning appears to be able to insulate famify members from emotional distress especialþ fo¡ the

children. Children with physical problems who are in a suportive family tend to report better adjustment
(Wallander & Thompson, 1995). In addition, tnth the child and the parent reports of pain reinforcement
were

low. It

seerns that pain reinforcement proúrces

unnffissary and maladaptive emphasize on the

child's pain and its expression. Thus, ada$ive coping apears to necessitate a zupportive famiþ that does
not overemphasize or draw unnecessary attention to the child's pain.

&erall, it

appears that these families are adaptiveþ coping and may not needfurther medical or

psychological intervention.

.

Therefore, a pediatrician needs to be carefirl not to assume that the absence
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of psychosociat variables supports

tlut possibility of an organic etiologr. In fact, Walker

et al. (1993)

reported that children with RAP with or without an organic cause were similarþ likely to have

significantly higher psychologicat distress scores when compared to healthy controls. Nonetheless,
Edwards, Mullins, Johnson and Bernardy (1994) reported that although pediatricians recognize the
psychosocial nature of RAP, many have the tendency of

faIing back in to thinking of RAP

as

biparrite in

nature, that is, either psychogenic or organic. In fact, all these children may need is a'þait-and-see"

approach. This cluster of children is like$ to be the ones that experience "spontaneous remission ' of the

RAP. Apley and Hale

(I

973

) and SticHer and Murphy

(I

979) both reponed that a number of children

with RAP in their sample had pain that went away without formal treatment. Most likely, they came from
the A daptiv e C opi n g cluster.

Therefore, by waluating, pa.in reinforcement family functioning child and parental
pqychopatholory, these variables would be able to distinguish this cluster from the others.
Tlte Familv Dvsfunction Cht*er

Within

the

Fanily þsfurcüon cluster, the distinguishing features of this cluster are that the

child reports of family functioning were low, in addition to higher reported anxiety and depressive scores

þ

the child when compared to other clusters. Although the parental reports of famity functioning in this

cluster were within an adagive range, it is suspeded that parents in this cluster tended to be minimizing
any difficulties. These parents reported lower overall child distress scores and signiñcantty higher pain
reinforcement scores tban their children did- Poor family functioning has been noted to be an inportant
predictive variable in waluating a child's pain coping ability (Varni, Blount, Waldron,

& Smith,

1995)

Poor family functioning for this study, may be families that are over concerned with their children's pain,

encouraging them to use passive coping strategies, zuch as stop an activity, rest, or take medication.

Varni et al. (1995) commented that families that encourage adaptive coping techniques and discourage
maladapive ones tend to have children who were coping better with their pain. In addition, Dunn-Geier
et al. (1986) reported that moürers

of

"non-coper" tended to discourage coping behavion.

As in the Parentol Distress cluster, to evaluate whether a childwith RAPbelongs in this cluster,
both child and parental reports are ne€ded. With only the parental rcports of child psychopatholory, pain
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reixforcement, andfamily functioning there wouldbe little difference in measu¡es collectedfrom them
and thoæ fromtheAdaptive Coping cluster. Howevel, when the child reports on these measues is

collected, it becomes clear that family relationship issues may be playrng an important part in the RAP.

Merritt, Thompson, Keith, and Johnùow (1993) again highlight tlut it is imperative to collect reports
ftom both the child and the parent for optimal diagno*ic acçuxacy.
Thus, in summary, evaluation of famiþ functioning and child psychopatholory (evaluated

þ

both the child and parent) is needed for accurate discrimination and assignment into this cluster.
T]¡re

Child Distress with Reinforcement Clu&er

Within the Child Distress with Reinþrcemenl cluster, the distinguishing features of this cluster
are that these children reported significantty higher pain disability, child somatizatioru and pain

rei¡forcement scûres. Fu¡thermore, these children reported higher depression and anxiety scores thus
noting greater overall distress compared to those children in other clusters. In addition, children in this
cluster reported that they had pain during their çestionnaire completion significantly more ofren than
children from other clusters did- Interestingþ, although these children report the most emotional and
physical distress among the clusters, they also repoÍ significantly higher pain reinforcement. Thus,
appe¿us

it

that, as inthe Family Dvsfunction cluster, pain reinforcement rewards a child when they are in

pain but also contrihrtes to the maintenance of their distress emotional state. Furthennore, similar to
Sanders, Cleghorn, Shepherd, and Patrick (1996) shrdy, parents who reinforced maladaptive coprng
strategies had children that reported more distress. The operant conditioning model of pain wouldbest

explain this finding where the pain behaviors, such as that child's emotional distress is positively

reinforcedþ otherg primarily the parents. An altemative explanation wouldbe that the child's
distressed emotonal state would solicit others in the famity to reinforce the pain behaviors. It would be

rriffic'ult forfamily membe¡s to c€ase from reinforcing painbehaviors if the child is emotionally distressed

óring

these eprsodes.

Walker and Zeman (1992) investigated the lwel of parental encluragement of pain behaviors
among a group of pediatric patients. They found that parents of children with RAP were more
sympathetic tlran parenls of child¡en who reported other he¿lth conc'ems. Possibly, par€nts are responding
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to their children's emotional distress, trying to help them feel better

þ

providing more attentiorq gifts and

treats, and encouraging others in the family to respond sympathetically to them.

Thus, in summary, evaluåtion of child psychopatholory, disability, and pain reinforcement would
provide adequate discrimination between this cluster and the others.

Tr{E DERTVED CLUSTERS AND Tr{E BARR (1983) TRTPARTITE MODEL OF CATEGORIZATION
The identification of fou¡ empirically derived clusters in the flrrrent study greatty improves upon
the Tripartite Model of Categorization

introô¡cedþ Barr (1983). When the &rived clusters were

compared against the Barr (1983) Tripartite Model of Categorization, the derived clusters showed

superior disc¡iminative ability along the psychosocial variables. Unfortunately, without subjects from the
organic gIoup, it was not a complete test of comparison. It is unclear what differenæs in the data would
have been observedwith organic subjects inclu&d in the analysis. Nonetheless, only 77o/oof the child¡en

f¡om the Dysñrnctional group and 63% of the chil&en ftom the Psychogenic group were suctessñrlly
differentiated along the 17 child and parental variables. In contraste{ the empirically derived RAP
clusters successfirlly discriminated

lOOo STo 807q &

857o (clusters

14, reqpectively) along the

17

child and parental variables. In addition, the tripartite categories were not significantly differentiable
along any of the 17 psychosocial variables. Thug the dysfunctional and psychogenic categories were
ess€ntial indistinguishable along the 17 child and parental variables In contrast, the derived RAP cluste¡s
were differentiaæd along 15 of the 17 child and parental variables included in this study.

PRIMARY CARE PEDIATRICIANS
This study's finding that the dysfrrnctional and psychogenic caægories were essential
indistinguishable along the 17 child and parenøl variables emphasizes the variable diagnostic accuracy

within the RAP population among prinary care pediatricians. Given how children and parents in the
Adaptive Coping cluster reve¿led no psychological distress, it could be assumed that this group would
b¿ve more child¡en with dysñmctional diagnoses. However, there were no differences between the

children intbeAdaptive Coping cluster given a psychogenic diagnosis compared to those children given
this diagnosis in the other clusters. In aüition, tnthe Family þsfunction and,Chìld Distresswith
Reinforceme¡rl clusters, pediatricians were no more likely to give the childrcn a psychogenic diagnosis
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than a dyúmctional one. Even in

tJlre

Parental Disfress cluster, six of the nine chilù'en were given

dy$mctional diagnoses despite their parents being clinically &pressed
Furthennore, Ba¡r and Feuerstein (1983) descn:bed that to make a psychogenic diaposis, the

child clearþ has to have ostressfü, emotional, or psychosocial facors [that] have some þrimaryl role in
the production of the qyndrome" (p. 16). To make a dysñuctional diagnosis, the child would not pres€nt

with either psychological distress or a physical condition that could explain the parn. However, nany of
the children in this study had

signifient psychological dist¡ess that seemedto go un&tectedby their

pediatrician. This is not swprising since pediatricians

¿ue

not eñensivety tmined in child mental health

diagnosis. Florenzano (1991) commented that 'þdiatriqians ¿pprsar poorly trained to identify emotional
andbehavioral problems" (p. la2). These findings are cnnsistent with the recent concern about the "new

morbidity," which suggests that primary care pediatricians tend to miss psychological problems that

freçently are accompanied with somatic cnmplaints (Costello, Edelbroctq Costello, Dulcan, Burns, &
Brent, 1988). Noting the variability between pediatricians regarding their thoroughness in evaluating the
child with RAP's psychosocial history, Eúrards et al. (1994) suggested that greater e,ffort is needed'1o
eôlcate pediatricians about the contributions that mental health evaluation can make to the management
of children with RAP' (p. 251). Thus, whether pediatricians are thoroughly trained to make mental health
diagnoses or trained with mental health screening instnrments that would guide in determining

if

a

mental health referral was necessary, improved primary ca¡e mental health diaposis is needed
Edwards et al. (1994) described an ass€s$ment and treatment mo&l consisting of mental health
practitioners being integrated into the primary care setting. They noted that "such

a

joint practice would

allow the mental health professional to have acçess to the patient in a setting that is less threatening to the

famity, allowing the mental h€alth professional tobe includ€d early in the evaluation processi develop
rapport with the fanily, and intervene where apropriate" (p. 251). Galber et al. (1990) c$mmented tl|at
early identification and treatment of emotional prùlems among medical patients that present with
somatic complaints is imperative to s€rve more comprehensively the needs of these patients. Clearly,
studies indicating that as nuny as a quarter of the children who present in a primary
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with

ere mediel setting

have a mental health diagfrosis, gleat involvement of the mental health professional in the primary care

setting is needed (Costello, Costello, Edelbræk, Bums, Dulcan, & Brent, 1988)
TTIE ORGANIC CLASSIFICATÏON

Many studies have reveåled that there are no differences on psychosocial variables berween
child¡en with RAP with or without an organic diagnosis (Hodges, et al., 1985; Walker

& Greene, 1989;

Garber, et al., 1990). In addition" there is significant cûntroversy as to the specific etiolory of many

children with RAP with an organic diagnosis. For example, although many children with Crohn's disease
report recurrent abdominal pain as a major symptom, other chilùen with Crohn's diæase do not report
pørn at all (McGrath &

Uûuh, 198fl. Fufhermore, McGrath andUnn¡h notedthat

a change

in

"psychological stress or family pathologr" might contrihrte to the ons€t, nrainterurnce, or remission of this
dise¿se (p. 146).

Although no children with an organic diagnosis participated in this shtdy, speÇutation can be
made as to whether this gloup would have been found to be in a frfth cluster or whether these children

would have been dispersed Ílmong the four clusters" depending of which salient psychosocial variables
were

important. Many studies have shown that chilùen \ilith RAP with an organic diagnasis experience

significant psychological distress andthe parents of these children also experienct psychological distress
(Walker, et al., 1994; Walker, et al., 1991). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that these children with RAP
would have been spread among the clusters and that these psychosocial variables would in fact play a role

in the experience of the RAP.
Thus, having a RAP organic diagnosis appears to be an incomplete classification label because

of

the mixed research regarding to what extent organic variables play in the pain's development or
maintenance in combination with the significant contrihrtion that psychosocial variables play (Sammons,

1988). MGst likely, interactions between biological, psychologiel, social, and environmental variables
best described RAP. This preliminary taxonomy, using peychosocial variableq is the first step

in

providing clusters that h¿ve gtreater utility in etiological resea¡cb, outcome research and treatment than
the present classification system.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR ETTOLOGICAL RESEARC}L OÛTCOME RESEARCII, AND TREATMENT.
Clearþ, the empiricalþ derived RAP clusters have the best discriminative and &scrip.ive ability
among the psychosocial variables examined in this study. Child¡en \üith RAP should no longer be
diagnosed as either psychogenig dysfi¡nctionat, or organic h.rt rather classified into one of fou¡ clusters
based on psychosocial variables. With the identification

ofthis preliminary taxonomy, it is now possible

to undertake a morc focused investigation in outcome resea¡ch and the etiologt of RAP. Results of this

sndy contribute to our understanding of the possible psychosocial variables that may prove to be
etiologically important to these children. This stndy is a necessary step in the investigation of
psychosocial variables that provides an important preliminary taxonomy for fiuther investigation.

Etioloeical Resea-rch
With this preliminary taxonomy, the identification of four distinct clusters will generate more
focused research into the differing multifactorial etiologies of RAP. Future studies

will

need to classi$

children u¡ith RAP into one of the fou¡ clusters to provide samples that are more homogeneous for study.

In addition, longitudinal sfudies will need to evaluate the salient psychosocial variables to correctly
categories the children with RAP and parents. Sp€cial attention

will

be gxven to periodically assessing

those variables that are salient to each cluster to determine changes in regards to the changes of the RAP.

Strucffal eçation mo&lingwill likely play an important role in the identification of specificvariable
relationships that have the most influence on the dynamic nature of the RAP.
Outcome Research

With the development of four clusters along salient psychosocial variables, cluster-specific
trcåtment outcûme research will needto be conúrcted Specific cngnitiveùehavioral family treatment

præeôres targeting the salient psychosocial variables cim now developedto attemÉ to provide change to
the RAP and its context. For example, the treatment focus of families from ttre Parental Distress cluster

will be primariþ on the parent(s). Measuring parental distress variables at pre and post-treatment along
with child pain variables will provide meaningfirl findings. In addition" for the Farnily þsfunetion
cluster, famiÌy therapy would need to be a component of the treaÍnent.
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Treatment

Now indiviù¡alized treatment proglams can be &velo@ that will take into consi&¡ation

tle

complexity of RAP in children. Treatments will use play, cognitiveùehavioral, and family therapies, in
addition to, therapy for the distresed parents. Treatments for the Parental Disr¡¡ess cluste¡

will

necessitate treatment for both the child and the parent(s). For children with RAP inlhe Adaptive Coping

cluster, chilùen and parents may greatty benefit from learning pain management strategies as many of the
environmental and psychological facton hindering improvement app€ar to be non-existent. Treatments

for families within the Family þsfunction chtsltet will need to target the child's emotional distress along
with family issues, using famiþ therapy. Treatments for families within the Child Distress with
Reinþrcemenf cluster with need to target the child's emotional dist¡ess along with the parent's pain
reinforcement contingencies.
RESEARCH LIMTTATIONS
The limited sample size, the sample recruitment and composition, and the lack of cross-

validation for the derived clusters are limitations of this study. Due to the research desig& an obvious

limitation of this study is that

a high sçlre on a particular measure for a cluster does not imply that this

meÍrsure is causative. For instance, within the Parental Dislress cluster, parents reported high depressive,

arxious, or somatization symptomatolory, yet it can not be determined if the RAP was a predisposing
variable of this distress, if this di stress was a predisposing variable in the development of RAP, or if some
other variable was influencing each of them.

To overcome some of the barriers presented in prwious RAP research, the study took plac€ in a

primary care setting. The rate of participation was cüsistent with other studies conö¡cted in a primary
care setting @ergmarç et al.,

1982). Table I lists reasons why

parents did not aglee to participate in this

sfudy. It is uncertain if these parents with differing reasons for not participating depict different family
characteristics. Most likely, each of these parents lacked insight into the role of psychosocial variables
that played a part in their children's experience of pain. In additiorl the rate of participation of families
was

influencedþ the @iatricians' effectiveness in communicating

thÊ importance of psychological

factors in RAP and encouraging with enthusiasrn their participation in the resea¡ch.
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Recruiting from a pediatric clinic (e.g., see Bury, 1987) rather than a hospital (e.9., se€ Crossley,
1982) or a gastro€nterologist clinic (e.9., see McGrath, et al., 1983) provided a larger heterogeneous

sample. That is, children from primary care pediatric clinic represented a broader sample of the

popilation of children that may be experiencing RAP. Furthernore, the children with RAP from

a

primary care clinic were probably significantly more heterogeneous on psychosocial variables than
samples taken from a gastroenterologist, child psychiatrist, or hospital. However, three of the ten

pediatricians supplied 80% of the referrals for this study. During informal c-onversations with the other
seven pediatricians,

it appeared that

some doctors made a diagrrosis of RAP very

infreçentþ, that some

doctors did not referral some RAP patients to this study because it was diagnosed as "organiC' and "they

would nevçr see a psychologst', and some doctors did not refer¡al some RAP patients to this study
because they choose to treat the

chil&en themælves. Pediatricians notedthat certain specific organic

diagnoses did not necessitate a referral as it was felt that a psychological intervention program wouldbe

ine.ffective. They were grnecologlcal conditions and late complications of trauma, such as splenic trauma.

It is uncertain to what effect the idiosyncratic referral tendencies of these @iaricians had on this study's
sample makeup. Dulcan, Costello, Costello, EdelbrocJq & Burns (1990) reported that "¡)arental level
distress, famity psychiatric history, and discussion of

important influences on identification and referr¿I"

of

prental concerns with the pediatrician were

þ. a53). In addition,

Eóryard et al. (1994)

commented that famiþ reluct¿nce to se€ a mental health provider (i.e., a psychologist or psychiatrist) was
a serious impediment to receiving a mental health re,ferr¿I.

It was unfortunate that no organically diag¡osed chilùen with RAP participated in this study.
Apply (1975) noted that the number of chilùen with RAP with an organic diagrrosis is srnall, at
approxmately l0olo of children with RAP @arr, 1983). Pediatricians seemed much more willing to
referr¿l dysfunctional or psychogenic labeled children with RAP. For example, Pediatrician #4 referred
three children with RAP, who had two parents that were emotional distress and one family showing
signiñcant family dysñrnaion. Likely, this pediatrician would have been less willing to refer children

if

the ¡nrents, child" or family were coping satisfaqtory or if there was an organic diagrrosis. It is uncefain
to \vhat extent the varying degrees of participation among the pediatricians had on this study. Howwer,
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the referral pattems of the th¡ee pediatricians who referred 80% of the children were similar as they
seemed to refer heterogeneous patients who met the criteria regardless of

functioning. Theref,ore,

receMng the majority of referrals from these three @iatricians lessened the effect of a 'referral filter

bias' (p. 148; McGrath & UnruÌr" f 98Ð that

has been present

in

a number af RAP studies (e.g., see

McGrath, et al., 1983).
CONCLUDING FEMARKS
The strength of this study is that its findings provided a more comprehensive €tegorization

of

children with RAP \À'ith similar psychosocial variables. In additioq this study attemsed to integrate the
various lines of research with children \¡r,ith RAP by investigating a variety of psychological and
environmental variables that have been investigated in the literature. It is clea¡ that RAP is a significant
problem th¿t needs a greater focus of inquiry. The usage of empirical derived RAP clusters provides an
opportunity for the evaluation of homogeneous groups that could further the lnowledge of multifactorial
etiological variables. Fu¡ther prospective research investigating these clusters along their salient
psychosocial variables

will begin to rweal important causal influences in child¡en with RAP. In addition,

based on their relevant psychosocial variables, patients wouldbe provided

with

a more effective tre¿¡tment

approach. Psychosocial cluste¡s are the fust step in providing better patient care for children with RAP.
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APPENDD( A: A,bdominel Fain Study: Lctter to Farent
Pa¡ent:

We are presently conùrcting a resea¡ch project with cbild¡en who a¡e experiencing
somach/abdominat prain. This study addresses isues of how to assess comprehensively these cbild¡en.
This is important because better assesment of chilùen's pa.in eryrience leads to more effective

ftatment.
Ilaving a faniþ member in pain adds considerable scress to the family. Tkrefore, we will be
investigting which child and åmily va¡iables are related to your child's pain experience. Your
participation in this stt¡dy will be of di¡ect bendt to yor and your child because after your participatioa
we will schedule a feeúac* session to discr¡ss the assessment results. Also, we will scbeù¡le treatment
apointments

¿ts

DecÊssary and

kired

I ¿¡1 rqking tbat you and your child participaæ in this study by answering sweral c¡ues'tionnaires,
which a¡e commonly used to assess children and aduls. Yotu participation is anticipated to take an ho¡r.
Your participation is completely voluntary and will not affect the medical treament your child
Clinic. You and your child may withdraw from the sh¡dy at any tims. Oth.t
th¡n the sbaring of certain Í¡ssessment information with your child's paediatrician at the Manitoba etiniç,
the information will be saictly confi&ntial and used only for rese¿¡ch puposes. I have taken the
following ste'p to ensure anonym.ity. No names apear on the çestionnai¡es, onþ a famiþ identiñcation
receives at the Manitoba

number.

I would very much apreciate your cooperation. This shrdy is my fin¡t futoral requirement. In
or&r to participate in the study, you will need to sign the consent form tbat is atøched

Ian Mogilevslry, M.A,
Psychological Consultant,
Deparonent of Psychologr,
University of Manitoba

R Thomas, Ph.D., C.Psych.
Supervising Psychologist
Deparment of Psychologr,
University of Manitoba
Michael
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APPENDH ts: Abdominal Fain Study: Consent Form for Farticipation
CONSENT FORM FOR PARTTCIPATION

AND AUTHORIZATION

l.

FOR. EXCHANGE

oF INFORMATION

I have had the contents of the abdominal Ein sû¡dv letter erylained to me. I ¡rÉrsand the
contents of this leue¡ and have received a copy for my own use.

2.

NAME OF CHILD

I am tbe parent or legal gr¡ardian of the child nrm6d above.

YES

NO

I give permission for the child named above to participaæ in the study.

YES

NO

Also, I agee to participate in the study.

YES
3.

NO

I authorize ¡¡s s¡sh-ânge of information that is gathers by Ian Mogilevslry that will
my child's

YES

ftatrent

at this ofrce.

NO

NAME OF PARENT (PLEASE PRINT):

SIGNATUF.E OFPARENT:

TEIÆPHONE NUMBER:

SIGNTTURE OF RESEARCHER
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be

hlpñ¡I in

APPENDH C: Demographic infomation
INFORMATION SHEET

CHILD:
Birthday
Sex

fue in Yean
Grade

_

Erhniç Bacþround

Number of Child¡en in the Familv

-

l.

The child is the:

_

Youngest

_ Middle

OI&st

Only Child

2. The child's relationship to you:

_
_
_

Biologicat child
Fosær child
Other (Please Explain)

_
_

St€trchild
Adopred child

3' Have you lived in the same home with the child for
the past six
months?

_YES _NO
PARENTS:
4.

_One Parent Family (child lives with one parent only)
_ T*o Parent Family (child lives with two parents)
_ Gher (Please Explain)

5. MOTHER:

Highest l,evel of Education

AGE

Employment Status:

_
_

Employed FuII

Time

part Time
- Employed

Full Time Homemaker

-

Unemployed

In School Full Time
Otn"t
@lease Explain)
-

Occupation if working outside the home

Annual lnoome

Maritat Status:

_Mamied

_
_
_

S€parated

Commomlaw
Other (Please Explain)

_
_
_

Divorced
Widowed

Nwer Married

ll0

Sheer

6. FATHER:

Highest

l¡vel

ofEducation

AGE

Emplolment Status:

_ Eryloyed Full Time
_Full Time Homemaker
_ Unemployed

_

Employed part Time

In School Full Time
-

Otn.,

&cupation if working outside the home
Annual lncome

Marital Status:

_Married
_ Sepamtd
_ Commomlaw
_ Gher @lease Explain)

_Divorced
_Widowed
NeverMarried

11t

@lease Explain)

Á,PPENDX I): Child's experience of Fain
Date:

l. ln

Family #:

Admin.:

the past two weel¡s, how many days bas the stomacb/abdominel pain been experienced?

_

Days

llzero days, then how many days in the paS 3 monrhs: _

Days.

2. How many months have gone by since the first time the stomacb/abdominal pain was
experienced?

3. How long in hours is a

[pical stomach/abdominal pain episode?
Hou¡s

Check here. if the stom¿ch/abdominal pain episode is typically lsss then one hour.

Ther¡ how many minutes:

tt2

_

minufes.

APPENIID( E: Functional Disability Invenrory (Child Report)
FDI
Date:

Fanily #:

Aùnin.:

trVhen people are sick or not feeling well

it is sometrmes difficult for them to do thei¡ regular activities. In
the last few days, would you bave had arry physical trouble s¡ difñc,ulty doing these activities?
Please circle the number the best d€scribes how much rtifñsultJ¡

l. \{¡lking

ys¡ bad in doing

these activities.

to the bathrcom.

No
Trouble

little
Trouble
A

Some
Trouble

Trouble

Impossible

Some
Trouble

A l¡t of
Trouble

Lnpossible

AI¡t of

2. Walking up stairs.

No
Trouble

A üttle
Trouble

3. Doing something with a friend (for example, playing a game).

No
Trouble

A little
T¡ouble

Some
Trouble

Trouble

Impossible

Some
Trouble

Al¡tof
Trouble

Impossible

Some
Trouble

Trouble

A Lot of

4. Doing chores at home.

No
Trouble

Aliule
Trouble

5. Eating regular meals.

No
Trouble

A little
Trouble

A Lot of

l13

Impossible

6. Being up all day without a nap or rest.

No
Trouble

A üttle
Trouble

Some
Trouble

A l¡t of
Trouble

Impossible

7. Riding the school bus or traveling in the car.

No
Trouble

Aliule
Trouble

Some
Trouble

ALot of

Trouble

Impossible

Remember, you are being asked about difficutty due to physical health.
8. Being at school all day.

No
Trouble

A little
Trouble

Some
Trouble

A

I¡t

of

Trouble

lmpossible

9. Doing the activities in grar class (or playlng sports).

No
Trouble

A linle
Trouble

Some
Trouble

A Lot of

Trouble

lmpossible

10. Reading or doing homework.

No
Trouble

ll.

A linle
Trouble

Some
Trouble

A tittle
Trouble

Some
Troubre

A Lot of

Trouble

rmpossibre

Watching TV.

No
Trouble

ALot of

Trouble

rmpossibre

12. Walking the length of a playground (or football ñeld).

No
Trouble

A linle
Trouble

Some
Trouble

A

t¡t of

Troubre
ll4

Impossibre

13. Running the length of a playground (a football field).

No
Trouble

A little
Trouble

AI¡t of

Some
Trouble

Trouble

Some
Trouble

Trouble

Impossible

Al¡t of
Trouble

lmpossible

lmpossible

01234
14. Going shopping.

No
Trouble

A little
Trouble

A Lot of

01234
15. Getting to sleep at night and staying asleep.

No
Trouble

Alittle
Trouble

Some
Trouble

01234

lt5

APFENDH F: Functional Disability Xnventory (Parental R.eport)
FDI
Date:

Family #:

Adnin.:

When people a¡e sick or not feeling well it is sometimes difficult for them to do thei¡ regular activities. In
the last few days, would your child bave had any physrcal trouble or ¡+ifñculty doing these activities?
Please circle the number the best describes how much difficulty your child had

l. Walking

in doing these activities.

to the bath¡oom.

No
Trouble

little
Trouble
A

Some
Trouble

Trouble

Some
Trouble

Trouble

A Lot of

Iryossible

01234
l. \{¿lking up stairs.

No
Trouble

A little
Trouble

A

l¡t

of

Impossible

3. Doing something with a friend (for example, playing a game).

No
Trouble

A litrle
Trouble

Some
Trouble

Trouble

Some
Trouble

Trouble

Impossible

Some
Trouble

At¡tof
Trouble

lmpossible

A Lot of

Impossible

4. Doing chores at home.

No
Trouble

A little
Trouble

ALot of

5. Eating regular meals.

No
T¡ouble

Alifle
Trouble

ll6

6. Being up all day without a nap or rest.

No
Trouble

A liule
Trouble

Some
Trouble

A

I¡t

of

Trouble

lmpossible

7. Riding the school bus or traveling in the car.

No
Trouble

A little
Trouble

Some
Trouble

ALot of

Trouble

Impossible

Remember, you are being asked about diffiç¡¡lty due to physicat health.
8. Being at school atl day.

No
Trouble

little
Trouble
A

Some
Trouble

A Lot of

Trouble

lmpossible

9. Doing the activities in grm class (or playrng sports).

No
Trouble

linle
Trouble

Some
Trouble

Trouble

A little
Trouble

Some
Trouble

Trouble

Impossible

Alitrle
Trouble

Some
Trouble

Al¡tof
Trouble

lmpossible

A

A

t¡t of

Impossible

10. Reading or doing homework

No
Trouble

A

I¡t

of

11. WaæhingTV.

No
Trouble

12. Walking the length of a ptayground (or football field).

No
Trouble

A little
Trouble

Some
Trouble

Al¡r

of

Trouble
tt7

Impssible

13. Running the length of a playground (a football field).

No
Trouble

A little
Trouble

Some
T¡ouble

Al¡t of
Trouble

Some
Trouble

Trouble

Impossible

A l¡t of
Trouble

Impossible

lmpossible

01234
14. Going shopping.

No
Trouble

A little
Trouble

AI¡t

of

01234
15. Getting to

No
Trouble

sleç at night and søying
A üttle
Trouble

asleep.

Some
Trouble

01234

lt8

APPENIIX G: Children's llepression trnventory (Child Report)
Date:

Family #:

Admin.:

Kids sometimes have different feetinp and ideaq. This form lists the feelings and ide¡q in gorrys.
From each goup, pick one sentence that desc, ibes you best for the past two weeks. After you pick a
senûence from the first group, go on to the next goup.

There is no right or wrong answer. Just pick the sentence that best describes the way you have been
feeling recently. Circle the letter next to your:rnswer.

Here is an example of how this form
how you feel best.

worls. Try it. Circle the lett€r next to the sentence that

Example:

a.
b.
c.

I read books all the time.
I re¿d bools once in a while.
I neverreadbools.

119

describes

Remember, pick out the sentence that describes you feelings and irreas in the past two weeks.

l. a. I an sad once in a while.
b. I am sad many tims5.
c. I am sad all the time.

l.

¿. Nsthing will ever work out for me.
b. I am not su¡e if thinp will work out for

c. Things will work out for

me.

me O.K.

3.

a. I ò most things O.K.
b. I do many thing wrong.
c. I do werything wrong.

4.

a. I have ñ¡n in many things.
b. I bave fun in some things.
ç. N6fhing is ñ¡n at all.

5.

a. I am bad all the trme.
b. I am bad many times.
c. I am bad once in a while.

6.

a. I think about bad things happening to me once in a while.
b. I worry that bad things will happen to me.
c. I am su¡e that ærrible things will happen to me.

7.

a. I bate myself.
b. I do not like myself.
c. I like myself.

8.

a. All bad things are my fault.
b. Many þd things are my fault.
c. Bad things are not usually my fault.

9.

a. I do not think about hurting myself.
b. J think about hurting myself but I would not do it.
c. I want to hurt myself.

10.

a. I feel like crying everyday.
b. I feel like crying many days.
c. I feel like crying once in a while.

11.

a. Things bother me all the trme.
b. Thinp bother me many Fmes.
c. Things bother me once in a while.

12.

a. I like being with people.
b. I & not like being with people many times.
c. I do not want to be with people at all.

13.

a. I cannot make up my mind about rhings.
b. It is hard to m¡ke ¡p my mind about thingS.
c. I make up my mind about things eåsily.

t20

14.

15.

a. I look O.K.
b. There are some tnd things
c. I lookugly.

a

about my loots.

I have to prsh myself alt the time to do my schoolwork

b. I bave to push myself many times to do my schooh+ork
c. Doing schoolwork is not a big problen16. a.
b.
c.

have tr,ouble sleeping every night.
have trouble sleçing many nights.

sleç pretty well.

17.

a. I am tired once in a while.
b. I am tired many days.
c. I am tired all the time.

18.

a. Most days I do not feel like eating.
b. Many days I do not feel like eating.
c. I eat pretg'well.

19.

a. I do not worry about aches and pains.
b. I worry about aches and pains many times.
c. I worry about aches and pains all the time.

20.

a. I do not feel alone.
b. I feel alone many tirnes.
c. I feel alone all the time.

21.

a. I nq/er have any fun at school.
b. I bave fi¡n at school only once in a while.
c. I bave fi:n at school many times.

22.

a. I have plenty of friends.
b. I bave some friends but I wish I
c. I do not have any friends.

hed more.

23.

a. My schoolwork is all right.
b. My schoolwork is not as good as before.
c. I do very þdly in subjects I used to be good in.

24.

a. I c¡n never be as good as other kids.
b. I can be as good as other kids if I want
c. I am juS as good as other kids.

25.

a. Nobody really loves me.
b. I am not sure if anyone loves me.
c. I am su¡e that somóody loves me.

26.

a. I usually do what I am told.
b. I do not do wbat I am told most
c. I never do what I am told.

to.

times.

t2r

27.

a. lgel along with peo,ple.
b. I get into fights many times.
c. I get into fights all the time.

t?.2

APPENTID( H: children's rlepression Lnventory (parentar Report)
CDI
Daæ:

Family #:

Admin.:

Kids sometimes have different feetinæ and ideaq. This form lists the feelings and ideas in groups.
From
each group, pick one sentence that describes your child best for the past two weels. After yóu pick
a
sentence from the first group, go on !o the next group. Circle the leuer next to your answer.

l. a. He/she is sad once in a while.
b. He/she is sad many times.
c. Hdshe is sad att the rime.
2.

a. He/she thinks that nothing will ever work out for hirn/her.
b. He/she is not su¡e if things will work out for him/her.
c. He/she thinls that things wilt work out O.K. for him/her.

3.

a. He/she thinks that he/she does most things O.K.
b. He/she thinks tbat he/she does many things wrong.
c. He/she rhinks that he/she does ever¡hing wrong.

4. a. He./she has firn in ma¡y things.
b. He/she has fi¡n in some rhings.

c. Nothing

is flm for him/her at all.

5.

a. He,/she thinks that he/she is bad all the time.
b. He/she thints that hdshe is bad many times.
c. He,/she thinks tbat he/she is bad once in a while.

6.

a. He/she thinlcs about bad things bappening to him/her once in a while.
b. He/she worries that bad rhings will happen to him./her.
c. He/she is sure that ænible things will happen to him/her.

7.

a. Hdshe baæs himself,/herself.
b. He/she does not like himself,/herself.
c. Hdshe likes himself/herself.

8.

a. He,ishe thinks that all bad ¡[ings are hiVher fault.
b. He/she thinks tbat many bad rhings are his/her åult.
c. He/she thinls that bad things are not usually hiVtrer fault.

9. a. He/she does not rhink about hurting himself/herself.
b. He/she thinks about hurting himsetf/trerself bùt I would not do it.
c. Hdshe wants to hurt himself/herself.
10.

a. He/she cries everyday.
b. He/she cries many days.
c. He/she cries once in a while.

11.

a. Things
b. Things
c. Things

bother him/her all the time.
bother him/her many times.
bother himlher once in a while.
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12.

a. He/she likes being with people.
b. He/she does not like being with people many times.
c. He/she does not want to be with people at all.

13.

a. He/she ca¡not make up his/her mind about things.
b. It is hard for hirn/her to malrc up hiVher mind about thinæ.
c. He/she nakes up hisrler mind about things easily.

14.

a. He/she thint<s he/she lools O.K.
b. He/she thinkq that there a¡e some bad things
c. Hdshe thinks that he/she looks ugly.

about his/her lools.

15.

a. Hdshe has to push himself/herself all the time to do his/her schoolwork
b. Hdshe bas to push himseErherself many times to do hivher schoolwork
c. Doing schoolwork is not a big problem for him,/her.

16.

a. He/she has trouble sleeping every night.
b. He/she hac uouble sleeping many nights.
c. He/she sleeps pretty well.

17.

a. He/she is ti¡ed once in a while.
b. He/she is tircd many days.
c. Hdshe is ti¡ed all the time.

18.

a. Most days he/she does not feel like eating.
b. Many dals hdshe does not feel like eating.
c. He/she eats pretty well.

19.

a. He/she does not worry about aches and pains.
b. He/she worries about aches and pains many times.
c. Hdshe worries about aches and pains all the time.

20.

a. He/she does not feel alone.
b. He/she feels alone many trmes.
c. He/she feels alone all the time.

21.

a. Hdshe nsver has any fun at school.
b. He/she bas fun at school only once in a while.
c. He/she has ñ¡n at school m¡ny Fmes.

22.

a. He/she h¡ç plenty of friends.
b. He/she has some friends but he/she wishes he/she bad
c. He/she does not have any friends.

more.

23.

a. Hisiher schoolwork is aU right.
b. His/her schoolwork is not as good as before.
c. He/she does very badly in zubjects he/she used to be good in.

24.

a. He/she thinls he/she can never be as good as other kids.
b. He/she thinks hey'she can be as good as other kids if I want
c. He/she thinks he/she is jus as good as other kids.
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to.

25.

a. He/she thinks tbat nobody really loves him/her.
b. Hdshe is not su¡e if arryone loves himfter.
c. He/she is su¡e that somebody loves him./her.

26.

a. He/she usually does wbat he/she is told
b. Hdshe does not do what he/she is told most
c. He./she neryer does wba he/she is told

27.

times.

a. He/she gÊts along with people.
b. He/she gets into fights mary times.
c. He/she gets into fights aU the time.
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APPENDD( tr: Beck llepression Inventory
BDI
Daæ:

Family #:

Admin.:

The nex sets of questions are groups of statements. Ple¿se read each group of staæments careñrll1'. Then

pick out one statement in each grcup, which best describes the way you bave been feeling the pas weeþ
including today. Circle the number beside the statement you picked- If several statements in the group
seem to aply egually well, CIRCLE EACH ONE. Be sure to r€ad all the sr¿tements in each group beiore

making your choice.

1.0
I
2
J

2.0
I
2
J

do not feel cad

feel sad
am sad all the time and J cenl snep out of it.
am so sad or rnh¡ppy tbat I can't stand it.
am not particularly discouraged about the future.
feel discouraged about the future.
feel I have nsrhing to look forward to.
feel fhat the future is hopeless and that things cannol improve.

0
I
2
3

I do not feel like a failure.
I feel that I have failed more tban the average person.
As I look back on my life, all I can see is a lot of failures.
I feel I am a csmplete failure as a person.

I
2

I get as much satidaction out of things as I used to.
I don't enjoy things the way I used to.
I don't get real satidaction out of anything anymore.

J

I am dissatisfied or bored with ever¡hing.

I
2

I feel guilty a good part of the time.
I feel guilty most of the time.

J

I feel guilty all of the time.

J.

4.0

5.0

I don't feel particularly gultty.

6.0
I
2
J

7.0

I don't feel I am being punished
I feel I may be pnished.
I expect to be Fnished
I feel I am being prnished

2

I don't feel disapointed in myself.
I am disapointed in myself.
I am disgusted with myself.

J

I hste myself.

I

I &n't think I am any q/6rse -h¡n anybody else.
I am critical of myself for my wealanesses or mistakes.

I

8.0
2
J

I blame myself all the trme for my faults.
I blame myself for ever¡hing bad that happens.
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9. 0
I
2
3

I don't bave any thoughts of killing myself.
I have thougbts of killing myself, but I would

neryer

qrry

them out.

I would like to kill myself.
I would kill myself if I had the chenc€.

0
I
2
3

I don't cry anymore than usual.
I cry 6s¡p rhan I us€d to.

11.

0
I
2
3

I am no more irritated than I ever am.
I get ennsyed or irritated more easily th¡n I used to.
Ifæl irritated all the time now.
I don't get irritat€d at atl by ths rhings rhet used to i¡ritate me.

12.

0
I
2
3

I bave not lost interest in other people.
I am less interested in other people rhen I used to be.
I have lost mosf of my inærest in other people.
I have lost all my inlerest in other people.

13.

0
I
2
3

I make decisions about as well as I ever could
I put offmaking decisions 6s¡s -hen I used to.
I have greater difficulty in making decisions than before.
I can't make decisions at all a[ymore.

14.

0
I
2
3

I don't feel I look any worse than I used to.
I am worried tbat I am looking old and unattractive.
I feel that there are f,ennanent changes in my appearance that make me look unattractive
I believe that I look ugly.

15.

0
I
2
3

I can work about as well as before.
It takes an extra effort to get started at doing something.

16.

0
I
2
3

I can sleç

17.

0 I don't get more tired than usual.
I I get tired more easily than I used to.
2 | get ti¡ed from doing almost an¡'thing.
3 I am too ti¡ed to do auything.

18.

0
I
2
3

My appetiæ is no worse tlun usual.
My apetiæ is not as good as it us€d to be.
Myapetiæ is muchworse now.

0
I
2
3

I baven't lost much weight, if any tately.
I have lost more then 5 pounds.

10.

19.

| cry all the time now.
I used to be able to cry, hrt now I can't cry €ven though I want to.

Ihave to pr¡sh myself very bard to do an¡hing
I can't do any work at all.
as well as usual.
I don't sleep as well as I used to.
I wake up l-2 hou¡s earlier than I used to and ñnd it bard to get back to sleep.
I wake up several hou¡s earlier than I used to and cÍrnnot get back to sleep.

I bave no qpetite at all anymore.

I am p'posely

I have lost more tban 10 pounds.
I have lost more lhen 15 pounds.

trying to lose
weight.
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yES_No_

20.

0

I
2
J

2t. 0
I
2
J

I am no more worried ahut my health th¿n
usual.
I am worried about my problems such as aches and pains:
or upset stomâch or constipation.
I am very worried about physical problenu and it's
ha¡d
to think of much erse.
I am so worried about my physical probrems,
tbåt I cannot think about anything

I bave not noticed any recent change in my interest
in
I am less interested i¡ ss¡ rhen I usø to æ.
I am much less interested in sex now.
I have lost interest in sex compleæly.
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sex.

erse.

APPENIID(.n: StateTreit.dnxiety Inventory for Children

- Trait

Scale (Child

Repoñ)
STAIC

Date:

Family #:

Ad¡rin.:

A number of statements which boys and girls use to describe themselves are given blow. Read each
statement and decide if it is ba¡dlv-ever, or sometimes, or often tnre of you. Then for each staæment,
circle the word that describes you best. There are no right or wrong answers. Do not spend too much
t'qre on any one statement. Remember, choose the word which seems to &scribe how you usually feels.

l. I worry ¿þut

maLing mistakes

Ilardly+ver

Sometimes

Ofren

2. I feel like crying

llardly<ver

Sometimes

Often

3. I feel unhappy

Hardly-ever

Sometimes

Oûen

4. I have trouble making up my mind

Hardly<ver

Sometimes

Ofren

Somet'mes

Ofren

5. It is difficult for me to face my

problems

. . .ÌIardly-ever

6. I worry too much

Hardly-ever

Sometimes

Often

7.I

Hardly-ever

Sometrmes

Oûen

8. I am shy

Ilardly<ver

Sometimes

Often

9. I feel troubled

Hardly-ever

Sometimes

Ofren

me. . . . . . . . .Ilardly€ver

Sometimes

Often

gel upset at home

10. Thoughts run through my mind andbother

ll.

I worryabout school

Ilardly<ver

Sometimes

Ofren

12.

I have trouble deciding what to do

Ilardly<ver

Some.;mes

Often

13. I notice tbat my heart beats fast

Ilardlycer

Sometimes

Ofren

14. I am secretly afraid

llardly-ever

Sometimes

Often

lla¡dlver¡er

Sometimes

Often

Hardly<ver

Sometimes

Often

17. I worry about things thât may happen

Hardlycver

Sometrmes

Oflen

18. It is hard for me to fall asleep at night

Hardly<ver

Sometimes

Oflen

15. I worry about my
16.

parents

.

My hands get sweaty

129

19. I get a

ñuny feeling in my stomach

20. I worry about what others will rhink of

me.

130

Hardly-ever

Sometimes

Often

. . . . . .IIardlv-€ver

Sometimes

Ofren

APPENIID( K: SteteTrait Anxiety Inventory for Children

- Treit Scele @arental

Report)
STAIC

Date:

Family #:

Admin.:

A number of statements which boys and girts use to &cribe themselves are given below. Read each
statement and decide if it is bardly-ever, or sometimes, or ofren true of your child Then for each
statement, circle the word that describes your child best. Remember, choose the word which seems to
describe how your child usually feels.

1. He/she worries ¿þu1 malcing mistakes

Hardly<ver

Sometimes

Often

2. He,/she feels like crt"rng

llardly<r'er

Sometimes

Ofren

3. Hdshe feels unbawy

Ilardly<ver

Sometimes

Ofren

4. He/she has trouble making up his/her mind

flardly-ever

Sometimes

Ofren

. .Hardly<ver

Sometimes

Ofren

6. He/she worries too much

llardly<ver

Sometimes

Ofren

7. Hdshe gets upßet a¡ home

Hardly-ever

Sometimes

Ofren

8. Hdshe is shy

Flardly-ever

Sometimes

Ofren

9. He/she feels troubled

Hardly<ver

Sometimes

Oûen

10. Thoughts run through hiVher mind andbother him/her. . .Hardly<ver

Sometimes

Often

Hardly+ver

gspgrimes

Ofren

llardly-wer

Sometimes

Ofren

Ilardly-ever

Sometimæ

Oûen

Hardly-ever

Sometrmes

Ofren

. . . . Hardly-ever

Sometimes

Ofien

Ilardly<ver

Sometimes

Ofren

Hardly<ver

Sometimes

Ofren

Hardly-ever

Sometimes

Offen

problems

5. It is difficult for him/her to face his/ler

I

l. Hdshe worries

about school

12. He/she has trouble deciding what to do
13. He/she notices that his/her heart beats

frst

14. He/she is secretly afraid
15. He/she worries about his/her

parents.

16. His/her bands get sweaty
17. He/she worries

¿¡ûrl thinp that may hapen

18. It is hard for him/her to fall asleep at night

13t

19. He/she gets a funny feeling

in his/her

20. Hdshe worries about wbat othen

stomach

Hardly-ever

Sometimes

Ofren

will think of him,iher . . .lla¡dlvcver Sometimes

Ofren
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APPENIID( L: StateTreit.dnxiety nnventory

- Trait Scale

STAI

Date:

Family #:

Admin.:

A number of statements which people have used to &cribe themselves are given below. Read each
statement and then ci¡cle the appropriate number to the right of the staæment to indicate how you
generally feel. There are no right or wrong answers. Do not spend too much .'me on any one
statement
but give the answer which seems to describe how you generally feel.

Alnost

Almost

Never

Often

I

Sometimes
2

5

Always
4

2. I feel nervous and restless

I

2

J

4

3. I feel satisfied with mvself

I

2

J

4

4. I wish I could be as happy
as others seem to be

I

)

J

4

5. I feel like a failure

I

2

J

4

6. I feel rested

I

J

J

4

7.Iam "calnL cool, and collected"

I

2

J

4

so thâf

8. I feel that ¿¡mçu¡¡ies are piling up
I cannot overcome them

I

2

J

4

9. I worry too much over something
tbat really doesn't matter

I

2

J

4

10. I am happy'

I

2

J

4

11. I have disturbing thoughts

I

2

J

4

1

2

J

4

I

2

J

4

I

2

J

4

15. I feel inadequate

I

2

J

4

16. I feel content

I

2

J

4

17. Some nnimportant thoughts nrns
through my mind and bothers me

I

2

l' I feel pleaq2nt

12.

I lack self+onfi dence

13. I feel secure
14.

I make decisions easily

133

4

18. I take disappointnnents so keenly
thât I can't prt them out of my

Never

mind |
l9.Iamasteadyperson
I
20.

I

as

Sometimes Often

Always

2

3

+

Z

3

4

Z

3

4

get in a state of ænsion or turmoil
I think over my recent concems

andinærests

I
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APPENÐD( M: Children's Somatizetion Inventory (Child Report)
csI
Daæ:

Family #:

Admin.:
Your Sympoms

Below is a list of symptoms that child¡en and teenagers sometrmes bave. Circle a number ælling how
much you were bthered by each slmpom during the past two weeks.

ln the last 2 weeks, how much were you
bothered by each qympom?
Not

All

at

A

little

Some

A

A whole

lot

lot

I. Headaches

012

4

2. Faintness s¡ rtizzins55

012

4

3. Pain in the heart or chest

012

4

4. Feeling low in eners/ or slowed down

012

4

5. Pain in the lower back

012

4

6. Sore muscles

012

4

7. Trouble getting hiVtrer breath
(when not exercising)
8. Hot or cold spells

(feeting hot o¡ cold for no reason)
9. Numbness or tingling in pafs of the body
10.

A llmp in the throat

11. Weahess in

0123
0123
0
0

paru of the body

0

in arms or legs

0

12. Heavy feelings

13. Nausea or up6et stomach

0

14. Constipation (hard !o have a B.M.)

0

15. l,oose (runny) bowel movements or
16. Pain
17.

diarhea

in stomach or abdomen (stomach aches)

HeaÍ beating too fast

0
0
0

(even when not exercising)
135

t23
t23
123
r23
r23
r23
r23
r23
t23

4
4

4
4

4
4
4
4
4

4
4

In the last 2 weeks, how much were you
bothered by each qrmpom?
Not

at

All

A

little

A whole

Some lot

lof

t23

4

19. Loss ofvoice

123

4

20. Deafrress

r23
t23
t23
r23
123
t23
t23

18.

Difficulty snallowing

21. Double vision (anen with glasses on)
22. Blurred vision (even with glasses on)

23. Blindness
24. Fainting or loss ofconsciousness (passing out)
25. Memory loss or amnesia
26. Seizures or conrulsions
(body moving or sh¡hng uncontrollabþ

4

4
4
4
4
4

4

27. Trouble walking

0123

4

28. Paralysis or muscle wealness
(muscles too weak to move)

0123

4

Dfrculty urinating (peeing)

0

t23

4

30. Vomiting (thron"ing up)

0

123

4

31. Bloating (eassy)

0

r23

4

32. Food meking child sick

0

33. Pains in lmees, elbows or other joints

0

34. Pain in arms or legs

0

35. Pain when u¡inaæ

0

29.
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t23
t23
r23
r23

4

4
4

4

APPEhIDH N: Children's Somatization trnventory (Farental Report)
csI
Daæ:

Family #:
Your Child's Slmptoms

Belov is a lis of symptoms that children and teenagers sometimes bave. Circle a number telling how
much your child was bothered by each symptom during the past two weeks.

In the last 2 weeks, how much was your
child bothered by each symptom?
Not

All

at

A

A

liUle

Some

A whole
lot

lot

012

4

2. Faintness Or rtiz_zineSs

012

4

3. Pain in the hea¡t or chest

012

4

4. Feeting low in eners/ or slowed doçn

012

4

5. Pain in the lower back

012

4

6. Sore muscles

012

4

l.

Headaches

7. Trouble getting hiVher breath

(when not exercising)
8. Hot or cold

çells

(feeling hot or cold for no reason)

0123
0123

4
4

0

123

4

A lump in the th¡oat

0

123

4

Wealness in parts of the body

0

r23

4

in arms or legs

0

t23

4

13. Nausea or upset stomach

0

t23

4

14. Constipation (harcl to bave a B.M.)

0

123

4

0

123

4

0

123

4

0

t23

4

9. Numbness or
10.

I

l.

¡ngling in parts of the bod¡'

12. Heavy ¡eslings

15. I-oose

(n¡nry) bowel movements or diarrhea

16. Pain

in stomech or abdomen (stomach

IT.Hart

beating too fast
(even when not exercising)

aches)
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ln the last 2 weeks, how much was your
chíld bothered by each ÐmÉom?

Notat A

AII

I E.

A

little

Some

A whole
lot

lot

Ditrculty swallowing

19. l^oss

4

ofvoice

4

20. Deafüess

4

21. Double vision (even with glasses on)

4

22. Blurred vision (even with glasses on)

4

23. Blindness

24. Fainting or loss ofconsciousness (passing

4

out)

0

4

25. Memory loss or amnesia

4

26. Seizu¡es or convulsions
(body moving or sh¡king uncontrollably)

4

27. Trouble walking

01234

28. Paralysis or muscle we¿lness
(muscles too weåk to move)

01234

29. Ditrcutty urinating (peeing)

0

I

)

J

4

30. Vomiting (throwing up)

0

I

2

J

4

31. Bloating (eassy)

0

t

,)

3

4

32. Food making child sick

0

I

)

J

4

33. Pains in knees, elbows or otherjoints

0

I

2

J

4

34. Pain in arms or legs

0

I

)

J

4

35. Pain when urinate

0

I

2

3

4

l3E

APPENDIK O: Generel Health Questionnaire
MMPI-2 (Scale

Date:

l)

Family #:

Admin.:

This guestionnaire consists of nr¡mkred statements. Read each satemenr and

&i&

whether it is true

as applied to you or false as applied to you.

You a¡e to ci¡cle your answers on the right. If a statement is true or mostly true, as applied to you
ci¡cle T. If a statement is false or not usually true, as aplied to you, ci¡cle F. Give a response rc et/ery
statement.
Remember to give your own orpinion of yourself.

L I bave a good

appetite.

2. I çake up fresh and rested most

4. I am about as able to work as I ever

7.1 ambothered

þ

week

disturted.
friends.

Iamalmostneverbotheredbt'paißovermyheartorinmychest

11. Parts of my body often have feelings like
or like 'going to sleep.n

I hardly ever feel pain in the back of my neck

13.

I am troubled

disconfort in the pit of my stomach wery fes, days or oflener.

14. I have lit¡le or no uouble with my muscles twitching orjumping.
15. The¡e seems to be a ñrllness
16. Offen
17.

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

..........T

burning tingting crawting

12.

þ

T

......

constipation.

9. I am in juS as good physical health as most of my
10.

F

was.

an upset stomach several times a

8. My sleep is fitfr¡l and

T

enough.

nauseaandvomiting

6. I am very seldom troubled @

F

mornings.

3. My hands and feet are usually warm

S.Iamtroubledbyattacksof

T

in my head or nose most of the time.

I feel as if there is a tight band around my head

I have a grq¡t &aI of stom¡ch trouble.

18. I have never vomited blood or coughed up blood.
139

TF
TF
TF
TF
TF'
TF
TF
TF

F

19. During the past few years,

I bave been well most of the time

20. I am neither gaining nor losing

weight..

21. The top of my head sometimes feels
22. I

h

not ti¡e

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

tender.

spells.

| øn read a long while without tiring my eyes.

thetime.
2ó.Ihaveveryfewheadaches.

2S.Ifælweakallovermuchof

27 .

.....T

quickly.

23. I seldom or never bave dizzy
24.

F

I

have had no

.......

diñculty in keeping my balance in

walking.

28' I hardly ever notice my heart pounding and I am ærdom short
of

29.Ihave few or no

breath.

pains.

Ihavenumbnessinoneormoreplacesonmyskin .........
31. My eyesight is as good as it has been for years.
30.

32. I do not often notice my ears ringing or

bussing.
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APPEI\ü)IX P: Illness Behavior Encouragement Questionnaire (Child Report)
IBEO

Date:

Family #:

Admin.:

what hapens when your are experiencing stomâch/abdomin¡r pain?
The nexl questions a¡e about wbat your parents do when you are in pain. For each guestion
choose one of
the answers.

Never
wer

Ofren

Someþmes

means tbat your parent(s) never ds rhis.
meâns that your parent(s) only do this once in a while.
means that your paren(s) 6þ this some of the t',ne.
me:ms that your parent(s) usrnlty do this.

Always

me¿ns that your parent(s) always do this.

Ikrdly

l.

How often do your parent(s) let you søy home from school when you are
experiencing
e ch./abdominat pain?

stom

Ilardly
Nsver

gver

0

I

Sometimes
23

Ofren

Always
4

2t How ofren do your parent(s) say you do not have to do regular chores
such as taking out t¡ash or
cleaning up when vou are is experiencing stomach/abdominal pain?

Never
0t

Hardly
gver

Somet¡mes

Oñen

2

J

Always
4

3. How often do you¡ parent(s) say you don't have to finish all of your homework
when you are
experiencing stomecb/abdominal pain?

Ilardly
Never
0

4' How often

&

ever

I

Somefimes
234

Ofren

Always

your paren(s) bring you special treats, or linte gifts when you are experiencing

sûomach/abdominal tnin?

Never
0l

Ilardly
ever

Sometimes
2

Offen
J

AIways
4

5 H9w often do your pa¡snt(s) insist that you go !o school when you is experiencing stornacb/abdominal
paln?
Hardly
Never
0

evgr

I

Sometimes
2

l4l

Ofren
J

Always
4

6' How often do your par€nt(s) still epect you to do chores
and homework when you are experiencing
stomeçY¿¡¿ominal paln?

Ilardly
Never
0

7'

l:*

parn?

Sometimes

gver

2s4

I

Ofren

Alwavs

ofren do your parent(s) tâke you to the doctor when you
are experiencing stomacb,/abdominrl

Never
01

Ilardty

Somefimes
23

ever

Often

AIways
4

8' How oflen do your parent(s) spend more time than
usual with you when you are eryeriencing
stomacby'abdorninâI pain?

I{ardly
Never

gver

0

I

Sometimes
234

9' How ofren do your parent(s) grve you
Ðecial privileges or let you
to do when you are experiencing stomacúaU¿ominat pain?

Never
01

&

Often

Always

rhings you aren,t usua¡y allowed

Hardlv

Sometimes
234

gver

Ofren

Alwavs

l0' How ofte¡ do your parent(s) stay home from work or come
home earty (if they dont wort<, how ofren
do thev stay home instead of going out or running
errands, etc.), when you ¿*e expenencing
stomacb/abdornina¡ pain?

Nwer
0t

Hardty
gver

Sometimes
234

Oflen

Always

l1' How ofren do youl parent(s) pamper or spoil you when you
:re experiencing stomacb/abdoninat pain?
Hardly
Ngver

€,ver

0

I

Sometimes
2

Ofren
J

Always
4

12' How ofren do your paæn(s) ætt other people
in the family not to bofher you or to ¡p eçecia¡y nice
to
you when you are experiencing stomacby'abdominat pa.in?

Never
0t

Ilardly
ever

Sometimes
2

t42

Ofren
3¿,

Always

APPENXIX Q: Illness Behavion Encouragement Questionnaire (Parental Report)
IBEO

Date:

Family #:

Admin.:

What hapens when your child is in pain?
The next questions a¡e about what you
the answers.

Never
ever

Hardly

Sometimes

Often
Always
l.

&

when your child is in pain. For each question, choose one

of

meÍ¡ns that you never do this.
means tbat you only do this once in a while.
me:u$ that you do this some of the time.
means tbat you usually do this.
means that you always do this.

How offen do you let your child stay home from school when he./she is experiencing stomacb/aMominal

parn?

Never
012

Ilardly

eryer

Sometimes

Oflen
34

Always

2. How often do you say your child does not have to do regutar chores such as tqking out t¡ash or cleaning
up when he/she is experiencing stomach/abdominat pain?

Never

Hardly

ever

Sometimes

Ofren

Always

3. How often do you say your child fusn't have to finish all of his or her homework when he/she is
experiencing stomach/abdominal pain?

Never
012

Hardly

sver

Sometimes

Oflen
34

Always

4. How ofren do you bring your child speciat treats, or liute gifis when he/she is experiencing
stomacb/abdom i nal painf

Never
012

Ilardly

ever

Sometimes

Often
34

Always

5. How offen do you insist that your child go to school when he/she is eryeriencing stomach/abdominel
pain?

Never
012

Hardly

sver

Sometimes

t43

Oñen
34

Always

6. How offen do you still expect your child to do chores and homework when hdshe is experiencing
stornach/abdomi na I

pi¡!

Never
01
7. How often

&

llardty
ever

Sometimes
234

Often

Always

you tqke your child to the doctor when he/she is experiencing flomacb/abdomin¡l pain?

Never
012

Ilardlv

sver

Ofren
34

Sometimes

8. How ofren do you spend more t'me th¡n usual with your child when he/she is
stomacb./abdominal pain?

Always

eryriencing

Ilardly
Never

ever

0

I

Sometimes
2

Often
J

Always
4

9. How ofren do you give your child speciat privileges or let him or her do things he or she im't usrally
allowed to do when hdshe is experiencing stomaclr/abdominal pain?

Hardly
Never

ever

0

I

Sometrmes
2

Ofren
34

Always

10. How ofren do you stay home from work or come home early (if you don't work how often do you stay
home instead of going out or running errands, etc.), when he,/she is e>rperiencing stom¡cb/abdominal
paln?

Hardly

I

Never

ever

Sometimes

Ofren

0

I

')

J

AIways
4

l. How often do you pamper or spoil your child when hdshe is eryeriencing stomacb/abdoninal pain?
flardly
Never

ever

Sometimes

0

I

2

Often
34

Alwals

12. How often do you tell other people i¡ ¡[s ramily not to bother your child or to be especially nice to
your child when he/she is experiencing stomach/abdominet pain?

Hardly
Never
0

€ver

Sometrmes

I

2

t#

Ofren
34

Always

Á,PPENIIW R: Family Illness Questionnaire
EIO
Date:

Has aryone in your

Admin.:

frnily

ever had abdomin¡t or gastrointestiml problems (for example, Crohn's

iritable bowel, nervous stomach, or other jrout.rs involving a¡oo-ioar pain)?
If yes, for EACH PERSON in the family who has had abdominel pain, answer the guestion below:
disease, ulcerative colitis,

l.

Person's relationship to your child

Tpe of abdominat problem
Is this person living?
FIas he/she had the problem in the last 12 montbs?
Ifus he/she had the problem befo¡e the last 12 montbs?

Does he/she live with you?

_yes
_yes
_yes
_yes

_ no
_no
_ no
_ no

_
_
_
_

_no
_no
_no

2. Person's relationship !o your child

Type of abdominal problem
Is this person living?
Has he/she had the problem in the tast 12 months?
Has he/she had the problem before the last 12 months?
Does he/she live with you?

yes
yes
yes
yes

no

3. Person's relationship to your child

Type of abdominal problem
Is this person living?
Has he/she bad the problem in the last 12 months?
Ilas he/she bad the problem before the last 12 months?
Does he./she live with you?

4. (List additional persons and provide information on the back of this sheet)

t45

_
_
_
_

]res

yes
yes
yes

_no
_no
_no
no

[Ias anyone in your family recently (in the past 12 months) had any other serious health problem
or
disability? For EACH PERSON, answer the questions below. rnaû¿e acute problems sucn
as pne ,monia
or an injury and cb¡onic problems such as diabetes:

l.

Person's relationship to your child
Health problem

Yes

Does he/she live with you?

2. Person's relationship
Health problem

ûo

_no

your child

yes

Does he/she live with you?

no

3. Person's relationship to your child

Health problem

ves

Does he/she live with you?

4. (List additional persons and provide information on the back of this
sheet)

l,tó

_no

APPENDX S: Family Relationships Index (Child Report)
FRI

Date:

Family #:

Admin.:

The statements listed below describe situations which could hapen i¡ ¿ famity. For each statement
below, please circle 'T" if the statement describes your family most of the rime, or'F' if the satement
does not describe your family most of the time.

T F 1. Family msmbers really help and suport one another.
T F 2. Family members ofren keep their feelings to thenselves.
T F 3. We ñght a lot in ou¡ frmily.
T F 4. We often seem to be killing time at home.
T F 5. We say anything we want to around home.
T F 6. Family members rarely become openly angry.
T F 7. We prt a lot of energr into what we do at home.
T F 8. It's hard to "blow offsteårn" at home without upsetting somebody.
T F 9. Family members sometimes get so angry they throw things.
T F 10. There is a feeting of ûogetherness in our family.
T F I l. We æll each other about our personal problems.
T F 12. Family members hardly gver lose their tempers.
T F 13. We rarely volunteer when somefhing hes to be done at home.
T F 14. If we feel like doing something on the spur of the moment we often jus pick up and go.
T F 15. Family members often criticize each other.
T F 16. Family members really back each other up.
T F 17. Someone usually gets upset if you complain in our farnily.
T F 18. Family members sometimes hit each other.
T F 19. There is very liüle group spidt in our family.
T F 20. Money and paying bills is openly tatked about in our family.
T F 21. If there's a rlisaFeement in our family, we by ba¡d to smooth thinp over and keep the peace.
T F 22. We really get along well with each other.
T F 23. We a¡e usually carefi¡I about wbat we say to each other.
T F 24. Family members often try to one-up or out do each other.
T F 25. There is plenty of time and auention for everyone in s¡r ñmity.
T F 26. There a¡e a lot of sponraneous discussions in our family.
T F 27. þ our femily, we believe you don't ever get anlvhere b raising your voice.
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APPENIID{ T: Family Relationships trndex @arental Report)
FRI

Date:

Family #:

Admin.:

The statements listed below descrih situations which could happen in famity.
a
For each statement
below, please circle "T' if the statement desc'ribes your family most-of the time,
oi'F" if the sta¡ement
does not describe your family most of the time.

TF l. Family members really help and suport one another.
TF 2. Family members often keep their feetingq to themselves.
TF 3. We figbt a lot in our family.
TF 4. We ofren seem to be killing time al home.
TF 5. We say anything we want to around home.
TF 6. Family members rarely become openly angry.
TF 7. We put a lot of enerry into what we do at home.
TF 8' It's hard to 'blow offsteam" at home without upsetting somebodl,.
TF 9. Family members somet'mes get so angry they throw things.
TF 10. There is a feeling of togetherness in our famity.
TF I l. We tell each other about our personal problems.
TF 12. Family members h¿rdly ever lose their æmpers.
TF 13. We rarely volunteer when sq¡erhing has to be done at home.
TF 11 T*. feel like doing something on rhe spur of the momenr we often just pick up and go.
TF 15. Family members ofren criticize each other.
TF 16. Family members really back each other up.
TF 17. Someone usually gets up6et if you complain in our femity.
TF 18. Family members sometimes hit each other.
TF 19. There is very liUle group spirit in sur family.
TF ?9 Yo,r"y and paying bills is openty ralked abour in our famity.
TF 21. If there's a disagreement in our family, we hy bard to smooth things over and keç the peace.
TF 22. We really get along well with each other.
TF 23. We are usually careñ¡l about what we say to each other.
TF 24. Family members often try to one-up or out do each other.
TF 25. There is plenty of time and attention for everyone in our famity.
TF ?9. F * are a lot of spontaneous discussions in our family
TF 27. ln ou¡ femily, we believe you don't ever get anywhere þ raising your voice.

l,l8

APPENIIX U: Child Behavior Checklist (Parent Form)
CBCL

Date:

Family #:

Admin.:

Below is a list of items that describ child¡en. For e¿ch item tbat describes your child now or within the
past 6 months, please ci¡cle: "TT" if the iæm is very true or often true of your child,
'T' if the iæm is
somewhat true or sometimes true of your child, and'F" if the item is not true of vou¡ child.

TI

T F l.

ïr

T F 2. lJlerg

T'I T F

Acts too young for hiVher age.
(DESCRIBE)

3.Arguesalot.

T'I T F 4.Asthma

TI T F 5. Behaves like opposite sex
TT T F

6. Bowel movements outside toilet

TI

T.Bragging/boasring

TF

TI T F 8. Cånt concentrate.

can't pay attention for long

ï1 T F 9. Can't get hilher mind offcertain thoughts: obsessions
(DESCRIBE)

Tf T F 10. Can't sit still, restless or hy'peractive
TT T F 11. Clings

to adults or too dependent

TT T F 12. Complains
TT T F 13. Confused

TI

of loneliness

or s€ems to be in fog

T F14.Criesalor

TT T F 15. Cruel

to anirnals

T'f T F 16. Cruelty, hrþing
TT T F 17. Daydreams

TI

T F 18. Deliberately

ïI T F 19. Demands
TT T

or meanness to others

or gets lost in his/her thoughts
barms self or attem$s zuicide

a lot of attention

F 20. Destroys his/her own things
149

TT T

F 21. Destroys things belonging to his/her familv or others

Tf T F 22. Dsobedient at home
T.f T

F 23. Disobedient at school

TI T F 24. Does not eat well
TT T

F 25. Does not get along well with other kids

TT T

F 26. Does not seem to fe€l guilty afrer misbehaving

TT T

F 27. Easily jealous

TT T

F 28. Eats or

dri¡lis thingq that are not food

(DESCRIBE)

TT T

F 29. Fears cert¿in animals. situations or places

(DESCRIBE)

T'f T

F 30. Fears going to schml

TI T F 31. Fears he/she might think or do something bad
ïf

T

F 32. Feels he/she has to be perfect

T'f T F 33. Feels or complains

no one loves himÆrer

TT T

F 34. Feels others are out to get him./her

TT T

F 35. Feels worthless or inferior

Tf T F 36. Gets hurt a lot. accident

prone

TI T F 37. Gets in many fights
TT T

F 38. Gets teased a lot

T'I T

F 39. Ilangs around with othen who get into trouble

T'I T

F 40. Hears things that are not tlere

(DESCRIBE)

TT T

F 41. Impulsive or acts without thinking

TI T F 42. Woutd rather be alone than with others
TI T F 43 Lying or cheating
I-I T F 44. Bites ñngernails
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TI T F 45. Nervous. highstrung.
TT T

ænse

F 46. Nervous movements or twiching

(DESCRTBE)

TT T F4T.Nightmares
TT T

F 48. Not tiked by other kids

T'I T

F 49. Constipate{ does not move bowels

T'I T

F 50. Too fearñ¡l or anxious

ïf

T

F 51. Feels dizzy

TI

T

F 52. Feels too gurlty

T'I T

ïf

F53.Overeating

T F54.Overtired

TT T F55.Orenveight
56. Phvsical problems without known medical cause:
a. aches orpains (not stomach or headaches)

F
F
F
F
F
TI T F
T.I T F
Tr T F
TT T
TT T
TT T
TI T
TT T

b.headaches
c. nauseâ. feels sick
d. problem with eyes (DESCRIBE)
e. rashes or other slcin problems
f. stomachaches or cramps
g. vomiting throwing up
h. other (DESCRIBE)

ïf T F 57. Phlsically

attacls people

TT T

F 58. Picla nose, skin or other paru of body

T'I T

F 59. Plays with own sex parts in public

TI T F 60. Plays with oçn sex parts too much
TT T

F 61. Poor school work

ïI T F 62. Poorly coordinated or clumsy
TI

T

F 63. Prefers being with older kids

TI T F 64. Prefers being with younger kids
]-t T F 65. Refr¡ses to talk

l5l

TI T F 6ó. Repeats certain acts over and over; compulsions
(DESCRTBE)

TT T F67. Runsawayfromhome

T'f T

F68.Scre¿msalot

TT T

F 69. Secretive. keees things ts self

Tf

F 70. Sees things that a¡e not there

T

(DESCRTBE)

T'I T F 71. S€lf.conscious

Tf

T

or easily embarrassed

F 72. Sets fi¡es

1-I T

F 73. Sexual problems (DESCRIBE)

TT T

F 74. Showing offor clowning

TT T

F 75. Shy o¡ timid

TI

F 76. Slee,ps less than mosr kids

T

Tf T F 77. Sleeps ps¡s rhan most kids during day and/or night
(DESCRTBE)

T-f T

F 78. Smears or plays with bowel movements

T.I T

F 79. Speech problenu (DESCRIBE)

TI

F 80. Stares blanHv

T

ïf T F 81. Steals at home
ït T F 82. Steals outside the home
TT T

F 83. Stores up rhings he/she does not need

(DESCRTBE)

T't T

F 84. Strange behavior (DESCRIBE)

TT T

F S5.Strange ieas @ESCRIBE)

ïf T F 86. Stubborn,
T'I T

sullen, irritable

F 87. Sudrlen çh¡nge in mood or feeling

TT T F88. Sullcsalor
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TT T F89.Su$icious

TI T F 90. Talks ¿þ¡l killing self
TT T

F 91. Swearingorobscene language

T'f T

F 92. Talks or walks in sleep (DESCRIBE)

ïI

F 93. Talks too much

T

T'I T

F94.Teasesalot

TT T

F 95. Temper tantmm or hot t€mper

TT T

F 96. Thinks about sex too much

T'I T

F 97. Th¡eatens people

TT T F9S.Thumbsucking

T'I T

F 99. Too concerned with neatness or cleanliness

T'I T

F 100. Trouble sleeping

T'I T

F 101. Truanry, skips school

T'f T F 102. Underaaive, slow moving
TT T F 103. Unhappl.

or lacls eners¡

sadordepressed

ïf T F 104. Unusualh loud
TT T F 105. Uses alcohol

or drugs for nonmedical purposes:

(DESCRIBE)

ït T F106.Vandalism
TT T F 107. Wets self during day

ïf T F 108. Wets the bed
TI T Fl09.Whining
TT T F I10.

lVishes to

þ

of the opposite sex

Tf T F I I l. Withdrawn, does not get involved with others
TI T F 112. Worries
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APPENDX V: Piers-Ha¡:ris Children's Self-Concept

Scele

DIRECTIONS: Here is a set of statements that æll how some people feel about themselves. Read each
statement and deci& whether or not it &scribes the way you feel about yourself. If it is true or mostlv
true for you, ci¡cle the word'!es" next to the saæment. If it is false o¡ mostlv false for you, ci¡cle the
*no" for
word *no." Arswer every guestiorL even if some are hard to d€cid€. Do not circle both Te-s" and
the same ståtement.
Remember that there are no right or \prong arlswers. Only you can tell us how you feel
we hope you will mark the wry you really feel insi&.

l. My classmates make fun or me
2.Iam a hapy person
3. It is bard for me to make friends
4. I am oflen sad
5. I am srnart
6. I am shy
7. I get nervous
8. My looks bother me
9. When I grow up, I will be an inportant person
10. I get worried when we bave tests in school
ll. I am unpopular
12. I am well behaved in school
13. It is usually my fault when something goes wrong
14.

I

cause trouble to mv familv

15. I am strong
16. I have good i&as
17. I am an important member of my family
18. I usually want my own wa]'
19. I am good at making things ndth my hands
20. I give up easily
21. I am good in my school work
22. | & many bad things
23. I can d¡aw well
24.lam good in music
25. I behave badly at home
26.1ag:. slow in finishing my school work
27. I arn an important member of my class
28. I am nervorß
29. I have pretty øyes
30. I can give a good r€port in front of the class
31. In school. I am a drcamer
32. I prck on my b'rothe(s) and siste(s)
33. My friends like my i&as
34. I often get into t¡ouble
35. I am obedient at home

lucþ
37.Iworryalot
36. I am

38. My parents expect too much of me
39. I like being the way I am
,10.

I feel lefr out of things
41. I have nice hair
42. I often volunteer in school
154

abut yourself.

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yrs
yes
yes
yes
y€s
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no
no
no
no
tro

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
rx)

no
no
no
no

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

so

43. I wish I were different
,14.

I sleep well at night

45. I hate school

I am among the last to be chosen for games
47.Iam sick a lot
48. I am often mean ûo other people
49. My classriates in school think I have good i&as
50. I am unbapy
51. I have mary friends
52. I am cheerftl
53. I am dumb about onffi thingg
,16.

54. I
55. I
56. I
57. I

am good-looking
have loa of pep (energr)
get into a lot of fights

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

Iro

yes
y€s

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes

y€s

am poplarwith boys
58. People pick on me
59. My femily is disapointed in me
60. I have a pleasant face
61. When I try to make something sverything seems to go wrong
62. I am picked on at home
63. I am a lea&r in games and qports

64. I am clumq'
65. In games and sports, I watch inst€ad of play
6ó. I forget what I le¿rn
67. I am eås'' to get along with
68. I loss my temper easill
69. I am popular with girls
70. I am a good reader
71. I would rather work alone tban with a group
72. I ltke my bother (sister)
73. lhave a good ñgure
74.lan often afraid
75. I am alrrays drcFing or breaking thiogs

yes

yrs
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yEs
yes
yes

76.1øn be trustd
TÌ. I am different from other people

yes
yes

78. I rhink bad thoughts
79. I cry e¡srly
80. I am a good person

yes

yes
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no
no
no
no
no
no

m

APPENDX \fl: Rosenberg Setf-Concept
Date:

Family #:

Scele

Admin.:

FOLLOWING ARE A NI.JMBER OF STATEMENTS ABOUT

TTTE

WAY YOU FEEL ABOU-T

YOTIRSEI.J" PLEASE READ EACH STATEMENT AND CIRCT.E THE LETTER THAT MOST
CLOSELY CORRESPONDS TO YOI.JR PERSONAL BFI.EII ABOUT THAT TTEM. TRY TO
A}.ISWER ON TI{E BASIS OF WHAT YOU REALLY THINK AND NOT BASED ON

'sotlNDs GooD

oR.

\ilHAT

BAD'.

STRONGLY

MODERATELY MODERATELY

DISAGREE DISAGREE

AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

D

ABCD

1. I feel that I'm a person of wortb, at least on an egual plane with others.

ABCD

2. I feel that I have a number of good qualities.

ABCD

3. All in all. I am inclined to feel tbat I am a failure.

ABCD

4. I ¡m able to do rhings as well as most other people.

ABCD

5. I feel I do not have much to be proud of.

ABCD

6. I take a positive attitude toward myself.

ABCD

7. On the whole, I am satisfied with m;vself.

ABCD

8. I wish I could have more respct for myself.

ABCD

9. I certainly feel useless at times.

ABCD

10. Af times, I think I am no good at all.
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APPENIID( X: QUESTIONN^A,IRE MODTFTCATIONS
Item 9 of the STAIC

-

*toubled" explained with the word *bothered"

Item 4 of the FRI

-'killing"

Item 8 of the FRI

-

Item

19 of the FRI

*blow

erylained with the word'basting."

of steam" explained with the words'showing anger."

- "grolp spirit" expliained with tbe words "working

The Rosenberg Self-Concep Scale replaced with
Iæm 55 of the PHCSCS

-'¡lq)"

Item 73 of the PHCSCS

-'figure"

th

together."

Piers-Harris Children's Self{onceg Scale.

explained with the word "cn€trg/."
explained with the word'body."

t57

APPENI}D( Y: COGNTTTVE-BEHAWORAL PA.IN MANAGEMENT PR,0GR,A,M
ABSTRACT
Recurrent

abminal

pain (RAP) in children apears to be a common problem, atrecting as many

aslí%oofallrchoolagedchildren. Ofthese,lsssrhân l0%baveaclearorganiccausefortheirpain.

Thus' psychosocial åcton appear to be important in the great maþrity of children with RAp. tlis paput
outlines a comprehensive psychosocial asesment and a 6-sesion cognitiv+ùehavioral treâtment pact"g.
for chilùen with RAP. This pacløge is broken down into three components which are providing
information about RAp and a rationale for oain menegement proceôrrEs, contingency nurnagement
training for parents, and ælf-training for children. Preliminary empirical evidence srggests-tbat this
cognitiveùehavioral treatment pad<age is an efrective aproach for treating RAp. Hoqpver, more
research is ned to r€,plicate these initial positiræ findings.
INTRODUCTION
The International Association for the Study of Fain (IASP) bave defined RAp in children to be a
syndrome consisting of abdominat pain that inærferes with normal aaivities occurring at leåst three times
over at least tlu€€ months (Merskey, 1986). RAP is a common complaint in chilùen-with an estimated
10 to 15% of school age children being atrected (Apley, 1975). Notably, Apley (1975) found rhar less
than l0% of these children had a &finable organic cause. Without an organic cÍrus€, many doctors have
assumed that RAP is a psychological problem. That is, with negative medical findings, physicians bave
ænH to provi& only reassurance to families (that a physcal problem was ncÉ found) in hopes that the
RAP wouldjust go away (Ladne & Rapaport, 1984). However this does not aÐear to bapen for a
large number of these children. A number of longitudinal studies have rçorted that more ttrat tral¡of
RAP child¡en continue to have pain in aó¡lthood (Apley & Hale, 1973; Christensen & Mortense4 1975:
Margi, Pierri, & Donzelli, 1987; Sticker & Murphy, 1979).
Oster (1972) observed tbat girls aæ stightly more likely to have RAp than boys, especially.if
initial onset is after the age of nine. However, RAP bas been found in chitdren as yor¡ng as two yean old
and range into late adolescence. Thus, it apears RAP chilùen are a heterogeoeous g¡oup. Furthermore,
these children have reported r¡ariable pain duratiorL describing episodes tUùast
å between a few

*ryn

minutes to many hou¡s. ln a&ition, RAp children report diverse levels of Fin seuerity and intensiq..
as
well as, variable number of episodes on ¿rny given week (Apley, l9Z5).
Adding to this complexity, investigations into thè etiolory of RAp bave been di¡ecred in three
divergent lines of research. Researchers have considered abnormal physiological proceses (e.g.,
constipation, lactose intolerance). child psychological factors (e.g., anxiety, depression, rcmatization). or
famity characteristics (e.g., parental arxiety and depressioq patterns of Amify-inæractions) as possible
causes of RAP Gvfcttrath & Uüah, 1987). Also, social leaming processes have been considered
to be
important in un&rstanding the child's pain coping strategies and the influence that the child's social
environment nay have on pain oipression (Walker þ /¿man,l992). The p¡rpose of this paper is to
o,ulline a fusion cognitiveåehavioral treatment padøge that utilizes a *ati"ty of procedures with RAp

child¡en and their parents.

COGNNTV'E-BEHAVIORAL TREATMENT
The assunËion behind a cognitiveùebavioral treat¡rent pfmgram for RAp children is that the
percepËion of pdn depends on nuny physical, emotional, sitrntionel, famiti¡t,
ad behaviorat frctors.
Thus, theoretically, it shuld be possible ûo alter a child's percepÊion of pain bV chsngint any of these
frctors (McGrath, 1990a). Ths framework of this fusion æahent paeg; *as t"t o frorn McGrath
(1990a). However, the treament of RAP chitdxen necessitates specifiaconsièrations. That
is5 effective
RAP treatuent utiliTes a balanced aproach that provides information and cognitiveùehavior techniques,
hu'wer, ôcs mt çeculate on the specific *cause- for the problem. fhrs, pûrents are mt m¡de to feel
-"'t "e¡t poor marriage is
the cause of this problem- or *it or¡r fautt because out child is so a¡xior¡s."
Cognitive'behavioral techniques have been found to be etrective in modi$ing facrors that may
initiaæ, maintai4 or oracerüate RAP in child¡en (McGrat\ 1990a). These techniques are aimed to
provide child¡en with accursæ information about RAP, a variety of pain control techniques
ô'ing painful
episo&s, and the ability to recognize and resolve stressfr¡l issr¡es that could be triggerhg pain. tn
addition" children learn how to change their bebaviors, thus, deoeasing the frequincJ olinion f cpisodes.
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Also, parents are provided with accr¡¡aæ information about RAP, aÌe taught how their own responses to
thei¡ child's parn complaints can actually i¡fluence the frequency and intensity of their child's paia and
a¡e instructed how to change their om behavion to minirnize the reinforcement of pain behaviors (Þ¡nnC¡eier, McGrat\ Roucke, Iatter, & D'Astor¡s, 1986).
ASSESSMENT

Althougb a physical illness is rarely found in RAP chitdren, a ph¡rsician must assess the
Iikelihood of a physical etiologr. The staú¡d medical work-up is the first st€p in the assessnnenr

fn@ss.

Furthermore, it is important tbat the psychologist çorls in liaison with the physician througbout the
psychasocial assssment and treatnent to ensure that the min problem does not ervolve into a medical
disorder. It is irnperative that parens are taught to discriminate benrcen RAP sympoms and otler
physical complaints requiring m€dical attention (e.g, to respond with ca¡e and auention and, if rcssary,
seek medical advice of the child is phlsically injure4 &velops a new sJrmÉomatic pattem of illness, or
sr¡ffers for pain or discomfort arising from inþry or vi¡al infection). fn aOditioa parents should be
advised of "mnçecific 'l€dflags'," (p.81, Rapport, 1989) srch aq weight loss, dysuria (i.e., painfrrl
uri:ration), and abniml pain that awakes the child from sleep, which is suggestive of a need for fu¡ther
medical evaluåtion. Nevertheless, if tk min is discovered to be ô¡e to a physical iüness, a cognitivebehavioral teatm€nt padøge (in co4þction with medical heatnrent) still has much to offer a child and

family.

The first step for the psychologist is working with a RAP child is to perform a comprehensive
þ conducting a clinical interview and aóninistrating a lariety ofquestionnaires (Walker,
Garber & Greene, 1993, 1994). A clinical interview with the parents and child is vital to assess the paitt
problem and to identi$ the best treatuent shategies (e.g., ooenitive, behavioral, femitial). Also. a
comprehensive functional analysis of the child's behavior and family inæractions woutd be very helpful
when customizing intervention sffitegies.
If the child is at an apropriaæ reading lwel, the child would be asked to compleæ a varie¡v of
psychosocial self-rtport measu¡es on anxiety, &pression, som¿tiza¡¡s* disability, pain Uelavior
reinforcemenl in adition to measures of, pain freçency, duratio4 and a t5pical length of pain eplsoe.
The psychologist should read the guestionnaires to child¡en who c,€re unablè to read but could
comprehend the çestionnaire items verbally. In a&ition, parcnts would complete question¡aires rating
their child's emotionat and behaliorat rlifficulties, as well as, a pain behalior reinforcement
questionnaire. Furthermore, parents would complete
çestionnaire related to de,pressio4 anxierv,
somatization, family history or illness and paln, and a family dynamics
çestionnaire (Garber, Zæmen, &
tüalker, 1990; Walker &. 7*ma4 1992).
THE 6.SESSION PACKAGE
This Gsession package foUows a consultation model of cognitiveåehavior ft¿hent as described
in McGrath (1990). The treatment is effective in equipprng children with active coping skilts
þ,way of
instructions, mo&ling fe€ùadq and homework assignments. In each training r*d"t, both rærbat and
r*dtten instnuctions for both the parents and chil4 ¡yithin-sç5sis¡ demonsrations and p,ractice of
technigues, and qpecific weekly homework tacks arc used In additio4 parents are encouraged to
implement behavior çhrng€ stråtegies with thir child at bme. This pac.toge attemfts to
f,*niO" r ar"t
emphasis by t€aching chitdren tain man¡gement skills, as well ac providing insruction tó tne parens.
It is important to note that RAP apean to have a rariety of physical, cogitive Uehav¡oral. an¿
f¡mili¿l factors tbat vary in importance arnong thesÊ children. Thus, the imflemãntation
of this Eråtment
package must allow flexibility to foq¡s on different enpbasis (e.g, behavioral, ægnitive,
or familial) and
to provide fr'o different strateges to be used (e.g, concrete or abstract). knplementation of this package is
qryd"d bu the prinary factors important in the RAP and the unique needs of each child and parent. The
child and parents need to feel suported and un&rstood thmughout the üeatment for the program to be
assessment

e,ffective.

Session I
Scssion I should inctud€d a discr¡ssion of tbe assessment findings with the paænts and childdÊscribe the rationale for the pain manaçment procedues, and provide an introduction to the social

learning explanation of pain. This may require challenging any malada¡Éive attributions or assumptions
to the cause of the pain.
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Based on the literatu¡e, RAP may be related to emotional factors, such as, anxiety and fear, an

inability to rela¡q general anxiety about life, &pression, an inability to identi$'and resolve st¡essfi¡l
issues, excessively high expectations for achievement, inabitity to recognize and express emotions, and
somatization of emotional distress (McGrath" 1990a). Each of these faaors is discl¡ssed with reference to
the initial interview and çestionnaire results. Specific factors should be proposed as being of primary,
secondary, or minimalb' importance in the RAP. Also, the psychologist nr¡st elicit parenrat inprt as to
their percepion of the relevance of theæ factors.
ln addition, if common familiat factors are identifie( such as, ñnrily history of pain, high
parental expectations for child's performance, sEong &pendence on parental re¿ssu¡ance, few
or no
active coping strategies, overp'rotective parents, and one pa¡ent relating to the child as an aô¡lt
çouse and
thus the child is expÊcted to provide emotional suFort to the parent, these will need to be addressed
(McGratlu 19904). Hou€ver, the psychologist must talce particutal care not to offend
or alienate parenrs
but instead to provi& suFort and understanding as their situation is exploredFurthermore, ottrer common precþitation and naintaining faaon that may not bave been
prwiousty discussed are i&ntified for discussion. For example, inconsistent parental responses,
avoidance ofunpleasant situations (e.g., social occÍ¡sions, and school), dect€ased expectations for
performance (e.g., scholastic achiwement, sports, and hor¡sehold responsìtúlities), increased aüention
or
speciat privileges, and conditioned æin triggers would be discussed as the behavioral factors thar
may be
involved in the child's Þain (McGrath, 1990a).
The focus of this feedback session is to provided an emphasis on the possible current factors that
are maintaining the recurrent pafuL ¡ather than on trying to &termine the cause of the pain. Thus,
even
when the reilrrent parn is found to have began afrer a death of a loved one or a ma¡itaí separation
rhe
focus of treatment is still di¡ected towards the factors that are reçonsible for the rnaintenânce
of the pain
(McGrath, 1990a). Towards the end of the session, intnoórctory information (as outlined
above) will be
given about the treatment of RAP.
Homework For homeworL the psychologist will ask the child and parenrs to compleæ a pain
diary. The date and time of pain episo&s are recor&d, as well as, who was present, the activit¡.that nas
taken place, the intervention use4 thoughtdstresses, and any additional notes. These forms
wiil be
brought to the next session for discussion.
Session 2

With Þrent(s) ôlone. The psychologist will rwiew the completed pain diary noting rhe number
of pain episG during the ureek, the activities that were taking place, and the inærventions rhat
were
used. Parents are asked to &scribe any insights that they may haue had while completing the diar-r,.
The
pychologist círn use this information to provi& speciñc suggestions about how tle parents
con heip their
child reduce the pain and the maladaptive pain behavion. Specificaþ, paænts are tauglrt to reçond
consistently to their child in a ñr;lnner that promotes active ccping and encourages.uño" activities,
especiatly school attendance. In a&ition, possible pain uiggen a¡e rwiewed foi æ ñrst
session and
compared to those identified from the pain diaries. Iastly, the psychologisr can briefty
outline the plans
for the child's sessions.
With Child Alone. The child is asked to briefly dÊscribe the sitr¡ations tbat he/she recorùd in the
diary.
A qpecial note is nrade if any stresses have been recorded- The cbild is asked to complete a
!iln
form to rate tlre soength ¿¡d rrnplsasatrtness of the RAP. Also, k/she is to record th e,ffectiveness
of all
the inærventions attemped or used The psychologist discusses the possible üiggers for tk
æin eprsodes.
which is based on the diary and the initial assesment. The psychotõgist tten somraries tlis ¡nformaUon
to provide the chitd with fee&ack as to why some emotions and situations can lead to RAp, ¡rsing
langrnge that is understandable to the child, r'qing ilft¡st¡ations from the chird's life, and provi6ing
examples that or¡tline how_thgrariors components of this progra¡n can help to reduce tn
ø".
Homework The child and parents a¡e asked to oontinue to monitoi recunent pui"
çiroOo øtr,
the pain ùary. In additioq parents are encouraged to use and monitor the interrcntions learned in
rhe
session.

Session 3

With Parent(s) Alone. The fm¡s of this session is to train parents to reinforce well behavior
through contingent social auention (i.e., praise). Also, parents a¡e reminded to respond to verùal
min
complaints by promping the child to engage in a competing behavior or a distracting activit',. It
mav be
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helpñil for the parents to èvelop a "r€s¡Jonse set" to maintain consistency
providing the same verbal
reasslllanc€s and same responses wkn their child is complaining about paln (McG¡atb, 1990a).
In addition, parents are aught to ignore nonvertal pain behavion and to avoid modeling sick

þ

role behaviors. This is eçecially important if another family member has been orperiencing pain or
illness. A focus intervention using pain man¡gement strategies dir€cted at this family memUeì (usually a
parenÐ may be necessÍ¡ry. Also, if the parents bave inadvertently tanghl their child to not express
emotions openly, tlley wilt be counseled about the aversive consequences of this ad wiI be iaught how to
recognize the need for accegable enotional outlets.
With Child Alone. The child is asted to describe ncable events for the pain diary and compleæs
the fonn. The pychologist will ¡wiew the pain diary and i&ntifies possible üiggen (e.g., s6esE school,
famity, peers, and competitive sports). The child is enæuraged to disn¡ss theæ facton *A U*ir influence
on the RAP. Nexq the child is taught progresive muscle rela,ration and controlled breathing exercises.
The prpose of relaxation and controlled breathing as pain control techniçes is rwiewed- An empnasis
is placed on desaibing how rela:<ation and breathing technigues can i¡fluence one's emotional reactions
and bodily ænsations.
Homework The perents

ad child continue the pain diarl,. In addition, the child is encouraged
to practice tlæ relaxation techdgues are home and gve a form to indicate practice days. Also, th3 cnil6 is
asked to generate a list offeelings, places, poople, s¡ rhings tbat incre¿se or decrease muscle tension and
what are the signs to show when he/she is feeling tense or relaxedSession 4

With Child Alone. A rwiew of the pain diary is corú¡cted as in previous sessions. Next,
relaxation homework is reviewed The focus of this session is to teach the child positive self-r¡Ik.
distraction (e.g., engagement in competing activities), and positive imagery s¡dlÈ. Modeling roleplaytng rehearsal, and feedback a¡e used to practice these technigues. attlougtr no studiesfuve
investigated the pain-coping styles or RAP childrerL clinical eryerience and research with children with

other min qyndromes suggest that RAP child¡en may have in¿quaæ coping responses and perceive
themsetves as having little control over their parn (McGrath lg$a). Thus, the use of these cognitive
coping srategies will give these chitdren a sense of mastery over their pain.
With Parent(s) Alone. Parents a¡e remin&d that a child's capacity to implernent adaptive pain
coping strategies can be strongly influenced þ the family æsponses (Drnn-Geier, et at., teæ). thar is
parents qfre¡ rrnknswingly provide discriminative cues and selective reinforcement for
expressions of
pain. RAP is reinforced when parent attention is contingent on pain eryression and the avoidance
of
activities. Conseguently, parcnts strould attemË to stop their reinforcernent of pain behavion and instead
sumort their child's adaptive behavior o¡ active coping strategies. The psychologist can provide the
parents with suggestions for difficult situations, which the parents had (+'fficulty deter-ioing
the proper
response. In additio4 if the child has shown some improvcment, th parents will more titety te *ittiog
to discuss situational, behavioral, emotional, ¿¡d femiliel ftctors that th€y see as important in the
mâintenance of RAP. A&itional triggers may be discussed and sperific inærventions p{¡nned
Homework. Fain diary and monitoring of relaxation homework are continueû Atso, the child is
cncouraged to r¡se the cognitive coping strategies that were le¿rned in the session and to monitor them in
the pain diary.
Session 5

With Child Alone. fàin diar.v and rela:ration homeryort is revieryed- Praise is given for any
sttemÉ sl.cing cognitive coping shategies to mrnege tþ pain. Nexl tbe child æmplees the form. The
child is asked to describe the m¡in points learned in th€ last æssion regarding cognitive co¡ling strategies.
Additional practicc csn take flace if there is confrsion as to how to use tbese srategi.s. rfu foa¡s of the
session is on teaching pùlem-sotving tecbnique. An emphasis is placed on problenn identification and

emotionel reactions.
With Parent(s) Alone. The same format as in the preceding session is followed tbroughout the
rest of the program. As scssions progress, gr€ater erryrhaqis is placed on th prents to ao,r-õ the mle
of
facilitator of the child's insigha abor¡t the relationship between pain and emotional distress. In aüitionparents are encouraged to pfomote their child's usage of active coping strategies.
Homework Pain diary is continr¡ed. In addition" the child receives relaxation monitoring and
problem-sotving homework

l6t

Session 6

þ the psychologist
to strengthen the child's awareness of the poæntial pain triggers and to teåch the child how to modiry
sinntions and hisiher reactions so as to minimize pain çisodes. The problem-solving wortsheet is r¡sed
to discuss problem ownenhip and solutions, using both pain-related and mn-pain-related examples. ln
a&ition, relapse p'revention training in which the child is taught problem-solving stmteges for de.ling
with pain that night ariæ in future high-risk sitrutions (e.9., when sudying for a tes or pþing a
competitive sport) is conó¡cted
With Child Alone. The same fornrat (update, review, and discr¡ssion) is used
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